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ABSTRACT 
The aim of this dissertation was to investigate the representation of specific types of 
animals as they occurred in Homer and archaic Attic black figure vase painting with a 
view to understanding bow they were most likely perceived in antiquity. This 
involved determining the underlying concepts around which each animal was 
constructed by comparing and contrasting the imagery presented in the Homeric 
works and archaic Attic black figure vase painting. The primary objective was to 
suspend modern and westernized conceptions and to attempt to approach the animal 
as from an ancient perspective. The Homeric works were chosen as representative of 
the literary evidence since these poems offer the most complete, oldest extant 
literature and are the result of a dynamic and continuous oral tradition. Similarly, 
archaic Attic black figure vase painting was considered the most suitable corpus of 
artistic evidence since the 6th century BC was a time when the artists actively engaged 
with and manipulated their themes and subject matter within an established tradition; 
this artistic fabric presents a parallel with the Homeric evidence. As a result of this 
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Animals have always occupied a large role in all spberes of man's life. They have 
existed in every culture throughout the ages, they have been used as food, they have 
been considered both sacred and unclean, they have been revered and loathed, but 
above all, they stand as fundamental symbols and archetypes to which the human 
psycbe relates. 
The influence of the animal realm was strongly felt in the ancient Greek culture. Even 
though the ancient Greek world-view was fundamentally anthropocentric, it is striking 
bow consistently animals existed as an integral part of the people's lives. Evidence of 
this lies in both their literature and their art. For decades, scholars have inferred 
meaning from the evocative similes within the Homeric works. Much time has been 
spent looking at how the animal imagery impacts and comments on the stature and 
standing of the person to whom the animal is being compared. More recently, 
syrnbologists have begun to interpret the potential significance of animals that are 
represented in the visual mediums. Here, the scholars study the interrelationship and 
the dynamics between the various components of the scene in an attempt to detennine 
the potential symbolism of the context. 
It has become clear that the scholars were generally working on the assumption that 
the character of the animal was already understood. On this assumed understanding, 
2 
meaning was then imported into the particular context, but from a modem 
perspective. As with all ancient cultures one has to mediate between cultures that are 
separated by time and circumstance. For instance, if the word Itdog" was arbitrarily 
offered as an example, immediate associative images and connotations spring to 
mind; images that all depend on one's own personal and vicarious experiences. As a 
result, this led to my developing a curiosity as to how the ancient specifically 
perceived the various members of the animal kingdom. Hence, rather than looking at 
how the animal imagery affected the human characters, the task required that I go 
back to the conceptual stage where the animal itself needed looking at in tenns of how 
it was represented and the contexts in which it occurred. 
I have drawn my primary ancient evidence from the Homeric poems, the Iliad and the 
Odyssey, and archaic Attic black figure vase painting for the following reasons: 
Firstly, besides the Hesiodic poems and other fragmentary works, the Homeric poems 
represent the oldest and most complete extant body of literature from the ancient 
world. Since the Homeric works are representative of a dynamic and continuous oral 
tradition, they offer evidence from the past generations and prevailing ancient modes 
of thought. As Mackayl asserts, "orality is not merely a feature peculiar to orally 
composed "texts", but is rather a way of thinking, a way of looking at the world that is 
most prominent at times in cultural development when writing is least in evidence." 
In addition to this, the Homeric evidence provides the richest source material for 
animals that are predominantly found in the vivid similes in both of the works. In 
these similes, the character of the animal is evocatively portrayed and recreated, 
, (1995,302). 
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where the animal almost lives and breathes for the audience. Besides the context of 
the similes, animals occur in the lrealityl of the main narrative action, as livestock, as 
sacrificial offerings to the gods and as a food source. Similarly, animals are used 
metaphorically, they are wrought as design motifs on metalwork, they occur in 
omens, they are included in epithets and they can both belong to and be 
manifestations of the gods. The hide of the animal is used as raw material for 
clothing, weaponry and other utilitarian purposes, animals are given as gifts and are 
used as a reference point for expressing monetary value. 
On the artistic side, tbe most diverse source of imagery is found within the archaic 
Attic black figure vase painting. This period of art is a particularly rewarding area of 
study since it represents a time of great creativity and innovation. Although, the 
beginnings of experimentation can be found in the Proto-geometric narrative an from 
the end of the 7tlJ century BC, this body of evidence is sparse and the technique very 
primitive, since it represents only the initial stages of development. It is only in the 
archaic Athenian painting of the 6th century BC that theme and subject matter is 
purposively exploited and where the artists gave thought to the potential in the 
imagery already rooted in literature and the arts. 
The study and comparison of Homer in conjunction with archaic Attic black figure is 
chronologically important since the Homeric texts "represent the state of the oral 
tradition at a date more or less contemporary with the rise of narrative art at the 
beginning of the archaic period".2 Hence the two genres, individually and together, 
2 Mackay (1995:283). 
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are singularly appropriate contexts in which to explore the concept of animals ID 
antiquity. 
Since early Corinthian vase painting is characterized by its animal bands, and because 
archaic Athenian art mllst be seen not as an isolated discipline but as located within a 
wider context, the image of the animal is also explored within the Corintbian fabric. 
For similar reasons, I include brief discussion of Attic geometric art, it being the 
necessary, albeit stylistically primitive, forerunner of Attic black figure vase painting. 
Animal Types 
For the purposes of this study, it was not considered feasible or constructive to 
include every type of animal species. In consequence, I restricted myself to the feline 
species, the ungulates, snakes and the canine family. However, the ungulate species 
do not include the horse,3 mule or donkey since these are a subject on their own. 
Similarly, insects, fish and rodents did not occur consistently enough, as a subject, in 
either genre for them to be considered significantly helpful to the study. 
This is also true regarding my deliberate exclusion of the different bird types and 
species.4 Also, birds are often not clearly differentiated in Attic black figure vase 
painting, which would entail identification of the bird before detemlining how the 
avian contributed to its scene. Similarly, the identification of species, specifically the 
canine, is superfluous to the purposes of this study since the specific breed or type 
does not significantly enhance the overall meaning of the scenes. Lastly, I do not 
consider that the mythologized hybrids occupy a valid animal description since they 
3 For instance Moore (1971) has already carried out a definitive study on this subject of the manner of 
representation of horses in Attic black figure. 
4 Bohr (1997) has already embarked on the study of the bird as represented on Greek vases. 
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do not occur in reality and are the product of an extensive web of inter-cultural 
ttbreeding" , 
In brief, my aim is not so much to provide an absolute definition for the various 
animal types but rather to establish general trends which can then be tested out in 
other vase contexts. 
Interpretative Methodology 
In the ~istic milieu, detennining the intention of the artist is of primary importance 
in this study. This entails looking carefully at the details of the scenes and the context 
in which tbe animals occur, the order in which they appear, bow they impact on the 
scene, their relationship with the scene, their positioning in the picture field that may 
imply a relationship with another aspect of the scene and an examination of the type 
of animal and the groupings of animals in an attempt to interpret the impetus lying 
behind the images within the scenes. 
Within the vase painting context, except where it contributes to the overall 
understanding of the animal or where I have perceived it to be intrinsically of interest, 
I generally have avoided embarking on a comprehensive discussion of specific types 
of animals as common attributes of the various deities. For one, Simon5 has already 
provided a detailed study including this aspect, and secondly, this theme is a separate 
investigation in its own right. Additionally, except in special instances, I do not 
discuss animals appearing on shield blazons of warriors represented in archaic Attic 
, (1998). 
6 
black figure since this has already been sufficiently covered by other autbors6 and 
does not offer significant insight for this study. 
Within the Homeric works, the perception of the poet is the key. This required 
investigating in what way the animal was specifically utilized and looking in which 
contexts the animals occurred and how the particular animal impacted on the 
depiction of the person in the main narrative. At the same time, this is not so much an 
analysis of animals in Homer, which has already largely been done, as an attempt to 
determine the inherent meaning of the animals in archaic Attic black figure vase 
painting. For this study, the Homeric poems offer a generalized context which 
provide a point of reference from which the vase representations can be viewed. 
As the basis for the artistic evidence, I have used the Lexicon Iconographicum 
Mythologiae Classicae (hereafter LIMe) as my primary source since the corpus offers 
a broad range of images, randomly selected from the point of view of this study, from 
the generic to the particularized. Thereafter, I sought out other vase scenes, not 
incorporated in the LIMe, which provided important comparative data onto which I . 
could test my various theoretical hypotheses. 
In tenns of the literary evidence, I have relied on Lattimore's translations of both the 
Iliad and the Odyssey since his translations best capture and retain the poetic quality 
of the original works. All translations of Homer wi11 therefore be his; for other 
ancient quotations the translator will be indicated in the Bibliography. The spellings 
of ancient names follow the transliteration system, except where the anglicised fonn 
is firmly established in the scholarly tradition (Homer, not Homeros, for instance). 
6 Chase (1902) distinguishes ten, possibly, twelve different classes of shield devices. HOlscher 
(1972:101) discusses the apotropaic effects of the themes on weapons. 
7 
This study involves a wide range of vases from an extensive reach of artistic 
workshops. However, some artists such as Exekias, Lydos, tbe Amasis Painter and 
the Leagros group were more inventive than other artists who merely produced vases 
as a means to an end in the world of thriving commerce. The works of the fonner 
artists clearly indicate that they gave thought to the concepts lying behind the images 
that they represented, that tbey saw the potential in animal imagery and that they used 
it with deliberation to enhance the meaning of their compositions. As a result. more 
examples are drawn from these artistic groupings. 
When a particular scene has been singled out to be described in detail, I have used the 
letters of the alphabet, sequentially from left to right, to denote the relative position 
that each human figure occupies in the picture field. For reasons of clarity, I have 
restricted this labelling system to human figures and not extended it to incorporate the 
spatial positioning of the animals. That is, the positions of the animals are easily 
discerned relative to the designated human figures. 
At the end of each chapter I have included a sub-heading titled "Specific 
Mythological Scenes", which comprise mainly the labours of Herakles. I have 
deliberately separated them from the main section of each chapter in an effort to 
attempt to gather an understanding of the animals as seen in a "real" world.' Once 
this has been discussed, it is then useful to consider, in the specific myth section, how 
the artists used the essential character of the animal as a template to create new 
monster types and mythologized beasts. Since the labours of Herakles primarily 
involve various members of the animal kingdom, most examples have been drawn 
from this corpus of mythology. 
7Also, I deliberately do not discuss the sacrificial contexts in which animals occur since this introduces 





The general attitude towards dogs in the Iliad and the Odyssey is problematic. That 
is, from the outset there is a fundamental difference in the presentation of the nature 
of dogs between the two works. In the Iliad, tbe dogs tend to be portrayed in an 
ovenly negative manner while in the Odyssey, the animal is more favourably 
described by the poet. Although this irregularity could be used as evidence concerning 
tbe poets' underlying like or dislike of the animal, it must be recognized tbat the 
circumstances of the dog will be fundamentally different when, on tbe one hand, it is 
siruated in the milieu of war, and on the other hand, its context is located in periods of 
peace.S The more negative attitude towards dogs in the Iliad is a realistic portrayal 
within a war context. That is, in this context, food would be scarce,9 exposed corpses, 
to be mauled, would be a common phenomenon and little time and affection (if any) 
would be directed towards the dog. In consequence, the environment of the Iliad 
would, by its very nature, draw to itself those dogs of a more feral, opportunistic and 
companionless description. Besides the hunting dogs of Patroklos (n. 23.173),10 the 
friendlier version of dog would probably remain behind with its family. 11 
In the Odyssey, on the other hand, the predominant sentiment attached to the dog is of 
a more positive type. Here, the dogs are situated in a civilized context, where food 
I Scott (1947-8:227). 
9 Ibid. 
10 Merlen (1971:26) suggests that, in reality, some bunting dogs would be taken with the warriors for 
the capture of game as food. 
11 This type of dog is embodied in the fonn of Odysseus' faithful bound, Argos (Od. 17.292 fT.). 
9 
and companionship is more easily available and where men have time for sport and 
recreation, some of which would be spent with their hounds. 12 
There are various types of dogs within the poems that can be placed into several 
differing categories. Three main classes can be identified:] ) there is the table dog 
(,pa1tE~E"S) (Od. 17.309, I/. 23.173) which has an essentially decorative function and 
is a dog that "like the servant, ornaments his master simply by being servile" .14 In the 
passage below, Odysseus comments on tbe dog, Argas, to Eumaios: 
"1(CXAO<; J1£v OEJ1CX<; EO''ttV, a:tap 'tooe y' ou cro.cpa eiSa, 
ft Si) Kat 't(xX\)<; £O"lCE atE], v Ent doet '[<!lOE, 
ii au't<lX; aial 'rE tpCX1t£~ftE<; lCUVE<; avoprov 
YlVOVt', c'x'YA.cxt,,~ 0' EVElCEV K'OJlEO'UCHV liVClKtE<;.n 
"The shape of him is splendid, and yet I cannot be certain 
whether be had the running speed to go with this beauty, 
or is just one of the kind of table dog that gentlemen 
keep, and it is only for show that their masters care for them." 
(Od. 17.307-310) 
Based on Odysseus' comments, it seems that the table dog has no explicit purpose but 
that it is seen simply as a commodity of the household. 
At the opposite end of the spectrum is the er06~, the feral canine that embodies the 
concept of the opportunistic and ignoble scavenger: 15 
... Clj.H.pt 5' exp' ctt)'tOV 
Tp6JE~ E1tov9' Ox; Et 'tE SCX<pOLVot e6JE~ opeo<p1. v 
U.fUP· EAaqlOv "'Epacv ~E~ATl~EVOV, QV " .~aA· ixv~p 
tt$ anD vEupii~' 'tOV ~£V 't' iiAl)~E n65EOO1. 
<PEUYOOV, o<pp' at~a Alapov !Cat youvcx't' opoopn' 
... and around him 
the Trojans crowded, as bloody scavengers in the mountains 
12 Although the bulk of the hunting similes do occur in the mad, it is often the wild beast that is their 
focus rather than the dog itself(ll. 3.23 ff., 17.725 ff.). 
13 Redfield (1975:193 ff). 
14 Redfield (1975:259 n.66). Redfield also suggests that these dogs may have been used as watch-dogs. 
15 It is not surprising that the Greek word, 8<00c;. can also mean "jackal". 
crowd on a horned stag who is stricken, one whom a hunter 
shot with an arrow from the string, and the stag bas escaped him, running 




Here, no admirable quality of character is described. The scavengers prey on 
wounded and weak animals, suffering from injuries that hamper the victim's ability to 
properly defend itself. Here, the dog takes advantage of situations weighted in its 
favour and where the other animal is clearly handicapped. 
The third class of dog is the intermediary that is located in between the 
wilderness and the domestic sphere, the dog proper. 16 This type of dog is presented as 
either the bunting hound or sheep dog. 
Hunting and Herding Dogs 
The bulk of the dog references within the Iliad and the Odyssey occur in hunting and 
herding scenes. 17 Within the hunting category, dogs are portrayed in either a positive 
or negative light. With respect to the more positive outlook, dogs are closely allied 
with their masters and seem to be the natural extension of the human huntsmen (1/. 
11.292 ff., 110413 ff.)" Together, man and dog form a dynamic partnership. An 
example of this can be found in the Iliad where Idomeneus is compared to the solitary 
but savage boar that is willing to stand up against a group of huntsmen and their dogs: 
aAA.' EJlEV' cix; O'tE 'tlS cruS OUPEOtv aAKt 1tE1t01.9ros, 
0<; 't£ JlEV£l KOAOOUP'tOV £1t£PXOJl£VOV 1tOAUV avSp&v 
X<1>p(9 EV Oi01tOA(9. <ppiOOEl SE 'tE vOrtov U1t£p9EV' 
O<p9a.Aj.l(O ~. apa. ot 1tupi ACt. j.11tE'tOV· (lu'tap 6~ov't(lS 
9"Y£l. aAE~a.cr9a.l Jl£JlCtOO<; KUVCtS it~£ Ked av~pCtS· 
1(0 Redfield (1975:193), Lonsdale (1990:75 ff.). 
" As one might expect, the greater proportion of references are found within the mad. However, Scon 
(1947-8:227) points out that there is a surprising absence of dogs in the Odyssey, in passages where one 
would normally expect to fmd them. By way of example er. Odyssey, Book 9 [The Kyklops with his 
livestock] . 
11 Within the Iliad, Lonsdale (1990:75) suggests that one of the dog's functions is to "mediate between 
the realm of the hunt, the natural world and the battlefield." 
but he stood his ground like a mountain wild boar who in the confidence 
of his strength stands up to a great rabble of men advancing 
upon him in some deserted place. and bristles his back up, 
and both his eyes are shining with fire; be grinds his teeth 
in his fury to fight off the dogs and the men. 
(11. 13.471-475) 
11 
In this encounter, it is significant that dog and man are not differentiated ioto 
individual entities but instead present a united front. As a result, the boar is placed in 
a situation that is weighted heavily against it. 
While it does seem that the sheer numbers of men and dogs, in relation to the single 
prey, would ensure the successful capture oftbe victim, there are instances where the 
boar is portrayed as the victor (1I. 17.281 ff. , 17.725 ff.): 
teuoav 5e KuveoOl v EOtlCO'tEC;. ot 'to Ent KCt.np'9 
~"TU1EV'" ixt~""'t "po KOUpWV 8npnt1\pwv' 
EO><; JlEV yap 'tE 9£OUO'l ~happatO'at JlEJlaoo'tE<;. 
cr.').,')., ' O'tE 5n p' EV 'toicnv E').,i~E'tat CxAKt 1tE1tOteroc;, 
O:W 't' CxvExropTlO'av Sui 't' E'tpEO'av exAAOOt<; O:AAOC;. 
and made a rush against them like dogs, who sweep in rapidly 
on a wounded wild boar, ahead of the young men who hunt him, 
and for the moment race in raging to tear him to pieces 
until in the confidence of his strength he turns on them, at bay, 
and they give ground and scatter for fear one way and another. 
(11.17.725 -729) 
[n this case, even in a wounded state, the boar inspires panicked terror and is able to 
drive back the hWlting dogs that are eager for the kill. In this light, there is a defmite 
sense of the dog as a lesser animal within the animal kingdom and this is reflected in 
the self-preserving instincts of the dogs themselves (11. 8.338 ff., 5.476): 
ci><; S' O'tE 'tiC; 'tE lCUooV O'uO<; Cx"(piou tiE ').,£ov't~ 
O:1t'tll'tat lCa'to1tl0'9E 1tO<J1.. v 'taX£EO'O't StOOlCOOV 
lO'xia 'tE YAOU'tOU<; 'tE, £AtO"OOJlEVOV 'tE SOKEUEl., ... 
As when some bunting bound in the speed ofbis feet pursuing 
a wild boar or a lion snaps from behind at his quarters 
or flanks, but watches for the beast to turn upon him, ... . 
(11. 8.338-340) 
12 
There is a tendency for tbe poet of the Iliad to paIr the Trojans with the 
huntsmen/shepherds and their dogs, while the Achaians are compared to the boar and 
the lion, beasts that are more vividly described, with attention paid to the essential 
spirit of the beast. 19 Owing to the subordinated role of the dog within tbe similes, and 
its lack of individual character, the Trojans could be seen as an anonymous pack or 
group, with few distinct individuals. In the Iliad, for a number of reasons, it is 
reasonable to assume that the Achaians are the side that are favoured. For one, the 
story is based on and opens with the quarrel between the two Achaian leaders, 
Achilleus and Agamemnon. Secondly, it is given tbat the poet must have been aware 
that the Acbaians would eventually be the victors in the war and, thus, there would be 
a natural tendency to identify with the winning side. Since the Achaians are not 
commonly compared to the dog, and the losing side, the Trojans, are consistently 
paired with the hound, on a fundamental level, the character of the dog cannot be 
viewed in a wholly positive light. 
Throughout the 'herding' similes within the Homeric poems, the closeness between 
man and dog is amply demonstrated. In this category of similes, the dogs watch over 
the livestock belonging to man. Here, the dog has a close association with its master 
where animal and man come together in order to guard against predators. As with the 
hunting scenes, the sheep dogs are not always successful in fending off the marauding 
beast (11.13.198 ff., 17.61 ff.): 
Wc; 'tE Si>' aiya A£OV'tE lCUVOOV U1tO lCapxapoS6vtoov 
ap1taso;v'tE CPe.Pll'tov Cx.va. Po>1tTl'(a 1tUlCVa 
{"vou i>1tEP yatTle; j.lE'ta. ya"uPllAnOl.V EXOV'tE •.. . 
as two lions catch up a goat from the guard of rip-fanged 
19 Lonsdale (1990:76). 
hounds, and carry it into the density of the underbrusb, 
bolding it high from the ground in the crook oftbeir jaws, . .. 
(1/. 13.198-200) 
The hunting dogs are sometimes even killed by the marauder: 
aA-"': 0 y' exp' EtpeGe 9TlPllCalCOv p£~av't1. E01.1CcI>t;. 
&; 'tE lCuva KtEt. vac; il Jxn)1COAOV CtJ.1cp1. ~EO'al 
qlEUYE1. npiv 1t£p OJ.11.AOV aoAAl06nJ.1EV(ll avBprov' 
But he fled away like a wild beast who has done some had thing, 
one who has killed a hound or an ox-herd tending his cattle 
and escapes, before a gang of men has assembled against him. 
(JI. 15.586-588). 
IJ 
While the Iliadic sbeep dogs are occupied with the defense of livestock, the Odyssean 
canines, specifically those belonging to Eumaios (Od. 14.21 if.), are generally of 
inferior character. That is, Eumaios' dogs are portrayed as indiscriminately aggressive 
and savage, a mean pack of dogs, not fit for human company. In fact, the poet likens 
these dogs to wild beasts [e~pE"cnv E0l1c6"<;J (Od. 14.21) and later on in the 
narrative, Eumaios must take up a sharp javelin as protection against both man and 
dog when he goes out of doors to sleep in the company of his swine (Od. 14.532 ff.). 
Similarly, another person, this time Odysseus, is almost subjected to a vicious attack 
by these dogs had it not been for his swift and evasive action: 
E~aniV11<; ~ ' 'O~tx.Tft(l taov KUVE<; U).,(lK0J.lCrlPOt. 
01. ~Ev KEK).,T1YOV'tE<; E1tE5paJ.lov· (lu'tap 'O~uoo£bC; 
E~E'tO K£p&oouvU. oKT1n'tpov oE oi EK1tEO£ XEtp6c;. 
Evea KEV cP nap o'tae~t!J CtEtKEAtoV naeEV CxA "(0<;· 
Suddenly the wild-baying dogs caught sight of Odysseus. 
They ran at him with a great outcry, and Odysseus prudently 
sat down on the ground, and the staff fell out of his hand. But there, 
beside his own steading, he might have endured a shameful mauling, . .. 
(Od. 14.29-32),° 
:w Hainsworth (1961) discusses Odysseus' actions by comparing them to a behavioural technique used 
with wolves which is intended to reassure the animal. 
14 
One could argue that this scene demonstrates the protective loyalty of the guard dogs 
over their territory.2! That is, Odysseus is clearly perceived as an unknown intruder 
and therefore must be dealt with in the appropriate manner.22 This is supported later 
on in the narrative (Od. 16.4 ff.), when these same dogs fawn around Teiemachos, a 
person they would be familiar with. Because of this, the dogs do not hark at him 
when he arrives at Eumaios' shelter. However. even taking this into account does not 
substantially alter the relatively low status of the dogs. That is, they are not described 
as having any brave or noble characteristics, and generally do not seem to have any 
restraint that indicates canine training. 
Later on in the narrative, an incident occurs where the dogs are the only ones, besides 
Odysseus, who are able to sense the invisible presence of Athena: 23 
. .. 0;'5' lip' 'Ae~VTjv 
/..,'fleev cmo o'!cx9)loio lC100V EU)lcxu)(; ixpo~, 
a)..,}.: il ye OXe50v iiAge· 5£)lcx<; 5' TllK'!O YUVCX1Kl 
KaAfi to ~EYaAn to Kat aYAaa Epya i5uin· 
o'tii 5£ lCCX'!' av'ti9upov lCA10i,,<; 'O&uaii;: cpaveiaa· 
0'6&' a.pcx T"A£llaxo<; t&ev Cxv'tiov ov&' evoTjoev, -
ou yap no.><; nav'teoo1 geol <pcxiVOV'tCX1 evapy£l<;. -
aAA' 'OSuoeu<; 't£ Kuve<; '!e ;:Sov. Kcxi p' OUX UACtOV'tO, 
lCvu~,,9J.ltP 5' Et£pcooe Sux o't(9)loio cpop,,gev. 
Nor was Athene unaware that Eurnaios the swineherd 
had left the steading, but she came near, likened to a woman 
beautiful and tall, and skilled in glorious handiwork, 
and stood in the forecourt of the shelter, seen by Odysseus. 
But Telemachos did not look her way nor did he perceive her; 
for the gods do not show themselves in this way to everyone; 
but Odysseus saw her and the dogs did; they were not barking, 
but cowered away. whimpering, to the other side of the shelter. 
(Od. 16.155-163) 
2L Beck (1991: 161) sees these dogs as an adjunct to the loyal Eumaios. 
22 Rose (1979:217 fT.) looks at this incident from the perspective of Odysseus' present status in his 
homeland. The master has become the unfamiliar visitor. 
lJ For further discussion of this scene, cf. Merlen (1971:26), Lilja (1976:29). 
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Based on this episode, another aspect of the dog is introduced; their extrasensory 
perception. However, this 'talent' only heightens tbe ambivalence surrounding the 
dog. That is, within the Homeric poems, to them alone amongst the other animals are 
attributed these powers, which suggests that dogs were considered to be unique in this 
respect. Here tbe figure of the dog has been singled out as special and since the 
protagonist of the story is the only other able to see the goddess, this ability must be 
regarded as a positive attribute. 
Outside of the hunting and herding categories: 
• dogs are portrayed as carrion eaters (11. 18.272, Od. 3.259 ff.); 
• dogs are depicted as domesticated companions to men (Od. 20.145); 
• they are used metaphorically as terms of abuse (11.13.623, Od. 19.92); 
• they appear on works of art (Od. 7.91); 
• they occur indirectly in the Kirke episode (Od. 10.210 fr.); 
• they occur mythologically in the form of Kerberos, the dog that guards the 
entrance to Hades (I/. 8.368, Od. 11.623). 
Each of these categories will be discussed in turn. 
Carrion Eaters 
A particularly distasteful sub-group of the canine family is the carrion eater that 
shamelessly mutilates the bodies of the dead?4 These dogs are of the basest type and 
24 Venneule (1979: 108) takes a different view in that she maintains that the carnivorous animals and 
birds were involved in the purification process of the dead because the animals have joined in the 
cyclical character of the natural world. 
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are consistently paired with the ignoble scavenging birds (11. 2.393, Od. 14.133). 
While there are significantly more references to these carrion eaters in the / liad,zs this 
abhorrent image does not lose its edge in the Odyssey. In both of the poems, the 
overwhelming negativity towards the carrion eaters can be seen in instances when a 
character threatens his antagonist with the potential feeding of the latter's bodily parts 
to the dogs (Od. 18.84 ff. [Antinoos threatens Iros], fl. 22.335 ff. [Achilleus 
intimidates Hektor]):26 
"1tt~'Voo cr' T;1t£tpOVSe, ~a)..rov EV VTJ\ ~EAaivn. 
Eie; "EXE'tOV ~O'~A.fta, I3potoov Sl1A:TU.lOVa 1tCtVtOOV, 
OC; K' CUtO plva 'ta~n(n Kat QU<X't<X VllAEi: XCtAK<!> 
~"SEa. 'C' ESEpuaac; Soon I(ucrlv oo~a aCto-naSaL" 
"I will throw you into a black ship, and send you across to the mainland, 
to Echetos, who preys on all men, and who is king there, 
and he with the pitiless bronze will cut off your nose and ears, 
and tear off your privates and give them raw for the dogs to feed on." 
(Od. 18.84-87) 
Clearly, the carrion eater is considered to be a loathsome and sordid animal to which 
nothing is sacrosanct. However, even when the archetypal carrion eating type of dog 
is not being directly referred to in the Homeric poems, it is significant that this is a 
latent quality embodied in the other types of dog as well: 
Cl\)"tOV 3' av 1tU)lCl'tOV )lE J(UVE~ 1tpOl'tnCll 8upnOlV 
OO)lTlo'tCll epuoucrlV, E1t£t 1(E 'tu; 6~E'( XClA1(@ 
'tU'VCl<; t1£ ~AOOV pEgeoov E1( 9UllOV EATl'tCll. 
ou<; 'tPEq>OV £V )lEyapOlO"l. 'tpCl1t£~+iCl<; 9upaoopou~, 
Ol 1(' EIlOV Cll).lCl mOV'tEC; CtAUcrcrOV't£<; 1tEpt 9U)lql 
KEtcrOV't' £V 1tP09UpOlOl. 
"And myself [priam] last of all, my dogs in front of my doorway 
will rip me raw, after some man with stroke of the sharp bronze 
spear, or with spearcast, has tom the life out of my body; 
those dogs I raised in my halls to be at my table, to guard my 
2j For reasons discussed above. 
26 Venneule (1979:103) describes the dogs and birds as "spiritual extensions of the warrior making the 
taunt. a hunting image, in the realm of traditional rhetoric and exaggerated mockery". 
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gates, who will lap my blood in the savagery of their anger 
and then lie down in my courts." 
(l/. 22.66-71)27 
In this case, it is no ordinary camon eater that is being referred to, but the 
domesticated dog raised within the sheltered community of a household. Based on 
this passage, there seems to be a delicate balance where that which is "tamed" can 
savagely revert and act Ollt in a manner appropriate to wild beasts. A direct parallel 
can he drawn with Eumaios' dogs in tenns of their inherent aggression and negative 
behaviour towards Odysseus. Eumaios' dogs also seem capable of the savage 
behaviour tbat is common to carrion eaters. Overall, it seems that the relationship 
between dog and man was a wary one. 
Companions to Men 
On the other hand, a dramatic counterfoil to the carrion eating image can he found in 
parts of the Odyssey where the dog occurs in scenes rooted in the real world, but 
where it is portrayed in a far more positive and sentimental manner.28 Besides the 
"Iightfooted" canine attendants of Te1emachos (Od. 2.11, 17.62, 20.145), this 
sentimentalized attitude is largely encompassed within the Argas episode: 
&!; Ol J.lEV 'tOlo:t)'t(X 1tpex; aAAnAou<; ay6pEuoV' 
&.v 5£ 1<UOOV 1<ECP<XAnV 'lE 1<0:1 ooota 1<ElJ.lEVOt; EO'XEV, 
"Apyot;, 'OouO'O'ii~ taAaO'icppov~, QV po. 1tOt' aut~ 
9p£\jIE J.l£V, ou5' (X1t6Vl1tO, 1tCxpot; o· ELt; "1). .. l.OV ipllv 
4'>'X£'to. tov oE 1tap01.9e.v ayi VEO'1<OV V£01. a.VOPEt; 
atya<; £1t' lxypOte:po:<; itoE 1tpo1<ac; itoE AO:YO>O\><;' 
011 't6tE 1<El't' c:m69£0''to<; Ct.1tOl'XOJ.l£VOlO Civa1<tos 
EV 1tOAAn lC61tPQl, f1 Ol 1tpo1tap0l9E 9uparov 
T,J.l1.6vrov 'tE ~V 'lE CiA1.t; 1<£'XUt', ... 
17 In reference to this passage, Vermeule (1979:106), drawing on oriental correspondences. suggests 
that the mutilation of Priam 's grey hair and private parts symbolizes destruction of his sovereignty and 
his descendants. 
28 In Preston Day's (1984:29) research involving grave sites preserving dog remains, there is a clear 
indication that the Greeks were sentimentally attached to their dogs. A 4th century BC grave has been 
found behind the Stoa of Analos in the Agora in which a dog has been buried with a beef bone, for 
instance. 
Now as these two were conversing thus with each other, 
a dog who was lying there raised his head and ears. This was 
Argos, patient-hearted Odysseus' dog, whom he himself 
raised, but got no joy of him. since before that he went to sacred 
Ilion. In the days before, the young men had taken him 
out to follow goats afthe wild, and deer, and rabbits; 
but now he had been put aside, with his master absent, 
and lay on tbe deep pile of dung, from mules and oxen, 
which lay abundant before the gates, ... 
(Od. 17.290-297) 
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While this multifaceted passage may be approached from a number of different 
angles/9 the main interest for this sIDdy concerns the insights the episode reveals into 
the concept of the dog. Although one must be careful not to take too much of this 
passage at face value,30 it is evident tbat at the simplest level of interpretation, there 
was a very real emotional attachment between dog and man.J1 It must also be 
remembered that Argas was originally a hunting dog, which speaks of a closeness 
within the working "hunt" relationship since the better a man's relationship with his 
hunting dogs, the more likely was the establishment of a successful and efficient 
hunting team. 
On another level , it is within the dog, Argos, that all the most noble qualities of a dog 
are found. 32 For one, his long wait for Odysseus even in the face of ill treatment 
demonstrates the hound's loyalty and endurance. Secondly, an essential ability looked 
for in a hunting dog would be its powers of speed and endurance. Not only is Argos 
praised for his former speed and strength (Od. 17.315), but one of the recurrent 
Homeric fixed epithets that is applied to dogs is in fact apy6c;Y According to 
19 For a selection of interpretations, cf. Lilja (1976:29 fr.), Rose (1979:218 ff.), Beck (1991: 161 fT.). 
}O That is, it is recognized that this episode is a fictional and not a historical account. 
JI For concurrence with this view, cc. Rose (1979:221 ff.). 
32 Rose (1979:226) maintains that Argas should be seen as the corollary to the heroism found in 
Odysseus. 
JJ Lilja (1976:26). See lIiad 18.283 [KUVE; IXpyOi.], 18.578 [Kuve; 1tMa; apyoi], 1.50 [KUVa.; 
Clproi>t;l, Odyssey 2.11 [KUVE; apyoi], 17.62 [KUV£; IXpyoi1, 20.145 [riVES Clproi.]. 
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Liddell and scan,34 apyoi. means "shining, bright, glistening" and the epithet used 
for dogs, 1t65aS apyol., means "swift footed, because all swift motion causes a kind 
of glancing or flickering light." Since the adjective, apy6t;, is always used in relation 
to dogs in Homer, this means that the poet has named Argas after an attribute found in 
dogs in general. 35 
Almost in defiance of his age and poor circumstance, Argas is portrayed as an aware 
and intelligent animal. 36 That is, he recognizes Odysseus even after a nineteen year 
separation (Od. 17.301 ff.) and is reported to have been a particularly clever tracker 
(Od. 17.3 17). The value of this passage lies in its indication to the modem scholar 
that the concept of the ideal dog. that is, "man's best friend", was evidently a familiar 
one to the ancient world. Because this passage was most likely meant to evoke a 
sympathetic reaction from the ancient audience, their concept of dog as valued 
companion does not seem much different from a modem perspective. At the same 
time, one can argue that some of the poet's concern for Argos lies mainly in the waste 
of good hunting dog material, but this argument would not explain the emotional 
response of Odysseus. which the poet takes time particularly to mention: 
... au'tap 6 vocrqn. v U3cilv 6.1toIJ.6p~a'to 8cn::pu, 
peia Aa9wv EUlJ.atov, ... 
. . . his master, who, watching him from a distance, without Eumaios 
noticing, secretly wiped a tear away, ... 
(Od. 17.304-5) 
Clearly. Odysseus is deeply affected by the state in which he finds his faithful hound. 
~ (l930:ad verbum). 
lS As Lonsdale ( 1979: 149) notes, the Greeks did not give their dogs bwnan names. For a list of canine 
names, er. Xenopbon (Cyn. 7.5 ff.). For discussion of the Homeric word, CtP'Y6<;, cf. Cbaintraine 
(1968,104-5). 
36 Rose (1979:222). 
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Metaphorical Use 
Dogs used metaphorically are also found in both Homeric works, as Graver37 notes in 
her definitive article. Although the term, lCUOOV (and derivatives thereof), is 
sometimes used in a pejorative sense, it is sniking how consistently this animal 
appears within the two poems. Also, all of the dog metaphors (fl. 1.225, 22.345, Od. 
22.35) are directly related to humans and their actions. 38 This is significant because 
the dog metaphor could as easily have been attached to more impersonal items,19 In 
the Homeric Hymn to Demeter, for instance, both the abstract concepts of grief and an 
unsuccessful harvest season are called KtWtEPOV (60) and KUV'tQ'tov (306) 
respectively. However, because tbe metapbors are personalized in Homer, the 
anthropocentrism of the dog within tbe early Greek poetic context is suggested. 
While the dog metaphor is invoked as a tenn of abuse, the precise meaning of the 
metaphor depends on the context in which it occurs. When Achilleus accuses 
Agamemnon of having "dog's eyes, with a deers heart" (11. 1.225), be is accusing 
Agamemnon of baving his eyes greedily on the lookout for any oppornmity to 
increase his share. This concept of greediness is often found in the figure of tbe dog 
in the Aesopic fabtes40 where it is portrayed as the character whose proverbial 
greediness is the cause of its own downfall. On another level, dog metaphors are used 
to denote sexual licentiousness (fl. 6.344 [Helen chastizes herself], Od. 19.372 
[Penelope describes the serving women]). 10 these cases, the context makes it clear 
that the poet's intention is derogatory. 
17 (1995). I am reliant on Graver both for categories and for certain examples in the fol lowing section. 
38 See Graver (1995;44) for discussion of a possible exception. 
39 Ibid. 
<10 Aesop, 499:415, 472;254. 
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In other passages of both books, the dog is also used as a tenn of abuse which is 
directed at the enemy (11. 8.527, Od. 22.35), and can be used as a comparative 
adjective ("at ""v«pov &).).0 no,' ,tATJC; : Od. 20.18) revealing a potentially 
cannibalistic impulse.41 Hence, the dog metaphor offers a wide range of possibilities 
to choose from when one wished to insult one's opponent, which reveals a 
multifaceted perception of the character of the dog. 
Artworks 
Dogs occur in works of art in both tbe Diad and tbe Odyssey. On the shield of 
Achilleus (I/, 18.478 ff.), herdsmen and their nine dogs drive their cattle along: 
XpUOEt01. oE VOJlftE~ aJl' Eonxowv'to !36e.OOl 
tEocrapE<;. EVVECX O£ crept KVy£.<; 7t6Sa<; apyot £7[OV10. 
OJ.1EpSCXAEOO BE AEOV'tE Suo EV npoo'tnOt ~6Ecrcrl 
'taupov epuYJlllAOV EXE'tT\V' 0 Se jlaJcpa JlEJlUlCc:O<; 
£AK£to' t ov Se ICUVE<; jlEtElCta60v ilB' ai.{n01.. 
'to> JlEv CtvappilsetV'tE ~ jlEYCtAOlO jX>e1nv 
E"(lCet'tet Kat J!EAav aiJlCt Aaqr6ooE'toV· 01 aE VOlillEC; 
au'troc; £VaiEOaV 'tax£ac; 'Kuvac; o'tpUVOV'tEC;. 
0'10' Tl'tOl aa'K£ElV IiEv cl1te'tp(t)1tOOv'to AE6v't(t)v, 
io'tCtIiEvOl aE IiCtA' EYYUC; uAalC'tEov fK: 't' clA£OV'tO. 
The herdsmen were of gold who went along with the cattle, 
four of them, and nine dogs shifting their feet followed them. 
But amongst the foremost of the cattle two fonnidable lions 
bad caught hold of a bellowing bull, and he with loud lowings 
was dragged away. as the dogs and the young men went in pursuit of him. 
But the two lions. breaking open the hide of the great ox, 
gulped the black blood and the inward guts, as meanwhile the herdsmen 
were in the act of setting and urging the quick dogs on them. 
But they. before they could get their teeth in. turned back from the lions, 
but would come and take their stand very close, and bayed, and kept clear. 
(fl. 18.577-586) 
However, despite the dogs' valiant attempts at defending the livestoc~ two lions have 
the upper hand and, as a result, a bull is lost to the herd. It is here significant that the 
dogs demonstrate a bealthy respect for an animal very much their superior, both in 
41 Graver (1995:48). For additional comments on the metaphorical use of "dog" cf. Graver (1995), 
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size and predatory skill (585-6). That is, in this context, the dog has a very limited 
usefulness; it will defend its flock only up to the point where the personal risk 
becomes too high. 
A different type of dog is mentioned in the Odyssey where gold and silver watchdogs 
decorate the palace of Alkinoos in Scheria: 
XCr.A.KEOl ~EV yap 'tol;(Ot EAllAEBcn' Even Kat evSa, 
e<; I-lUXov £~ ouoou, 1t£pi.. at 6Pl,,(KOI; KUcXVOlO' 
XPUCfE1.at SE 6upat 1tUlClVOV S6Jlov EV'tOs ££pyov' 
ap'YupEOl OE (J't<x81-l0l EV XaA,1C£ql EOtaaav 0\>041, 
apyupeov S' ecp' Uxep9uPlOV, XP'OOEll Se lCopci>vn. 
XPUUElOl o· ElCa'tEpge Kai.. apyupEOl KUVES lionv, 
QUe; "Hcpatotoc; EtEU~£V ioul11<1l npaniSEOO1. 
SWJ.lCl c.puAaaO£jlEvCU I-lEyaATrmpoc; 'A'A.K1.VOOlO, 
a9avCt'touc; Qv'me; Kat aYllPOOS TlJlCt-rCt l'tav'ta. 
Brazen were the walls run about it in either direction 
from the inner room to the door, with a cobalt frieze encircling, 
and golden were the doors that guarded the close of the palace, 
and silver were the pillars set in the brazen threshold, 
and there was a silver lintel above, and a golden handle, 
and dogs made out of gold and silver were on each side of it, 
fashioned by Hephaistos in his craftsmanship and CUIUling, 
to watch over the palace of great-hearted Alkinoos, 
being themselves immortal, and all their days they are ageless. 
(Od. 7.86-94) 
Because of the unusualness of the subject matter within this passage, it is evident that 
the decorative function should be subordinated to a more symbolic interpretation. 
Faroane,42 drawing on correspondences with Near Eastern parallels, suggests the dogs 
primarily perform an apotropaic function. Rose,43 on the other hand, believes that the 
dogs r~present the "luxuriating, overcivilized Phaeacians" and form a strong contrast 
to Eumaios' dogs that resonate with and reflect a simpler style of living. However, it 
Lonsdale (1990:75). Rcdfield (1975: 194). 
42 (1987: 257). 
4] ( 1979:2 18). 
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is clear that these are no ordinary dogs. Because they are made of precious metal, 
they have been immortalized; this evokes a magical timelessness to the description of 
the palace and adds an enigmatic overtone to the overall concept of the dog. 
The third object of art on which a dog occurs is the brooch of Odysseus where a 
hound grapples a fawn, strangling it as it struggles to escape: 
£V npofe:p01.01. 1tOSEOCn 1CUOOV txt 1tOllc\).,OV £A.A.6v, 
Cxo7taipov'to A,a.rov· to SE eauJla.~EO'1COV anaV'tE<;, 
c1x; 01 XpUOE01. toV'tE<; 6 Jl£V Aae VE~POV CxncLYXoov, 
au'texp 6 ElCCPUYEEt v IJ.EJlOroc; T101tOlPE 1[00£0'0'1 . 
. . . a hound beld in his forepaws a dappled 
fawn. preying on it as it struggled; and all admired it, 
bow, though they were golden, it preyed on the fawn and strangled it 
and tbe fawn struggled with his feet as he tried to escape him. 
(Od. 19.228-231) 
Here, the fawn is very much the weaker animal, being the natural prey for hunting 
dogs. Because the brooch belongs to Odysseus, Rose44 has suggested that the dog 
stands as a symbol for the protagonist and the fawn for the suitors. The fawn is 
clearly the weaker animal and in all likelihood will be killed by the dog. Based on 
the unequal struggle between the two animals, the brooch "functions like an ominous 
simile foreshadowing the hero's victory,,4S over the cowardly suitors. While the 
ferocity of the dog is plainly being displayed here, in contrast to the shield of 
Achilleus, this scene reflects a situation in which the animal is more positively 
regarded. That is, the audience has already been given an example of the ideal dog, in 
Argos, and in this passage, two books later, the brooch almost functions as an epitaph 
which represents the arete of Argos. Here, the dog is portrayed as the victor where it 
44 (1979:224). 
'5 ( 1979:225). 
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preys on another animal as opposed to defending livestock against another predator. 
Overall, it is significant that the dog is so frequently described as being depicted in a 
variety of works of art. This indicates that the dog, as an artistic subject, must have 
been easily observable which means that it shared much of the communal space with 
man. At the same time, the dog's recurrent appearance in art suggests that the 
potential symbolism oftbe canine was and is multifaceted. 
Kirke Episode 
In the Kirke episode in the Odyssey, fierce predators are described as being dog-like 
in their demeanour: 46 
E'OPOV S' EV ~"crO'ncn 't£tu"(~£va Soo~atcx KipKTlC; 
~£O'totO't v ACteOOt, 1tEPtO'KE1ttCf) EVl x6>pql. 
CtJlCPl SE Jl1. v A {Ilem lioav OpEO"tEPOl "ot AEOVtEC;. 
'tob<; aini} 1Ca'tE9EA~EV. E1td lCCXlCcl cpapJlCXlC' eOOOKEV. 
ouSt Ot y' cbp~ ,;8Tjoav E1t' avl)pa01.V, aAA' apa 1:ot YE 
OUpn<1tV ,.W.KpnOt 1tEptoOaivoV'tE<; Qv£o1:av. 
cb<; l)' 01:' av QJ.Lq:li aVaKta KUVE<; Sai'tTj8EV i.6vta 
oaiv{OO"· ai.El.. yap tE q:l£PEt IlElAiYlla'ta BUlla\)' 
In the forest glen they came on the house of Circe. It was 
in an open place, and put together from stones, well polished, 
and all about it there were lions, and wolves of the mountains, 
whom the goddess had given evil drugs and enchanted, 
and these made no attack on the men, but came up thronging 
about them, waving their long tails and fawning in the way 
that dogs go fawning about their masters, when he comes home 
from dining out, for he always brings back something to please them. 
(Od. 10.210-217) 
This passage both presents the powerful nature of Kirke and comments on the more 
benign character of dogs. That is, the quality of dog that the wild animals are 
compared to has been tamed and is largely dependent on its master to provide for it. 
As a result, the picture tbat emerges from this scene suggests an emasculation of the 
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bound as an archetype which is compounded by the fact tbat the beasts were viewed 
as previously fierce and savage creatures. 
An Additional Insight into the Dog 
Out of a series of parent-chi ld references, an unusual simile is found in the Odyssey 
where a she-dog angrily defends ber puppies from a stranger: 
Ox; BE ICUroV aIlQA.f1cJl 1tEPi. OlCUACtKEacn ~E~OOaa 
av8p' ccyvOl1laaa' u).a.u J.lEJlOVEV 1£ )laXEaea~ •.. . 
And as a bitch, facing an unknown man, stands over 
her callow puppies, and growls and rages to fight, ... 
(Od. 20.14-15) 
While this type of behaviour accurately portrays a vignette from real life, it also gives 
insight into tbe perceptions concerning the dog. Here, tbe mother is fiercely 
protective of her brood and shows no fear, only instinctive rage at the intruder. This 
very maternal impulse is transferred onto Odysseus in tenns of his outrage at the 
invasion of the suitors into his domain and it is only by physically hitting himself on 
the chest and talking to himself that he is able to re-establish a more rational grip on 
his emotions (Od. 20.17 ff.). The mother-child comparison with the accompanying 
strong emotions makes for a disturbing portrayal of Odysseus' barely contained anger 
and highlights the injustice committed against him. This simile presents a very 
'family' orientated picture that stands in stark contrast to Odysseus' return; he is not 
welcome in his family borne. The simile also describes a positive anribute of the dog; 
that is, the dog was capable of and engaged in familial behaviour. 
"6 See lion section below for further discussion, page 43 ff. 
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Within Homer, dogs occur in vast cross-section of contexts, with both positive and 
negative connotations. This indicates a complex conception of the animal and 
presents tbe dog in a somewhat ambiguous light. Although the Greeks in antiquity 
shared their living space with the dog and were thus, very familiar with the creature, 
there seems to have been a fundamental underlying distrust of the animal. It seems 
that the central perception surrounding the character of the dog was tbat it was an 
inherently aggressive beast and that it conducted itself in a less than decorous manner. 
This, to a large degree, is displaced by the strong ties of loyalty and companionship 
between dog and man, as is evident in Argas, fostered through the domestication 
process. However, it is made clear that even a dog that had undergone the 
domestication process was considered capable of reverting back to its instinctually 
baser nature, as echoed by Priam's fears and revealed in the fonn of Eumaios' herd 
dogs. On the other hand, the dog seemed to be regarded as something of an enigma, 
as suggested within the Homeric poems. That is, the animal was evidently considered 
to have an uncanny ability for accessing the non-material realms, and, as a result, a 
special connection with various deities, an aspect which runs through archaic Attic 
black figure vase painting. 
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Vase Painting 
Geometric and Corinthian 
The figure of the dog was not as popular as the other wild animals that commonly 
occur in the Corinthian animal bands. In both Geometric and Corinthian art, the 
standard mode of representation for this animal is the "running dog" motif {Plate la, 
b & cl. Here, tbe dog is portrayed with the wide spread stance that is typical of an 
animal being represented as running, usually described as the "flying gallop". As part 
of the "running dog" motif, the animal is usually in the pursuit of a bare;47 usually 
more than one dog is represented as involved in the chase. In these scenes, the dog is 
relegated to the predetermined context of the hunt and little or no meaning can be 
imported into these representations since the function of the dog is clearly apparent. 
In Corinthian art, dogs also occur beneath the eating couches of men {Plate 2al.48 
Here, the dog either sits or lies under the couch and is sometimes represented as 
attached to a leash. Initially, this type of scene was most likely rooted in reality where 
the household dog would have settled under the couches in the hope of scraps of food 
being offered to it. However, although the presence of the dog under the kline was 
probably a regularly observed phenomenon in reality, the dog also fulfils an artistic 
function on the:: vases in that it fills the awkward rectangular space below the couch. 
That is, the "dog-under-kline" clearly became a standard template for other scenes that 
may not have necessarily been associated with food and eating. 
41 Corinthian: on olpai, Vatican 76 (NC 162), Amyx, Pi. 31 .4; Munich lnv. 8764, Amyx, PI. 16.1 (Plate 
la). There are instances where the dog is paired with other animals, cf. on olpai, Frankfurt MFV (3335, 
Amyx, PI. 16.2 a-b (Plate Ib) [with goat]; Syracuse 13580, Amyx. PI. IS [with boars and doe]. 
Geometric: an amphora, Athens 17519, Coldstream PI. 14e [plate lel. 
48 For instance, on an amphora, Louvre E640, (LIMe 5: Ismene I 3), on a column krater. Louvre E635 , 
(LIMC6: Klytios I I). 
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Attic Black Figure 
In contrast to the Geometric and Corintbian representations of the dog. there is a 
significant spread of differing contexts in Attic black figure vase painting. As a 
result, a list of various general categories can be compiled where dogs occur 
consistently in specific types of scenes or in settings with identifiable figures. 49 
Dogs Featuring with Warriors and or in Warlike Contexts 
There are instances in the LIMe where tbe dog occurs in scenes m which it 
accompanies the warrior, Aineias fPlate 2bl .50 These scenes represent Aineias 
carrying his father, Anchises on his back, both fleeing from their besieged homeland, 
Troy. Two possible suggestions can be proposed for the inclusion of the dog. Firstly. 
Aineias is a soldier foremost and it is not uncommon for this type of person to be 
attended by his dog in other vase painting scenes.51 The second possibility is that the 
association of the dog adds to the atmosphere of the scene. That is~ in these "Aineiasll 
scenes, the hero is nobly carrying his father from danger, and he is usually being 
accompanied by a member of his immediate family. 52 It is highly probable that the 
family unit, in reality, shared their home with a dog or dogs. By adding the presence 
49 I do not propose to deal with types/species of dogs due to the complexity of the subject and 
considering that it does not seriously affect the general conclusions of their study. However, for more 
information on this topic, cf. Merlen (1971). Coupled with the problem in distinguisbing between 
different species is the fact that pictorial representations of dogs cannot be relied upon as accurate 
representations of reality because often the COITe1.:1 relative size of the dog is sacrificed for the sake of 
compositional effect, since the space within the picture field is limited. 
so For instance, on an amphora, Wllrzburg L212, (AB V 371; LIMe 6: Kreousa ill 10), an amphora, San 
Simeon 529-9-5437, (LIMe 6: Kreousa III 29). 
5L For other types of scenes where a warrior is accompanied by his dog, cf. an amphora by the Leagros 
Group, Munich 1507, (ABV 375.207; Add1 100; LIMe 6: Menmon 7), an amphora by the Painter of 
London 8272, W(lrzburg H89 (202), (ABV 341; Para 153, 166; Ad(P93; LIMe 3: Eriboia 4). They 
also occur on the shield blazons of some warriors, ef. Wilrzburg H89 (202), (ABV 341; Para 153, 166; 
Add1 93; LIMe 3: Eriboia 4), on an amphora, Nicosia 1934.iv-4.4, (ABV 279.48; Addl 73; LIMe 5: 
Hermes 861). 
52 See on amphorae, San Simeon 529-9-5437, (LIMe 6: Kreousa ID 29) and Wurzburg L212, (ABV 
371; LIMe 6: Kreousa ID 10) {Aineias with Kreousa]; Wilrzburg 218, (ABV 316.2; Add1 85; LIMe I : 
Aineias 69) [Aineias with Askanios]. 
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of the dog, a sentimental picture of close-knit domesticity is created within a 
mythological context.S3 The dog creates a tension in a scene where a family has been 
uprooted and flee in fear of their lives. The possibility of return is remote because 
even the family dog must escape the previously secure domain of the homestead. 
Scenes of Hunting 
One of the scenes in which the dog explicitly takes part in the hunt in black figure 
vase painting is in depictions of the Kalydonian boar bunt [Plate 28b & cl. Because 
Oineus, the father ofMeleagros, had not made a sacrifice to Artemis during one of the 
festivals held in his city in Kalydon, the goddess retaliated in anger and sent an 
enonnous boar to lay waste to the surrounding countryside. Meleagros, with the aid 
of the Argonauts, hunted this boar and killed it. The context of the Kalydonian hunt 
representations is firmly rooted in the reality of the Homeric hunt where the dog 
fulfils its role by either attacking the beast or running in pursuit of it. 54 However, 
sometimes a dog cannot withstand the might of its opponent and is disembowelled by 
the fearsome tusks of the boar [Plate 28bJ . 
In other 'hunt' contexts, the dog is usually represented as paired or juxtaposed with 
one or many youths who hold a spear or carry their catch over their shoulders. 55 Here, 
Sl For another "domestically-orientated" scene, cf. an amphora, Naples H3359, (LlMC 4: Herakles 
1674). In this scene Herakles is being greeted or greeting (Oineus). Behind the older man stands 
Deianeira who holds onto a child. At her feet, a dog stands with one paw raised and with its head 
turned back looking up towards her. Even without the dog, the scene conveys the affectionate reunion 
of a family. However, this sentimentalism is increased by the anentive posrure and presence of the 
dog. 
S4 For instance, on an amphora, Munich 1386, (ABV306.39; Add1 81 ; LlMC 8: Canes 9 and 10). 
S~ For instance, on a cup, umdon 1867.5-8.946 (B421), (ABV 181.1 ; Para 75; Add1 50). On an 
Exekian amphora, Vatican 344, (ABV 145.13, 686; Para 60; Add2 40) depicting the Dioskouroi with 
their family, the artist once again displays his thoughtfulness. Here, instead of simply juxtaposing 
Kastor with his dog as a point of association, Exekias has relied on the knowledge of the audience, that 
Kastor is a huntsman, and has chosen to represent the dog enthusiastically leaping up in presumed 
greeting of Polydeukes. It is left to the viewer to mentally make sense of the presence of the hound 
which is, in fact, a realistic depiction of the behaviour of a dog on return to its "family". 
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tbe concept of the bunt is only inferred once the representation has been actively 
decoded by the viewer. That is, a naked youth with a spear, with a dog, and with or 
without the catch implies a bunting tbeme. 
(i) A particularly interesting "hunt" circumstance is the scene in which the dog 
is portrayed with tbe figure of Cheiron (Plate 3al. In most scenes of the archaic 
period, Cbeiron is typically portrayed as a man with a horse's rear attached to his 
torso. He is usually ciothed,!i6 his hair is generally unbound57 and be wears a large 
and shaggy beard that indicates his "wildness" . He holds a leafy branch/tree over his 
shoulder, commonly bearing his victims that have been captured from the hunt. The 
centaur also generally has a dog standing alongside him or is positioned a little 
ahead. 58 The type scenes in which Cheiron occurs with his dog are either with Peleus 
presenting the baby Achilleus59 or Peleus struggling with Thetis.60 However, apart 
from the context in which Cheiron occurs, and his consistent use of clothing,61 there is 
no obvious indicator that distinguishes him as the cultured, and thus atypical, centaur 
to which mythology refers (cf. J/. 4.219, 11.831). As a result, the dog can be regarded 
as an important facet of the overall scene. 
~ There is only one instance in black-figure in the LlMC where he is not clothed, cc. a cup, WUrzburg 
L452, (ABV63.6; Add1 17; LIMe I: Achilleus 35). 
57 He is, however, depicted in some scenes with his hair bound. 
S8 Cheiron does occur in scenes where there is no dog alongside him. However, within most of these 
scenes he usually has his branch but with no catch slung on it. In these cases the concept of the hunt is 
remote or does not feature at all. Branches are generally the established weapons for other, more 
warlike, centaurs, c( an amphora, New York 41.162.103, (LIMe 8: Kentauroi et Kentaurides 166), a 
hldria, London 1846.5-18.35 (B51). (ABV 123.4; Add} 34; LlMC 8: Kentauroi et Kentaurides 248). 
5 For instance, on an amphora, Naples SA 160, (ABV 271.68; Add1 71; LIMe 7: Peleus 220). 
60 For instance, on an amphora, Syracuse 21962, (LIMe 7: Peleus 158). There is also an instance 
where baby Herakles is being received by Cheiron but this is pictorially very rare; cf. on an amphora, 
Munich 1615A, (ABV 484.6; Para 221; Add1 122; LIMe 3: Cheiron 100). 
61 The other standard centaurs represented on Attic vases arc mostly nude but do sometimes wear 
clothing. 
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It is highly probable that the presence of the dog, connected with Cbeiron, is directly 
related to a longstanding tradition: 
To JlEV E1JPT)IlCX 6eoov, 'A1tOAA.OOVOC; Kat 'Ap'tEJ.U&OC;, aypat Kat KUVE<;' 
eooO'(Xv OE Kat hijlllcrav 'tOU'tql XEipoova OUX orKCXtQ-tT)'tcx. 6 oE ACX~roV 
EX6:Pll 'tc!> OOPC9 Kat EXPll'tO. 
Game and hounds are the invention of gods, of Apollo and Artemis. They 
bestowed it on Cbeiron and honoured him therewith for his righteousness. 
(Xenopbon, The Art of Hunting, 1) 62 
However, although Cbeiron was probably already associated with dogs and the hunt, 
as this later literature helps to suggest, it is here proposed that the inclusion of the dog, 
specifically, is a means of evoking an important milieu. 
Dogs are generally the companions of men and because they are often found around 
man, dogs are a consistent feature of human society. Similarly, rather than Cheiron 
being displayed as a monster_type,63 which he evidently is not, with the important 
symbol of the dog he is now represented as a "man ll of the wilderness, doing what 
civilized men do with their dogs in the woods, that is, hunting. Instead of Cheiron 
being depicted as a daimonic creature living in the woods, he is here accompanied by 
his dog with his catch neatly strung up on the branch he carries, on his way back from 
a successful hunt.64 He is now someone who can be equated with man through the 
device of the dog.6s It is significant that, by way of contrast, Cheiron is not 
62 Although Xenphon wrote in the 4111 centwy BC, he is the product of a long literary tradition which 
means that his writing still is of value in terms of indicating previous modes of thought. 
63 The other centaurs are of a monster type and are most frequently depicted as engaged in fighting 
scenes. Their weapons are primarily rocks and roughly hewn branches; for instance, on an amphora, 
New York 41.162.103 , (LIMe 8: Kentauroi et Kentaurides 166), on a hydria, London 1846.5-18.35 
(BSI), (ABV 123.4; Add1 34; LIMe 8: Kentauroi et Kentaurides 248). Other scenes in which they 
occur are with Herakles; for instance, an amphora, Naples 2537, (ABV 477; Para 217; LIMe 8: 
Kentauroi et Kentaurides 139), an amphora, Louvre F266, (LIMC 8: Kentauroi et Kentaurides 244) and 
being involved in the production of wine; for instance, on a lekythos, Malibu 86.AE.132, (LIMe 8: 
Kentauroi et Kentaurides 359). 
64 No dogs occur with the unspecific centaurs on Anic vases within the LIMe. 
65 In Apollodoros, Bib!. IILIV.4. Cheiron is again paired with dogs. Here he is portrayed as being able 
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represented with a dog when be features in scenes involving the marriage of Peleus 
and Tbetis;66 this is a human context, and the dog is not therefore needed to reinforce 
Cbeiron's "humannessll. That is, within this context, Cbeiron has no need of the 
"civilizing" influence of the dog because the very context itself is humanized. Only 
"civilized" humans perform marriage ceremonies. The very fact that Cheiron takes 
part in this milieu is by extension a comment on his persona. However, if be is taken 
out of this necessary circumstance and set within his natural surroundings, the dog is 
needed to mark the distinction between civilized man and the elemental natural world. 
Dogs as Carrion Eaters 
As in the graphic descriptions of Homer, the most disturbing aspect ID the 
representation of the dog In art IS In its carrion-eating role. This image is most 
strongly evoked on an Exekian amphora in Philadelphia67 in the scene where, on the 
right, Aias lifts the dead body of Achilleus, and on the left of the scene, Menelaos 
attacks an Aitbiop (Plate 3b(. Depicted on the shield blazon of Menelaos, which 
occupies a comparatively large and central part of the picture field, is a dog that 
chews on some kind of substance that lies at its feet. This "substance" is most likely 
carrion since its size and shape does not suggest anything vegetarian. This scene is 
particularly evocative since to the right of this image is the dead body of Achilleus 
and to tbe immediate left of the shield blazon, the Aithiop whom Menelaos attacks 
seems to be in the process of dying. 68 The theme of death on either side is 
to pacify the distraught dogs of Aktaion. It is also interesting to note that these dogs, in their 
wanderings, ended their quest by arriving at Cheiron's cave in particular. 
66 For instance, on a dinos, London 1971.11 - I.l, (Para 19.16 bis; Add2 10; LIMe 3: Cheiron 41), on the 
Franc;:ois Vase, Florence 4209, (ABV 76.1; Para 29-30; LIMe 3: Cheiron 42). 
67 Philadelphia 3442, (ABV 145.14; Para 60; Add1 40). 
68 Both the weakened posture of the figure and the blood flowing from his chest point to his subsequent 
death. Beazley (l95 I :68) also interprets this as Menelaos' deathblow . 
• 
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encapsulated in the carrion eating dog image on the shield, an image which evokes the 
Homeric references to the reviled scavenger who shamelessly gluts itself on raw flesh. 
A rather curious scene with the same carrion eater theme is found on a later lekythos69 
that depicts three women in a presumed underworld scene (Plate 4a1.70 One of the 
women, identified as Hekate, is attached to a thick snake-like tail out of which two 
dogs also emerge; the dogs gnaw at a small human figure which is clearly defenseless 
against the onslaught. 71 There is no clear mythology surrounding tbe chthonian 
goddess, Hekate. That is, she is a somewhat ambiguous figure since ber domain 
extends from childbirth to guarding the crossroads and the gates to Hades. Together 
with Hekate and the mutilation of the eidolon, this scene explicitly presents the 
abomination of the carrion-eating dog to which nothing is sacrosanct. This negativity 
is compounded by the unnatural representation of the main figure with its hybrid body 
parts. 
Occasionally in other vase painting scenes,72 the dog is represented with an object in 
its mouth. At first glance to a casual observer, the object looks like a stick. However, 
on closer examination, this "stick" looks remarkably like the hoof and lower leg of an 
ungulate. An example of this can be seen on an amphora, representing Memnon with 
two Aithiops [Plate 4bJ ." On the left stands one Aithiop holding a club in one hand, 
and his other is gesturing towards Memnon. He looks towards Memnon, to the right. 
69 Athens 19765, (LIMC 3: Erinys 7). 
10 As is suggested in the entry for this vase: LIMe 3, Vol 6, pIOl3. 
71 Both Karouzou (1972:65) and Sarian (LlMC 3:p 1013) identify the main figure as Hekate and the 
small hwnan body as an eidolon. For further discussion of this scene, cf. Karouzou (1972). 
72 For instance, on an amphora, Munich 1727, (AB V 397.33), on a neck amphora, Tarquinia RC 2801 , 
(ABV392.t1; LlMC6: Memnon 10). 
7) Tarquinia RC 2801, (ABV392.1 t; LlMC6: Memnon 10). 
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In the centre of the scene, facing left, stands Memnon. wearing a helmet, greaves, 
holding two spears, and a shield with a bird represented on the blazon. Juxtaposed 
behind Memnon's legs is a dog that looks up towards the Aithiop. The dog holds an 
animal's leg in its mouth. On the extreme right is another Aithiop. facing to the left. 
He is also gesruring. The overall annosphere of the scene is overtly ominous. That is, 
the Aithiops are reacting to Menmon, which is inferred from their gesturing, an 
animal has died to feed the dog, and Memnon is fully armed and ready to engage in 
battle. Additionally. the bird on the shield could be interpreted as the depiction of a 
carrion-eating bird, similar to the vultures referred to in Homer (/1. 2.393). That is, in 
view of the overall tone of the scene, it seems unlikely that the bird image is meant to 
be benign. In view of the above discussion, tbe dog image clearly contributes to the 
overarching, negative tone of the scene. 
Dogs Beneath Eating Couches 
Occasionally, dogs are represented on vases where they are lying or crouched under a 
dining chair in interior scenes.74 It seems likely that these scenes were inspired by 
Corinthian examples 75 as well as being a direct transference from scenes based in 
reality. This is significant in tenns of indicating the ubiquity of dogs and the 
evidently close relationship between dog and master. Homer reinforces this 
relationship when he describes how two of Patroklos' dogs "of the table" were 
sacrificed on his funeral pyre.76 It must also be noted that all of the dogs in this type 
,. For instance, on an amphora, Florence 70995, (ABV 110.32; Para 44; Add" 30; UMC 3: Dionysos 
756). 
75 For instance, on an amphora, Louvre E640, (UMe 5: Ismene I 3), on a column krater, Louvre E635, 
~LlMC 6: Klytios It). 
6 Iliad 23.173. Also see Priam's reference to his household dogs in Il. 22.66 fr. 
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of scene are represented with collars around their necks, details that clearly signify 
their domesticity. 
Hermes and Dogs 
Many depictions of Hermes represent him as accompanied by a dog, often with a 
collar around its neck, which indicates that it is tamed [plate 5al.77 The dog is 
usually superimposed behind or in front of the god, making the intended association 
clear. 
In the Homeric Hymn to Hermes we are told how Apollo, with the sanction of Zeus, 
bestows upon Hennes the domain that primarily incorporates the world of animals: 78 
[Wc; E<pa't'· oupav66£v BE na'tllP Z£u<; autO<; £7tEOm 
9;;lCE t£AO~' naCHV S' ap' 0 y' oirovoiol KEA.EUO"£V] 
!Cat Xexpo1toiO'1. AEOUO'l KCXl. expY1.6&OUOl OUEOOl. 
Kat 1(uO'l Kat ).L11AOlO1. v, caa tp£ql€l £1>P£lCX X9rov, 
nO-at 0' btlnpo!30tOuJ1.V avcmo£lv KU&lI.l0V 'EpJlfiv, ... 
(IV.568a-571) 
So he spake. And from heaven father Zeus himself gave confirmation to his 
words, and commanded that glorious Hermes should he lord over all birds of 
omen and grim-eyed lions, and boars with gleaming tusks, and over dogs and 
all flocks that the wide earth nourishes, and over all sheep. 
Through the artists' inclusion of dogs in so many scenes with Hennes, it is evident 
that they understood the canine to be one of the attributes of Hermes. However, the 
artists involved the dog not only because Hermes was associated with the bound, hut 
it would also seem natura l to an artist that the god, as patron to herdsmen, should 
bimselfbe accompanied by a dog, as are other herdsmen. Another possibility is rather 
more interesting and, again, leans heavily on evidence found in the Hymn. 79 In line 
77 For instance, an amphora, Boston 60.790, «288.12 bis); Para 126; Add1 75; LIMe 4: Hera 427). 
78 However, Simon (1998:259) maintains that Hennes is not the male counterpart of Artemis and. 
therefore, should not be seen as the "Lord of the Animals." 
79 It must be nOled thal this poem is particularly valid for this study because it has been dated to the 
earlier part of the sixth century, Evelyn-While (1977:xxx.viii). 
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194, we are told that although four "fierce·eyedll dogs guard Apollo's cattle, Hennes 
is still able to steal the bovines away. Based on this evidence, Lilja80 proposes tbat 
the emphatic word (9tauJ.1a) which the poet uses to indicate Apollo's incredulity 
should be related to Hennes' extrasensory communications with dogs. If there is, 
indeed, this "telepathic" connection between Hennes and dogs, it is pertinent to 
consider the dogs of Eumaios in Homer. which responded to Athene, who, was not 
seen by any human other than Odysseus.81 This example offers a helpful insight that 
could be put forward as evidence of ancient perceptions surrounding the dog. That is, 
perhaps it was believed that the "sixth sense" was a faculty that dogs were capable of 
accessing, a quality which sets them apart from the other animals. Certainly, this 
would account for the dog's association with the eerie and supernatural , in the fonns 
of Hekate, Hennes and the dog's predisposition for eating the carrion of previous life 
fonns. 
Miscellaneous Scenes 
One of the most well-known scenes in the Odyssey is the Kirke episode.82 This scene 
is variously represented in archaic Attic vase painting, in particular on the famous 
Boston cup [P late 5b):83 At the left of this scene, in position A is a human figure with 
a lion's bead, in position B, a man (Odysseus, ef. Od. 10.321 ff.) witb bis sword 
drawn, and, in position C, a figure with a human lower torso topped by a boar's head 
and hooves instead of hands. To the right of centre, in position D, stands Kirke, in the 
10 Lilja (1976:41). 
IL As discussed above. 
82 10.135_574. See discussion above. 
IJ Boston 99.5 18, (ABV 198; Para 80; Add1 53). For other representations, cr. a Jekythos which 
represents Odysscus' companions as swine, Taranto 91 25, (ABL 197.7; Para 213), a cup, Boston 
99.519, (AB V 69. 1; Add1 18). 
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process of banding over a cup, the contents of which she is stirring with her wand. 
Immediately below her outstretched hand which holds the cup, is a seated dog that 
looks up in her direction. The next three successive figures, in positions E, F and G, 
have a boar's head, a ram's bead and a waifs head respectively. The figure with the 
boar's head still retains its human hands while the other two have hooves and paws 
per capita. At the extreme right, in position H, a human figure steps towards the right 
but looks backwards over his shoulder, one band gesturing in an upwards motion.84 
While Snodgrass uses this vase as an example of what he tenns the "synoptic" 
method of conveying narrative visually,SS nowhere does he account for tbe presence 
of the dog. Although tbe dog has been interpreted as another of the transfonned 
hetairoi,86 the pictorial and literary evidence seems to suggest otherwise. That is, the 
smallness of the scale of the dog and the central position it occupies in the picture 
field deliberately draws our attention to the animaL On the one hand, Davies87 
suggests that this was a depiction of a real dog functioning as the link between the 
human Kirke and the balf-animal companions, while Schefold,88 on the other hand, 
maintains that the dog draw our attention to the supernatural element of Kirke which 
is intrinsically connected to her knowledge of the Underworld. However, aside from 
the presence of the ram, the other animals that are portrayed in the scene all 
correspond faithfully to the list of enchanted beasts described in Homer. In view of 
this, it is proposed that the dog functions as a pictorial metaphor referring to the 
obsequious "dog-like" behaviour of these nonnally vicious beasts (Od. 10.214 ff.) . 
... Snodgrass (1982:8), Buitron and Cohen (1992:78) and Schefold (1992:298) all identify this figure as 
the frightened Eurylochos, cf. Od. 10.244 ff. 
" (1982:7). 
86 Buitron and Cohcn (1992:78). 
t7 (1986:183) . 
.. (1992:298). See Kirke's instructions to Odysseus in Od. 10.508 ff. 
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Additionally, just as the dog obediently sits and looks up to his mistress so too has 
Kirke successfully tamed Odysseus' men. 
Love Tokens 
Occasionally. tbe dog occurs in scenes that depict the exchange of love giftS.89 Koch-
Harnack,90 who has completed an in depth study involving the love gifts and animal 
presents, cannot positively classify the dog as intended as a gift. However, she does 
suggest that tbe dog is part of a dual gift, complementing the presentation of the hare 
that was caught in the hunt. The dog, says Koch-Hamack, is the necessary accessory 
in the capture of tbe hare. Hence, the dog-hare combination can be seen as encoding a 
complex set of relationships: the dog and hare in the hunt, tbe dog and hare in the gift-
exchange context, and the possible parallel with the erastesleromenos couple. 
Gigantomachy 
Dogs also occur in Gigantomachy scenes, together with other felines and the snake 
[Plate 14b] .91 As Carpenter92 points out, while dogs do seem to aid Dionysos in his 
battle against the giants, "there is no hint in literature that the dog was one of his 
manifestations. " 
Artistic Function 
Another aspect of the dog lies purely in its artistic representation on vases. That is, 
the hound occupies a space for no other reason than to enhance the aesthetic 
19 For instance, on a fragment, Louvre F85, (CVA Louvre (3), PI. 79.6), on an amphora, Louvre F26, 
(ABV 150.5; Para 63; Add1 42). 
90 (1983,79 ff.). 
91 For instance, a cup fragment, Athens, Alcr. l632, (LlMC 4: Ge 4). 
" (1986,68). 
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composition of the picture field. A pertinent example can be found on a hydria in 
Bochurn [Plate 6a].93 The overall composition consists of two riders (the 
Dioskouroi), each seated on a horse, both frontally facing, and a dog is on the left of 
the field behind the legs of the horse on the left. The figure on the left looks towards 
the centre, facing the figure on the right. His horse, however, turns its head to tbe left, 
facing the outer edge of the picture field , The left figure appears to he a warrior since 
he is greaved, helmeted and holds two spears and a shield. The dog, on the ground 
level, is shown in profile to the right and his neck and head are lowered ground-ward. 
To tbe right of the picture space, the other figure faces to the left, towards the centre, 
apparently engaged in some sort of communication with the figure opposite wm. He 
holds a short staff in his right hand. His horse faces to the right, looking towards the 
edge of the scene. Kunisch94 comments on this scene and draws attention to the 
significant function that the dog serves in differentiating between the two riders, 
"indem er als bildgrundparallele Silhouette vorgefuhrt wird . . . heb! er die Frontalsicht 
der Reiter in die Dimension des Gegensatzlichen, Andersartigen. n Here, not only has 
the dog served to strengthen the composition as a whole, but it is also thematically 
relevant. 
Specific Mythological Scenes 
Dogs also occur as. monster-types in mythology, the most well-known being the dog 
of the Underworld, Kerberos [Plate 6bl . This dog embodies the most fearsome 
qualities of the watchdog, both in physique and in function. That is, in Attic black 
figure the canine usually is represented as a large species with two heads and a snake-
9) Bocbum inv. S 1165 . 
.. (1986,31). 
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head tenninating at the tip of its tai1.95 Kerberos stood guard over the entrance to the 
Underworld, a place where no mortal would dare to venture. It takes a great hero like 
Herakles to retrieve the dog. and this labour is his most difficult to complete.96 It is in 
another of Herakles' labours that the second type of monster dog is found. In this 
case, it is Orthos, the dog that watched over the cattle of Geryoneus. Like Kerberos, 
this dog is represented with two heads in Attic black figure. 97 While Kerberos is the 
archetypal watchdog, Orthos is the model herd dog; both have heightened attributes 
which single them out as lOather" to the more nonnat dog represented on tbe Attic 
vases. Aside from these mythological contexts, in Attic black figure, dogs are not 
obviously represented in the guise of watch dogs or herding dogs, as perceived from 
their context. Firstly, it would be difficult to portray a dog as either a guardian or a 
herder without amply representing the context in wbich it occurred. Secondly, there 
would be no reason to evoke such mundane contexts when more dynamic scenes were 
already a part of the artistic repetoire. 
* * * 
The sentimentalism and apparent meaning with which the dog is portrayed in arcbaic 
Attic black figure is not found in tbe earlier Geometric and Corinthian art. Within 
these earlier periods, the dog is highly idealized which ~trongly evokes the Homeric 
context of tbe bunt. In these hunt contexts, the dogs are not individuated entities and 
there is no suggestion that they are the companions of men.98 Although Geometric 
and Corinthian art does not invite interpretation, since the pictorial motifs are 
95 For instance, on an ampbora attributed to the Leagros Group, Vatican 372, (ABV 368.107; Para 162; 
Add' 98). 
96 For an example, see Boston 28.46, (ABV261.38; Add; 68). 
97 For instance, on a lekythos, Delos 547, (AB V 379.274; Para 168; LlMC 5: Herakles 2470), on a cup, 
London 8442, (LlMC 5: Herakles 2471). 
98 Even in the "dining· coucb" scenes, there is no sense of individualization or interaction between man 
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repetitive and primarily decorative, it does seem that the dog assumed greater 
importance in later art. That is, in Attic black figure the dog occurs primarily in the 
main scenes, in which mortals and immortals are depicted. Additionally, dogs as a 
general rule do not occur in the subsidiary animal bands, in the way that the lions and 
the other animals do. This suggests that the dog is placed in a different category to 
the other animals, all of which are found in the animal bands. It would seem that the 
dog was not seen as an "animal" per se, but rather a constant and familiar companion 
and thus occupied space in scenes rooted in reality. In these scenes, there seems to be 
a close identification with the dog and recognition that this animal shared most of 
man's living area. Despite this, the distasteful aspect of tbe dog is not ignored. That 
is, there is a sharp distinction between tbe portrayal of dogs that are domesticated and 
those that respond to a more feral description. The figure of the dog is either 
portrayed with a marked sentimentalism or placed in contexts with an overtly negative 
overtone. Although it is true that some artists preferred to represent dogs,99 it is 
significant that the character of the animal is still strongly conveyed. That is, even in 
the work of the Amasis Painter there is a cup which, under each handle, represents a 
small dog in the act of defecating; 100 since the main scene on this cup involves satyrS 
sexually stimulating themselves, the actions of the dogs are charged with meaning. 
The less agreeable habits of the dog are revealed whieh indicates, to some extent, that 
the dog was not considered an entirely clean animal. It is just as revealing, by the 
omission, that other animals such as the lion are never represented in a compromising 
position. This indicates that each animal had specific connotations in antiquity. 
and animals. 
99 Vases attributed to the Amasis Painter are especially noticeable for their enthusiastic depiction of 
dogs. 
100 Boston 10.651, (ABV 157,86, Para 65; Add1 46). 
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The representation of the dog in the different artistic fabrics, especially Attic black 
figure, strongly coincides with the dog as portrayed in the Homeric works. That is, 
the dog can be represented as a scavenger, as a companion, as an intermediary 
between the human and non-human realms and as an animal that was not entirely 
trusted to maintain a consistent mode of behaviour. In both Homer and archaic Attic 
black figure, tbe dog .can be hest expressed as a dichotomy, as an animal capable of 
polar extremes. Archetypally-speaking, the dog embodied both the light and the 
shadow side of the psyche; both tbe positive and the negative; it could be super aware 
(powers of telepathy) yet it could act in an unconscious and instinctual manner. 
However, tbe prevalence of the dog and its different manifestations in both literature 






In tenus of the literary evidence, the figure of the lion in both Homeric epics IS 
suggestive of potential violence and savagery. The lion is presented as an animal to 
be feared, a flesh-eating beast with no capacity for mercy_ In the Iliad and tbe 
Odyssey, lions are generally endowed with the attributes of physical strength such as 
is appropriate to compare with the might of Aias (I/. 16.823 ff., 17.133 fr., Od. 6.130 
ff.): 
Ilfl o· r~£v cl><; 't£ A£OOV op£oi'tp<><poc;. CtAxi 1t£1to196><;. 
OC; 't' etO' OO).1£Voc; Kat cduu;:vcx;, EV SE al oaoE 
oaiE'tCX\' aU'tap 6 ~uO'i.. ).1E'tEpXE'tcn ,,6tEOOtv 
ne J.LE't ' aypo'tEpac; £A.cu.pOUC;' KEA.E'tCXl OE E yaa'nip 
).1 T,AOOV 1tE1PflcrOV'tCX Kat Et; 7nJ1Ct vov o6).1ov EAgetv' 
and went in the confidence of his strength, like some hill-kept lion, 
who advances, though he is rained on and blown by the wind, and both 
eyes 
kindle; he goes out after cattle or sheep, or it may be 
deer in the wilderness, and his belly is urgent upon him 
to get inside of a close steading and go for the sheep flocks. 
(Od. 6.130-134) 
They are represented as courageous, like Hektor (11. 12.42 ff., 16.756 ff.): 
au'tap 0 y' 00<; 'to 1tpO08EV Ej.Hlpva'to toc><; aEAAD" 
cOc; o· o't' O:v EV 'tE lCUVEOcrt lCai avopaol 8T1pEU'tnOl 
lCa1tplO~ nE A£O>V otpe<pEtal o8EVEl ~AEj.LEaivoov· 
01. Se t£ 1tUpYTlSOV o<pea~ ai)tou~ Ct.ptUVav'tE~ 
ixv't1.oV lO''tav'tal lCai ixlCOVt1.~OUO'l 8aj.LEt(I~ 
aix)..LCx~ El( X£lPOOV' 'tou S' ot> 1to't£ KvSaAt)..LOV Klip 
'tapl3El ouSE c.p0!3El'tat, exYTlVOp1.Tl SE )..LW EK'ta' 
But Hektor. as he had before. fought on like a whirlwind. 
As when among a pack of hounds and huntsmen assembled 
a wild boar or lion turns at bay in tbe strength of his fury, 
and the men. closing themselves into a wall about him, 
stand up to face him. and cast at him with the volleying spears thrown 
from their bands, and in spite of this the proud heart feels not 
terror, nor turns to run, and it is his own courage that kills him. 
(I/. 12.40-46) 
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And tbey embody tbe concept of danger and brutality (I/. 11.113 ff., 15.592 ff., Od. 
22.402 ff. , 4.335 ff.), like Agamemnon slaugbtering two belpless young Trojans: 
00<; oE AEOOV EACtQ)OlO 'taxEi,l1<; V11m<x 'tElCva 
PlliJ>lWl; cr\)VEa~E AalkOv Kpa'tEpotO'tV oooucnv 
EA9wv Eie; Evvilv, cmuAov 'rE mp' litop Ct7tTli>pcxo 
ii 3' El 1tEP 'tE 'tuxncrt ~.l(XACX crXEoov, 01> OuvCl'tat crept 
xpalcr~Etv' <xu't11V yap 1l1V {me 'tpO)lo<; aiv(x; 1.KaVE1: 
"apnaA.l~~ 5' ij(SE 5,,, 5pu~" nu"v" "at VA.nV 
om::uooucr' iopOOouoa lCp<xtatoU 911POC; 'bC{>' 0PIlTtS' 
And as a lion seizes the ilUlocent young of the running 
deer, and easily crunches and breaks them caught in the strong teeth 
when he has invaded their lair, and rips out tbe soft heart from them, 
and even if the doe he very near, still she has no strength 
to help, for the ghastly shivers of fear are upon her also 
and suddenly she dashes away through thc glades and thc timber 
sweating in her speed away from the pounce of the strong beast. 
(II. 11.113-119). 
The sheer power of the lion is distinctly portrayed here since the deer does not even 
attempt to defend herself or her young. That is, she should instinctually seek to 
protect her offspring, as is the natural behaviour of a creature born of the wi ld. 
However, she is so overwhelmed by fear that she, instead, fiees in terror. 
The above Homeric passages provide keen insight into the character traits of the lion 
and it is evident that it is an animal around which strong connotations are aroused. 
However, while it is described primarily as a ferocious beast, the above passages 
reveal an element of respect and awe for the prowess of so powerful a beast. 
Marauder of Livestock 
The lions within the Homeric narratives perform in a variety of roles, the principal of 
which is that of the marauder of domestic livestock (11. 5.136 ff.). 101 Within this type 
101 Lonsdale (1990:2). 
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of role. the lion is clearly seen as the wild intruder who comes down from the 
uncivilised wilderness and mountainous regions into the cultivated land inhabited by 
man (Il. 5.554 ft., 12.299 ft., Od. 6.130 ft.): 
oiro 'too 'YE AEOV'tE 5Um OpEOS ICopuq)'ncnv 
"petep'''lV UltO fl",plI3a8El", ",pepEa,v \lA",· 
'tOO J.L£v &p' aplta~oV't£ fSOac; Kat tql\a J.1 flAn 
o'ta9J.loUs Ctv9pomoov JCEpat~E'tov. &ppa ICed a:i:)'too 
av5p&v EV nClA<lJlnat lCCl'tb::'ta9Ev 6~E\: XClA1Cq>' 
... as two young lions in the high places of the mountains, 
had been raised by their mother in the dark of the deep forest, 
lions which as they prey upon the cattle and the fat sheep 
lay waste the steadings where there are men, until they also 
fall and are killed under the cutting bronze in the men's hands. 
(Il.5.554-558) 
Here, the lions are perceived as opportunistic parasites, eating food that does not 
require any effort on their behalf. For the herdsmen, only extreme measures, in this 
case death, are sufficient in order to solve the problem tbat they pose. However, this 
passage also reveals , by extension of the lion invader, the fate of the human invader in 
general. That is, the Achaians, with aggressive intention, have stepped into the 
territory of the Trojans, an action that most likely would result in many fatalities on 
both sides. Hence, the two Achaians, Orsilochos and Krethon, to whom the young 
lions are compared, are mercilessly anacked by the strong Trojan warrior, Aineias, in 
his defense of his homeland. 
In direct opposition to this intruder-type, there IS man (in the role of the 
shepherdlberdsman) who has set up his steadings and animal enclosures, human 
boundaries that the wild animal violates. In order to gain access to the livestock, 
many of the lions must actively jump over the physical barriers of the fences which 
man has constructed (11. 5.136 ff., 5.554 ff.) . While it might be argued that it is man 
who is the transgressor since he is the one who has entered the wilderness regions, in 
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these contexts, however, it is clearly the lion that disturbs the status quo and the one 
that is seen as the aggressor: 102 
~fl p' iJ.1£v &t; "CE A£(J)V 6PEOl:tpo<pOS. Oc; "C' £1ttSEU1)~ 
STlpOv En KPEUDV, KEAEt<X1. st t eu~6r; aYilvrop 
IlllA.OOV 1tEtp';aoV'ta. Kat E<; 7tUlClVOV S0J.10V EA9Eiv' 
Et 1tEp yap x' E'i,>pnOt nap' aU'toqn. ~ci>topa.C; &v6pac; 
GUV 1(UOl ",al 6oupeool qroAUOOQV'tuC; Mpl J.1tiA.u. 
QV pa 't' cl1teipll"COC; IlEIlOVE 0''ta9J.1oto 6tEo9al, 
aAA' (; y' iip' ii ijpltaSE I1Eta"I1EV",.,,' Kat a"t~ 
EpATl'r' EV 7tprotOtOt Bofic; anD XE1.POC; aKovt\.' 
be went onward like some hill-kept lion, who for a long time 
has gone lacking meat, and the proud heart is urgent upon him 
to get inside of a close steading and go for the sheepflocks. 
And even though he finds herdsmen in tbat place, who are watching 
about their sheepflocks. armed with spears, and with dogs, even so 
he has no thought of being driven from the steading without some attack 
made, 
And either makes his spring and seizes a sheep, or else 
himself is bit in the first attack by a spear from a swift hand 
tbrown. 
(I/. 12.299-306) 
The other roles that the lion features in, of a less common occurrence, are those 
where: 
• the lion is the opportunistic scavenger (I/. 3.23 ff. , 11.474 ff.); 
• the lion is the object of the hunt or the quarry (I/. 8.338 ff., 12.41 ff,); 
• the feline is the hunter of other animals (I/. 11.113 ff.) ; 
• the beast pits his strength against an equal adversary (I/. 16.756 ff. [lion versus 
lionl. 16.823 fr. [lion versus boar]). 
102 For discussions on how the lion similes impact on and highlight the stature of the particular heroes, 
cr. Lonsdale (1 990), MoultoD (1971). 
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Scavenger 
In the scavenger role, the lion is reminiscent of the dogs that gorge themselves on 
fallen warriors. However, in the context of the Iliad, the circumstance of the lion 
itself is threatened, in comparison with Menelaos, chancing on Paris in the midst of 
battle: 
ci'x; 't£ AEOOV £xap11 ~E'YaA(9 Ent aoo~o:'tl x:upoo:<; 
EUProV f\ EA.CXcpOV lCEp<xOV f; ayplOY at "f0: 
7tEt VCtOOv' Il(XACX ya.p 1£ lCCX'tE08iEt. El 1t£p av au'tov 
OEUroV'tCxt 'tCXXEE<; 1E KUVE<; 9aAEpol "C' ai~llo1: 
He was glad, like a lion who comes upon a mighty carcass, 
in his hunger chancing upon the body of a horned stag 
or wild goat; who eats it eagerly. although against him 
are hastening the hounds in their speed and the stalwart young men. 
(I/.3.23-26) 
Here, the lion risks the danger represented by the huntsmen and their dogs in order to 
assuage its very real and desperate hunger. IO) Because it is motivated by a survival 
mechanism and not by greed, for instance, the lion is not portrayed as base and 
abhorrent, as the scavenging dog is tended to be perceived: it is this hunger impulse, 
however, that determines the beast's behaviour and that drives the lion to vicious 
extremes. 104 The poet is very aware of this potentially malign influence when he 
points out that it is raw meat that the beast feeds on (11. 5.782 ff., 7.256 ff.). As 
structuralist analysis has shown us, this clearly demarcates man from the creature be 
is being compared to, since the mark of a civilized man is one who cooks his meat 
before consumption. However, the lion is still portrayed as one of the superior 
creatures found in the animal kingdom and, in the Iliad, the feline is placed in sharp 
103 For other instances where bunger is the motivator, cf. n. 12.299 fr., 16.756 ff., 18.161 ff. For the 
connected theme of hunger in relation to the protagonist, Odysseus, ef. Magrath (1982:207 fr.). 
104 Lonsdale (1990:65) suggests that the warrior's "bunger" for glory is as compelling as the lioo's 
voracious appetite for meat. 
juxtaposition with the more common scavenging animals, who flee in terror at the 
sight of the beast: 
... clJlcpt 5' ap' ai)'tov 
Tp&e~ £1tov9' cb<; El "CE Sa<p01. vat eOOE<; OpEmp1.V 
ixl'<P' ".a<pov lCEpaov ~~AT1I'EvOV. DV .. E~A' ixvi]p 
ttil (I1tO VEUpf!C;' 'tov JlEV 't' iP"'USE 1tOSEO"O"t 
q>EUYOOV, ocpp' atJla A\cXpOV Kat youvttt' opropn' 
autap E1tEl 01) 'tOV 'YE 6aj.Ul.OOE'tat <hK~ 6'(o't~. 
<i>".uxpayot Jll v 9&eC; £V OUPEGl. SapScl1ttOUO't v 
EV VEJ.LEl: UlClEPCP' £1[1. tE AlV l1YCtYE Sal.JlOlV 
oivtllV' 6ooe<; JlEV 'rE lhhpEOCtV, autap 8 Scl1t'tEl' 
... and around him 
the Trojans crowded, as bloody scavengers in the mountains 
crowd on a homed stag who is stricken, one whom a hunter 
shot with an arrow from the string. and the stag has escaped him. running 
with his feet, while the blood stayed wann, and his knees were springing 
beneath him. 
But when the pain oftbe flying arrow has beaten him, then 
the rending scavengers begin to feast on him in the mountains 
and the shaded glen. But some spirit leads that way a dangerous 
lion, and the scavengers run in terror, and the lion eats it. 
(JI. 11.473-481) 
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This simile presents a complex image which compares Odysseus, beset by Trojans, to 
the stag; the lion seems to signify Aias, who eventually comes to his rescue. 
Although all of the animals here are essentially opportunists that prefer to prey on an 
already weakened animal, the lion is still set apart from the common predator. That 
is, it is some daimon that leads the lion to the carcass, an image that evokes a quasi-
divine context for one cannot imagine, for instance, a dog being drawn to a corpse 
through the agency of a daimon. This immediately elevates the lion to a more noble 
stature than the other lesser animals. In addition to this, even the ignoble scavengers 
recognize the lion as a superior beast since, at its arrival, they run away from it in fear, 
instinctively understanding their place in Nature's hierarchy. 
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The Hunted Versus the Hunter 
Even when the lion occurs in the 'hunted' role, its power and the strength is in no way 
diminished: 
cJ:x; (5' on: 'ti.~ t£ KUOOV (rooe; aypiou TtE A£OV'tO<; 
il7t'tll'tat lCu'tomcr8E 1tocrtV 'tCXXEEO'O'1. OtO:)1(CJ)V 
taxi.a 1:£ YAOU,[O~ tE, EAtO'O'Oj.lEVDV 'eE OOlCEUEt, ... 
As when some hunting hound in the speed of his feet pursuing 
a wild boar or a lion snaps from behind at his quarters 
or flanks, but watches for the beast to turn upon him, ... 
(I/. 8.338-340) 
In some of tbe similes, the poet will compare a warrior to both the boar and the lion, 
but presenting them as alternatives to the other. In the above passage, Hektor is 
pursuing the Achaians but it is not clear whom the boar or the lion represents. 
However, perhaps the animal must neccessarily be indefinite since no specific hero on 
the Achaian side is being referred to. In this regard, the lion and the boar are invoked 
as equally weighted alternatives; both are the prey. Although the lion is portayed in a 
weaker role than normal, the lion does not usually appear as a victim unless it has 
been parenthetically placed with the boar, as the quarry. 105 However, even if the lion 
is presented as an alternate to the boar, the wild pig is a formidable adversary and a 
dangerous object of the hunt. 106 As a result, one cannot validly compare the lion with 
the more common and timid objects of the hunt, like the deer and the wild goat; in the 
hunt context, the lion is still portrayed as a glorious beast. This is recognized by the 
reactions of the hunting hounds, as it was by the scavengers in the previous passage. 
That is, the hunting dogs, that are accustomed to and skilled in the hunt, are on .their 
guard for any reprisals from this dangerous beast. On the other hand, it is more 
common for the lion to be represented in the role of the hunter. Here. it is portrayed 
LOS Lonsdale (1990:22). 
106 See section on boars below, page 97 fr. 
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as a merciless opponent that cold-heartedly kills its victims and devours their lifeless 
forms. 
Equal Adversary 
With regard to the last role, that of an equal adversary,I07 Lonsdale108 draws some 
pertinent correspondences in terms of the implied equality between the boar and the 
lion. He offers various occurrences of emotive words and phrases attributed to 
animals within the Homeric works, which convey their fearless and bold nature; two 
animals which are repeatedly associated with such qualities are the boar and the lion. 
As already mentioned, they are two animals that are often presented as a substitute for 
one another (JI. 5.782 ff., 7.256 ff., 12.42). As a result, the boar also takes on a new 
significance; it is a creature that is regarded as worthy of challenging the lion, and, as 
will be discussed later, this is an image that is carried through into the artistic realm 
on archaic vases. 
In the Pseudo-Hesiodic Shield of Herakles , we can again see the evidence of this 
ancient perception. In one instance, in the description of Herakles' shield, we are told 
that the two ranks of animals (boar versus lion) pair off and glower at one another 
with rivaling animosity: 
'Ev SE cmrov a.rEAat "XAOUVOOV EO'av ';0£ AEOV'tOOV 
£C; O'cpEac; OEPlCOJlEVOOV. lCO'tEOV'tOOV 0' iEJlEVOOV 'tE. 
'toov lCat. OJltA'I100V O'tlXEC; TltO'av, oooE vu 'too YE 
OUO£'tEPOt 'tpEh"v, cppiO'aov yE Jl£V aUXEvac; ClJlq>OO. 
11011 yap acptv ElCEt'tO JlEyac; Alc;. CtJlcpi O£ lCCtnpOl 
SaLOL, CUtOUpClj.1EVOl \jIUXaC;· lCCl'tCx St O'q>t lCEACl1. vov 
aiJl' a.1tEAEl~E't' Epa~'· Ol 0' aux£vac; t~EPl1tOvtEC; 
KEia'to 'tEOV"W'tEC; U1tO ~Aoaupoia1. A£OU01.V· 
107 'Equal adversary' encompasses a range of sbared attributes: equal strength, shared savagery, mass, 
and connotative value. 
108 Cf. Lonsdale (1990). His Appendix B details all the occurrences of the differing forms of the word 
cppi1v which occurs in words applied both to the lion and the boar. 
Also there were upon the shield droves ofhoars 
and lions who glared at each other, being furious 
and eager: the rows of them moved on together, 
and neither side trembled hut both bristled up their 
manes. For already a great lion lay between them 
and two boars, one on either side, bereft of life, and 
their dark blood was dripping down upon tbe ground; 
they lay dead with necks outstretched beneath the 
grim lions. And both sides were roused still more 
to fight because they were angry, tbe fierce boars 
and the bright-eyed lions. 
(168-175) 
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Here, a fierce and tense scene of confrontation between equal adversaries is being 
depicted. Although two boars have already been killed in the battle, the remainder of 
the boar group share the same attributes as the lions. That is, both types of animals 
glower at one another and have bristling "manes", both are brave and are motivated by 
their anger and both are eager to fight. Besides the boar embodying similar character 
traits as the lion, it is the only otber animal that has a "mane" that can bristle in a 
hostile manner. This detail allows for artistic effect particularly when the boar is 
being compared to the lion. 
Another indicator of the perceived similar qualities between the two animals is the 
fact that they are both described as baving glowing or glaring eyes which signifies 
their inherent savagery (cf. Shield of Herakles, 426, 390-91, Homer, Od. 6.130 If. 
[eyes .that kindle], 11.611 [lions with glaring eyes in the baldric of Heraldes], n. 
20.164 ff.). This, together with tbe above evidence, indicates that the boar and the 
lion were regarded as interchangeable, specifically within the Homeric animal similes 
(n. 11.293, 12.42). \09 
109 Lonsdale (1990:71). 
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Although the lion is occasionally described as being in a state of fear, these instances 
do not substantially alter tbe overall impression of the creature: 
ZEiJ<; 6£ 1tCnT1P AlavS' iJ1jf\~"Yo<; £v cp6~ov ilipcrE' 
G'tTt Bt 't<x<prov, o1t1.8ev BE ac()COC; IXtAEV £1t'taj36£tov, 
-rpeaO'e BE 1ta1t't"va~ ECP' OJ.1LAOU 811pt £01.KOO<; 
EV'tp01t().A1.~6J.1£vCX; 6A1Yov yow youvO<; aJlE1.~v. 
cOr; B' aterova AEov'ta jX>&v (uta ).1EOao.UA.010 
eOOEuavtO Kuve<; 'tE Kat aVEpE~ Cx'YPOU)JtCXl, 
at 'tE )ll v aine £lOOt jXl&v EK 1tlap EAE08at 
1t<IVVUXOl EypftcrcrOV'tE<;" 0 Bt KPEtooV Epati~oov 
iSU£l, 6.1 .. ').,: ou 'tt n:pr,OO£t" 8aj..lEE<; yap aKOVte<; 
cXv't1.0V 6:£00'01.)0'1. 8paoEuxrov altO X£tpOOV 
Kat6JlEVai 'lE Snal, 'ta<; tE 'tPet EO'O'UJlEV6C; 1tEp' 
,;&aev o' am) v6acptv ej3l1 tE'ttllon eUIlC!>. 
But Zeus father who sits on high drove fear upon Aias. 
He stood stunned, and swung the sevenfold ox-hide shield behind him 
and drew back, throwing his eyes round the crowd of men. like a wild 
beast. 
turning on his way, shifting knee past knee only a little; 
as when the men who live in the wild and their dogs have driven 
a tawny lion away from the mid-fenced ground of their oxen, 
and will not let him tear out the fat of the oxen, watching 
nightlong against him, and he in his hunger for meat closes in 
but can get nothing of what he wants, for the rainy javelins 
thrown from the daring hands of the men beat ever against him, 
and the flaming torches, and these he balks at for all of his fury 
and with the daylight goes away, disappointed of desire. 
(I/. 11.543-555)1 \0 
While the lion starts out feeling afraid of the men, it in fact retreats more with feelings 
of frustration at its lack of success than with feelings of fear. As Lonsdale 
indicates, I11 the combination of the lion's courageous and fearful emotions serves to 
create a more naturalistic portrayal of the creature. 
As seen above. the bulk of lion references occur within the simile formulas, however 
lions can also be found in several other categories. Reference to the lion can be found 
10: 
110 For an example in the Odyssey, cf. 4.791 ff. where Penelope worries whether Telemacbos will be 
killed by the suitors. 
III (1990:46). He also comments (1990:44) that the lion is largely portrayed in three dimensional 
terms, and, as a result, is the most realistic of all the animals mentioned in the similes. 
• epithets (1/. 5.639 ["the heart of a lion"l. 7.228 ["AchilIeus the lion-hearted"]); 
• metaphors (I/. 21.483-4 r'Zeus has made you a lion among women,,].112 
In addition to this, 
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• lion hides are used as cloaks worn by great heroes (1/. 10.23 ff.[Agamemnonl. 
10.177 ff. [Diomedes]); 
• lions are represented on works of art (Od. 11.611); 
• lions occur in scenes of enchantment as manifestations (Od. 4.456 [Old Man of 
the Seal; 10.212 ff. [Kirke's beasts]). 
It bas become clear from the many examples of contexts in which the lion occurs, that 
the lion image was especially liked by the poct, and by extension, by tbe people of the 
era. Within the Iliad, it is also evident that the leonine attributes are generally allied 
with tbe Acbaian forces, whose warriors seem unconsciously to imitate the lion. That 
is, the lion and the Achaian forces are both the invaders: one jumps over the sides of 
livestock enclosures, and tbe other wishes to scale the Trojan walls. l 13 Although the 
lion is savagely portrayed, it is not an indictment of the feline but rather a testimonial 
to the power inherent in the animal. The story of the outcome of the Trojan War was 
certainly already known by the people who listened to the Iliadic tales. That is, the 
Achaian forces will eventually bring about the destruction of Tray. In view of the 
- tenden"cy to match the lion .image with the Achaians, and in view of the fact that the 
focus of the Iliad revolves primarily around two Achaian fighters, Achilleus and 
Agamemnon, it seems that the Achaians were favoured by the poet above the Trojan 
troops. Hence the lion is paired more commonly with the Achaian side since the 
animal is the strongest and most powerful of all the animals. Since the feline image 
112 1 merely note these as categories but do not discuss them since they are largely self-explanatory. 
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incorporates the concept of victory, the poet has m fact anticipated the Achaian 
triumph. 
In this regard, it is noteworthy that within tbe Iliad, the poet allows only two warriors 
to wear a lion-skin cloak, and both of them are Achaian. The first hero is 
Agamemnon who occupies the prestigious position of king of Mykenai and cruef 
leader of the Acbaians: 
opeweElc; 3' EVO\)VE 1tEpi 0''[,,8£0'0't Xt'toova., 
1toO'Ot S' uno Al1tapoicHv EOnO(x'CO KO-Aa 1tEOlAa, 
cq.tcpt cS' E1tEl'ta Oa<potVOV EEocr(l'tD 8E:p}lCt. AEOV'toS 
cx.t8rovoc; flEyCxAOl.O 1tOO1lVElCEC;. EH .. EtO 0' eyxoc;. 
He stood upright, and slipped the tunic upon his body, 
and underneath his shining feet he bound the fair sandals, 
and thereafter slung across him the tawny hide of a lion 
glowing and huge, that swung to his feet, and took up a spear. 
(11. 10.21-24) 
The second is Diomedes, who is one of the greatest Achaian fighters as well as being 
Lord of Argos: 
"Qc; <paS', 0 3' aJl<p' OOJlOlO'lV E£aaa:to 3£PJlcx A£OV'tOC; 
CllSWVOC; JlEyaAolo 1tOS"VEK£C;. EtAEtO 3' eyxoc;. 
He spoke, and the other wrapped his shoulders in the hide of a lion 
glowing and huge, that swung to his feet, and took up a spear. 
(I/.10.177-178) 
Both men are among the elite at Tray and the adjectival phrase, "glowing and huge", 
in both passages, raises the ordinary activity of donning a p.elt, as a basic item of 
clothing, to a new level. Based on this, the action becomes imbued with potential 
significance. 11 4 
III Lonsdale (1990:61). 
114 The other Achaian whom one might expect to be categorized in this group as "lion-like" in his 
demeanour is Achilleus. However, it would be redundant on the poet's part to issue a lion skin to this 
hero because he is distinguished by his godly annour, the description of which takes up most of mad, 
18. It can be regarded as significant that, as part of the artwork on his shield, two fierce leonine 
aggressors are described as harassing a herd of cattle (fl. 18.579 ff.). 
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In view of the above passages, a tempting interpretation presents itself: it could be 
proposed that the men who wear a specific pelt take on the character attributes of that 
particular animal. l1S The evidence certainly supports such a notion. For one, the lion 
is the predominant animal image in the aristeia of Agamemnon in Book 11 of the 
lliad. 116 Out of thirteen animal similes, lions occur in eight of them. Within these 
eight, Agamemnon is directly compared to the lion in the two short similes (I/. 11.129 
ff., 11.239). In tenns of the remaining. more developed similes, the image in lines 
113 ff. is conspicuous, occurring in the scene where Agamemnon strikes down Isos 
and Antiphos. 11 7 Here, Agamemnon is compared to the lion, and his two victims to 
the young of a deer. This is a particularly powerful image because the victims in this 
context are the super-vulnerable young of an animal that is already the natural prey of 
the carnivore. The fawns are vulnerable not only by virtue of their nature but they 
also lack the vital speed that is necessary for their escape, speed to which a fully-
grown deer has recourse. lI s The image of the victims! lack of speed for escape is 
carried through to the next long simile in lines 172 ff. Here, the Trojans flee from the 
bloody Agarnemnon in an attempt to reach the city gates and to re-group; a section of 
them cannot keep the pace and are stranded in the middle of the plain. In a similar 
manner to the fawns, this latter group falls under the hands of the raging Agamemnon, 
and by extension the brulal lion figure: 119 
ot 0' en KCxIl IlEOOOV nestov <pO~EOV'tO ~6ec; &C;. 
&c; te AEOOV E<p6~Tlo£ IlOAOOV EV VUKtOC; CxJ.lOAyCP 
1tCt<Jcxc;' tft 8£ t ' in Cxvcx<pcxiv£'tCX1. ainUt; CAEapOS' 
tile; 8' tc; aUXEv' Ea<;E A~V Kpa'tEpot<J1. v ooo,><n 
np&tov, E1tE1.ta 8E a' at )la Ka1 EYKata nCt.vto AacpuooEl' 
lIS Certainly the totemic significance of an animal bide cannot be completely disregarded. 
116 Lonsdale (1990:56 ff.). See page 44 above. 
117 See above for quotation of this passage. 
III Lonsdale (1990:59) suggests that the use of anthropomorphic vocabulary further intensifies the 
drama of the scene. 
119 The "attacking lion" motif is important because in "nearly every instance this leonine aggression is 
both motivated and orchestrated by a god ... invariably the warrior described as leonine aggressor is 
successful and his opponent is vanquished", Markoe (1989:88). 
while others still in tbe middle plain stampeded like cattle 
when a lion, coming upon them in the dim night, has terrified 
the whole herd, while for a single one sheer death is emerging. 
first tbe lion breaks her neck caught fast in the strong teeth, 
then gulps down the blood and a11 the guts that are inward. 
(n. 11.172-176) 
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A frightening and gruesome picture is painted which highlights the fear that the 
Trojans feel on being confronted by so great and strong a warrior. This gory image 
finds its parallel in the Odyssey, in the lion similes describing the blood-spattered 
Odysseus after his slaughter of the suitors (Od. 22.402 ff., 23.48 ff.). Again, lion and 
hero present a terrifying image. In the same way that the lion is covered with the 
blood of an ox that it has ravaged, so too all around is the bloody aftermath of 
Odysseus' killings. 
It is no accident that most of the main protagonists in each work are likened to the 
lion. This presents an interesting but circular conceptualization. That is, the imagery 
of the lion amplifies the greatness of the hero in the very same way that the distinction 
of the hero cements the potency of the lion figure. 
Within Iliad 11, it is significant that the great Hektor is compared to a mere huntsman 
in lines 292-3: 
W; b' o'te nou ne; e11PTl'tTtP Kuvae; ap'YloSOV'tCXe; 
aeuTI En' a'Ypo'tEp<9 aut Kcxnpi<9 i}e AEOV'tl, ... 
As when some huntsman drives to action his hounds with shining 
teeth against some savage beast. wild boar or lion, ... 
Here, he encourages his men as a huntsman drives his hounds against a savage beast. 
An assortment of these savage beasts are mentioned. 120 and again the beasts (note the 
lion) are a direct reference to the Achaian forces. In this context, the grandeur of the 
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lion image is not employed for Hektor's benefit. As a result, a slightly impotent and 
fallible image of Hektor, and by extension the Trojan side since Hektor is their greatest 
warrior, is presented. This interpretation is validated since the lions mentioned in the 
remaining three similes are also directly compared to heroes on the Achaian side (474 
ff. [Aias]. 547 ff. [Aias]. 382 ff. [Diomedes]). 
In Book 5, which contains the aristeia of Diomedes, a total of seven lion references 
can be identified, six of which are in simile fcnn. 121 In the first simile Diornedes is 
cast as the marauding lion when be rejoins the battle after Athene's advice as to what 
to do if confronted by an immortal: 
C5"il to'tE ~lV 'tpiC; tooaov EA.EV JlEV~ 00<; 'tE AEOV'tU 
QV po. 'rE 1tOlJ.1llV ayp@ Elt' Eipo1t01C01.C; OtEOC:1'L 
xpaucrn JlEV 't' aUA:t;r; imEpaAJ.1EVOV ouSe Sa~aCJO'n' 
'toil J.1EV 'tE O'eEVOr; OOpCJEV, £1tEl'tCl SE 't' ou 1tpoCJaJ.1UvEl, 
CxAACx Ka'tCx O''taeJ.l0ur; SUE'tal, 'tCx S' epiiJ.la <po~Ei'tal ' 
a'i J.lEV 't ' aYXlO''tlV(Xl En' Cr.AATlAnO'l KEXUV'tCll, 
ail1ixp 0 EIJ.IlE~a"" 1la8Enc; E~ixAAE1at ailAijc;· 
now the strong rage tripled took hold of him. as of a lion 
whom the shepherd among his fleecy flocks in the wild lands 
grazed as he leapt the fence of the fold, but has not killed him, 
but only stirred up tbe lion's strengtb. and can no more figbt him 
off. but hides in the steading, and the frightened sheep are forsaken, 
and these are piled pell-mell on each other in heaps, while the lion 
raging still leaps out again over the fence of the deep yard. 
(n.5.136-142) 
Diomedes presents a formidable picture through the image of the rampaging lion. 
Even the nonnal guardian of the flocks cannot withstand the wrath and strength of this 
beast. This renewed enthusiasm for battle culminates in the following simile (161 ff.) 
where Diomedes kills Echemmon and Cbromios, and where the lion breaks the neck 
120 Note the alternatives of the boar and the lion. 
121 Aineias stands out as the only Trojan to be accorded the emblem of the lion (1/. 5.476). However. 
this is the exception rather than the rule. 
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of and kills a bovine. 122 In lines 476 ff., when Sarpedon admonishes Hektor, accusing 
his men of "slinking away like hounds who circle the lion", it is not clear who the 
human equivalent of the lion is, but it is definitely an Achaian and most likely a 
reference to Diomedes, considering the two earlier images in lines 136 ff. and 161 ff. 
The lion images in the last two similes, one developed (554 ff.) and one short (782 ff.), 
appropriately refer to Diomedes' men. In 554 ff., the twin brothers, Orsilochos and 
Krethon, are likened to two young lions that prey on the livestock of man, while, in 
lines 780 ff., the men are not named but are described as tbe bravest of tbe Achaians 
who huddle around Diomedes. The last lion reference is an epithet that is invoked by 
tbe Achaian, Tlepoiemos, when he refers to his father, Herakles, as a man with "the 
heart of a lion" (639). If Book 5 is looked at as a whole, besides one short simile in 
lines 778-79, where the horses of Hera in their eagerness to stand by the brave 
Achaians are compared to shivering doves, the rest of the animal imagery is wholly 
restricted to the lion. Clearly, the lion carries the distinction of being tbe favoured 
animal subject within Books 5 and 11 that relate the aristeiai of two of the greatest 
Achaian warriors and, by no means coincidentally, these are the two warriors who 
even wear the pelt of the fierce beast. As a result, this animal presents a formidable 
image of strength and ferocity. 
According to Magrath,I23 the series of lion imagery in the Odyssey acts as a vehicle to 
exponentially build up the feeling of violence as the story progresses. Through a 
detailed analysis, Magrath reveals the association between the similes that occur in the 
Odyssey and their climactic impact in the bloody Book 22. He suggests that the 
savage killing in this book is not carried out in the likeness of a rabid dog, but is 
122 This mode of killing occurs in the aristeiai of both Agamemnon (11.175) and Menelaos (17.63): 
Lonsdale (1990:53). 
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described more meaningfully as a leonine attack. Certainly, this has far-reaching 
ramifications for tbe character of the hero; the hero does not engage in senseless 
killings and his actions are ennobled with righteous purpose. In fact, in the Odyssey, 
both Odysseus and his son, Telemachos, are identified with the figure of the lion. Out 
of the eleven lion similes, Odysseus is the subject of six of tbem. In 4.335 ff. and 
17.126 ff., where it is predicted that Odysseus will kill the suitors, he is compared to 
the terrifying lion wrecking havoc upon the defenseless fawns placed mistakenly in the 
lion's lair: 
W; S' 01to't' EV ~uA6Xq> EI..a<poS; Kpa'tEpOtO AEOV'tOC; 
VE~POUC; K'01.lltloCta(X VETr'fEvECtC; yaA.a6T\vouc; 
1(\l11.1-101>C; E~Ep£nO't Kat aYKE(l Tt01.';EV'ta 
J30cs1CoIlEVTl. 6 S' £1t£lt(l EllV £iat,A.u8EV £'\>vTtv, 
allc.po'tEpOtO'l SE 't010'lV aE1.K'EU 1tO'tIlOY Eq)'l1KE V, • .. 
As when a doe has brought her fawns to the lair of a lion 
and put them there to sleep, they are newborn and still suckling, 
then wanders out in the foothills and the grassy corners, 
grazing there, but now the lion comes back to its own lair 
and visits shameful destruction on both mother and children, .. . 
(Od. 4.335-339) 
This rather serious error on the mother's behalf underlines the great mistake that the 
suitors have made in foisting themselves on the household of Odysseus. It seems 
unnatural that a deer could not have smelt the lingering presence of the previous 
inhabitant, just as it is against the typical rules of conduct for the suitors to take 
advantage of Odysseus' absence from his home. 
In Odyssey 4.724, Odysseus is portrayed as a man with the heart of a lion, a fonnula 
found in the description of the celebrated Herakles (I/. 5.639) and in a modified form 
concerning the illustrious Achilleus (11.7 .228 - "lion-hearted").124 However, it seems 
I2J (1982:205). 
124 The other two similes concerning the gory coun1enance of Odysseus (22.401 ff. , 23.48) have been 
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that being "lion-hearted" is a rather ambivalent image. That is, in view of Magrath's 
comments, and taking into account the separate leonine vignettes. to have the heart of 
a lion is to be courageous and strong but with violent overtones; this is more apparent 
in the Odyssey than in the Iliad. Within tbe Iliad, there are two parent-child similes 
that soften the harsh imagery found in the Odyssey. Here, the strongly protective 
instinct of tbe feline is evoked (I/. 17.133 ff., 18.318 ff.): 
Ata.<; a' aJl<pl Mevoln6:&n cra.1COC; EUpU lCa/..:u",a<; 
EO'tTllCEt Wc; 'tiC; 'tE AEOOV REpt oial 'tElCEOO't V. 
et> po. 'tE VTl1tl' ayov'tt auvav'ttl<100v'tat £V UATI 
Civop£<; £1to,1C'tfipec;" a BE "et a8evE'lj3AEJlEaivE1., 
nav OE 't' e:n:1.0KUVLOV 1'0:0.100 €.AlCE'to,1. ooO'e lCaA:U1t'tO)V' 
Now Aias covering the son of Menoitios under his broad shield 
stood fast, like a lion over his young, when the lion 
is leading his little ones along, and men who are hunting 
come upon them in the forest. He stands in the pride of his great strength 
hoading his eyes under the cover of down-drawn eyelids. 
(I/.17. 132-136) 
In above passage and in 18.318 ff. , it is the dead Patrok1os who is likened to the young 
cubs and Achaian warriors who fulfil the role of the parent. Both of these passages are 
strongly emotive and introduce a humanized element to the lion. That is, the fierce 
warrior (both animal and human) is strongly loyal and protective over its own and the 
audience is given the opportunity to vicariously relate with the lion. 
Again: in the Odyssey, Telemachos is once compared to a lion, in the scene where 
Penelope worries about ber son's welfare at the bands of the suitors (Od. 4.791 ff.). 
Here, Telemachos is likened to a lion that is caught within a crowd of men, a situation 
that creates cause for fright. In view of the pervading images concerning the strength 
and power of the lion, this simile is particularly aJanning. That is, it is the sheer 
previously mentioned. 
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quantity of men that decides the outcome and which evokes the fear response; here the 
quality of prowess is of little or no import. 
The remaining lion imagery within the Odyssey involves: 
• being represented as part of the ekphrasis on the baldric of Heraldes (11.610 ff.); 
• being present in scenes of enchantment which include: 
~ the leonine aspect of Proteus (4.456); 
~ the beasts of Kirke (10.212 ff.) ; 
• the Polyphemos episode. 
Although the baldric of Heraldes is not described in detail, three types of animals are 
found on it; tbe lion, the boar and the bear. These fonnidable creatures are 
representative of the strength of Herakles. That is, because they are strong, 
courageous and powerful animals, they have little cause to fear others in the animal 
kingdom. Both Herakles and the animals are superior crearures in each of their natural 
realms. In the same way that these animals underline the significant traits of Herakles, 
so too does each animal reinforce the qualities of the other beasts that they are grouped 
with. For instance, the boar must be seen as strong and fierce since the bear and the 
lion both embody the same characteristic. Sinee the boar has been included in this 
group, the poet has recognized this as a valid character attribute for the wild pig. 
The same argument can be applied to the animals occurring as the various 
manifestations of Proteus. In terms of the metamorphoses of Proteus, the lion is 
mentioned in relation to similarly dangerous animals, that is, the snake, the leopard 
and the boar. As is the case with the above passage, each animal reinforces the 
character of the other. 
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Similarly. althougb Kirke's beasts are dog-like in their demeanour, the lion is paired 
with the wolf, a naturally fierce predator. In fact, the inborn fierceness of these two 
types of beast serves to magnify the potency of Kirke's magical abilities; she has 
completely emasculated savage and wild creatures. 
Lastly. in the Polyphemos episode, there is a feline simile in which the Kyklops is 
compared to a "lion reared in the hi lls" (Od. 9.292). With Polyphemos being 
compared to a ferocious lion that mauls its prey, the beast and monster each reaffirm 
the others brutal nature. While the Polyphemos scene is already disturbingly 
gruesome, the evocation of the lion is reminiscent of such other ferocious similes 
found in the Iliad where the lion gorges on the blood and flesh of its victims: 
'0.<; s' 01"£ 'tl<; 'rE A£<OV 6peoi.:t pocpoc; a).K1. 1tE1totBci><; 
JlocrKo~E v~<; aYEA 1'\<; Jlovv ap1tacrn ij ,,<; aplcr,~-
'tfic; 5' £S (XUXEV' Ea~£ AcxJki>v Kpau:potow 6S0UO'l 
1tpCiYtov, E1t£l'ta SE 0' ai~aK<l1. eYK<l'tCl 1tCiV'tCl AaqruOOEl 
onoov' 
As when in the confidence ofbis strength some lion 
hill~reared snatches the finest cow in a herd as it pastures; 
first the lion breaks her neck caught fast in the strong teeth, 
then gulps down the blood and all the guts that are inward 
savagely, ... 
(I/.17.61-65) 
In the same bloodthirsty way that Polyphemos kills and devours the companions, so 
too does the lion glut itself on its victims. It is evident from the above evidence that 
the visual image of the lion, within the Homeric works, is strongly portrayed and 
contributes much to the taut tension that occurs between the characters. While it is 
cruel and savage at times, it is never unrealistically rendered. 12S 
L2' The exception to this is, as Stanford (1967:277) points out, often quoted by others, the lions are not 
described as making a sOWld; they never roar. 
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The common theme that runs throughout the above passages IS the consistent 
portrayal of the fierceness and grandeur of the lion: 
TIllA.£l&llC; S' E-teproeEv Evav'tiov OOp'tO AEooV ax; 
ai V'tTtc;. QV 'rE Kat CivSpes CX7tOIC'tCtj..lEVat J..lEJ..laa01.V 
6:YP0J..lEvOt nac; OTljJ.OC;" 0 eSE 1tp&rrov J..lEV {l'ti~oov 
EPXE'tCXt. aA').,' O'tE KEV ne; apllY90cov aiClloov 
ooupt ~a/..n £exA.TJ tE Xo:vcOv, 1tEpi 't' acppoc; 6cS6v'tcxC; 
yiYVE'tClt, EV St 'tE Ol KpacSin O'tEVEt aAlCtj..lOV ii'top. 
OUPTI OE: 1tAEUpixc; 'rE Kat. loxia O,,,L<pOteproeEv 
j..lcxo'tlE'tcxl, EE o· (lu'tov E1tO'tPUVEt J..lCXxEOaOecn, 
YAcxuKt6cov cS' L9ue; QlepE'tcxl J.lEVEl. ilv 'tlV(l 1ti:QlVn 
avopoov, i1 Ct'l.'l'tOC; <p9iE'tCll 1tpoo'tQ) EV OJ..ll.Aq>' 
...... From the other 
side the son of Peteus rose like a lion against him, 
the baleful beast, when men have been straining to kill him, the county 
all in the hunt, and he at the first pays them no attention 
but goes his way. only when some one of the impetuous men 
has hit him with the spear he whirls, jaws open. over his teeth foam 
breaks out, and in the depth of his chest the powerful heart groans; 
he lashes his own ribs with his tail and the flanks on both sides 
as he rouses himself to fury for the fight, eyes glaring, 
and hurls himself straight onward on the chance of killing some one 
of the men, or else being killed himself in the first onrush. 
(n.20.164- 173) 
It is significant that the beast is described in such careful detail. Clearly, the poets in 
antiquity had a strong visual image of the animal, together with an understanding of 
the leonine behavioural and character tendencies. As a result, the lion is portrayed 
with a remarkable consistency and a richness that strongly suggests that the animal 
lived and breathed in the imaginations of the people of antiquity. As opposed to the 
ambiguity around the presention of the dog, the Homeric evidence offers a unified 
image of the lion wherein the creature is brave, strong. proud and powerful. It is an 
animal that is also capable of strong emotion; while it does feel fear and anguish, this 
in no way lessens the magnificence surrounding the image of the lion. It is significant 
that these characteristics are carried through onto the different artistic fabrics since it 




According to Boardman,I26 it is not likely that many Greeks actually ever saw a lion 
which is probably why there are various changing fonns of the feline figure 
throughout the different artistic techniques and fabrics. In the Geometric period, the 
lion is represented in the typically simple and stylized style of the period [Plate 7a 
&bl. '27 The lion often looks very dog-like with a thin torso, heavy chest, thick neck 
and large head. The feet are curled in an artistic attempt to represent claws. 
According to Boardman, the neo-Hittite lion figure with its box-like head and 
dangling tongue is the first to become popular in Geometric painting but, in the late 
7th century, this sort is outmoded by the Assyrian type, characterized by a bulky 
mane, folded ear and tapered snout. 128 
A highly atypical scene can be found on a Attic tetrapod stand129 which represents a 
man fighting a lion [Plate 7c]. The man, on the right, holds a spear in one hand and a 
sword in his other, while the lion, on the left, stands on its hindquarters and rakes at 
the legs of the warrior with its forepaws. According to Holscher,130 this scene is 
based neither in reality or mythology, but is rather to be seen as the generalized 
"death-power" (Todesgewalt) that the lion represents. 
126 (1964:95). For the pervasiveness of lions in antiquity according to ancient sources, cf. Herodotus 
7. 125-7. Aristotle (HA VII(VIII) 606b). 
127 For examples of Geometric lions er. a neck-amphora, London 1936.10-17.1, Markoe (1989), PI. 
XXVI and an amphora, New York 10.210.8, Schweitzer (1969), PI. 50. 
128 (1964:95). 




Although the Corinthian animal bands illustrate the full range of wild animals, 
representations of the lion and the panther are especially dominant. This is can be 
explained by the fact that since there is a greater number of species of ungulates in 
relation to the two predator species (lion and panther/leopard). the feline species 
would have to be represented more often than each ungulate species would be to 
retain a balanced quota of ungulate versus predator breed. 
While animals found in the bands comprise a number of different species, no one type 
of animal is explicitly seen as interacting with another. That is, each animal exists as 
an isolated and differentiated entity depicted in a manner tbat hest represents their 
inherent natures. \3 1 
There are two types of felines on animal bands. There are felines with frontally 
represented heads and with no manes, that PayneIJ2 labelled as panthers. The second 
group, the lions, are distinct from the panthers since they are represented with heads 
in profile, they have manes, and they are most commonly portrayed with open 
mouths, out of which hangs the tongue. They are represented in an aggressive and 
predatory manner and their jaws gape in a frighteningly suggestive fashion indicating 
that they eat others. 
Proto-Attic and Attic Black Figure Vase Painting 
While the Attic animal bands retain the residual influence of Corinthian prototypes, 
there are a few important distinctions. Firstly, while the animal bands on Corinthian 
131 Isler (1978:lOff.) bas also noted this. See ungulate section for further discussion of this concept. 
page 120 f. 
132(1931:70). 
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vases fonn the mam focus of decoration (Plate 8a), the Attic animal bands are 
subordinate to the more important scenes, usually on the body of the vase, in which 
mainly heroic or divine subjects occur. 
While many of the animal bands in Attic black figure painting do retain this "linear" 
style of representation, some of the artists I)) did use the hands as pictorial similes 134 
and as narrative "strips" to comment on the action occurring in the main area of 
decoration. 
Lion Attack Motif 
It is also in these bands that the artists portrayed the 111ion attack" motif. These attack 
scenes occur in two main Conus: the first is where a single predator attacks a usually 
weaker animal of the ungulate species. The victim can be attacked from its 
hindquarters or bead-on. Usually, the predator bites andlor claws its prey, and jumps 
up onto the victim's frame, and the victim's stance is represented as weakened. That 
is, usually the victim is semi-collapsed onto the ground. The other attack motif is 
where two felines attack a single member of the ungulate species. Here, one feline 
attacks the victim from the rear, and the other feline attacks the creature from the 
front. With these types of attack, the victim is obviously being overpowered by its 
attackers and this is underlined by its weakened posture. 
As Markoe points out, a progressive development of the attack motif can be 
distinguished from the beginning of the Proto-Attic tradition through to the archaic 
age in the Athenian black figure period. From the earliest instances, this theme 
L3) Particular artists will be discussed later. 
I). Markoe (1989:90ff.). For the lion attack motif I am indebted to Markoe's highly informative 
research. 
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mediates between the above-discussed, simple. non-symbolic "animal fight" motif and 
the more symbolic significance of the imagery as a whole. 
Non-Symbolic Attack Motif 
The "non-symbolic". purely decorative lion attack can be found on a krater attributed 
to the Polyphemos PainterlJ5 that represents one of the more standard lion attack 
formats [Plate 8b] . This scene represents a deer and a lion, both facing right. The 
lion bites at the hindquarters of the deer. The hind legs of the deer are slightly bent 
and are braced at an angle that implies that it is being unbalanced. about to collapse. 
This "rearguard" form of attack suggests that the lion has compromised the deer's 
ability to protect itself since the victim cannot easi ly defend its rear. The other "000-
symbolic" standard attack fonnat can be found on a tripod in the manner of the KY 
Painter [Plate 9a1.136 In this case, the lion faces the bull in attacking it, which may be 
a comment on the greater strength of the bull as a worthier adversary in comparison to 
the weaker deer. That is, the two animals meet on equal terms which allows the bull 
an opportunity to defend itself. In this case, the bull is aware of the nature of its 
threat, whereas this does not seem as likely with the deer in the previous scene. 
While Morris argues for Corinthian influence on the "attack" motif,137 Markoe 
postulates its origins_as. being in epic poetry.138 The animal bands.do strikingly recall 
the evocative world of the Homeric simile where lion attacks are commonly referred 
us Munich 6090, Morris (1984), PI. 3. For a sculptural parallel, see the east pediment oftbe Temple of 
Ar.t1o at Delphi. 
1) Athens, NM 12688, Markoe (1989), PI. VI. For a sculptural parallel, cf. pedimental relief from the 
Athenian Akropolis (Athens, Akropolis Museum inv. 4). For an instance of double lion attack with the 




to, but something can be said in favour of Morris' point. That is, her suggestion recalls 
to mind the 7th century Proto-Corinthian aryballos (Plate 9bl 13• which is modelled in 
the form of the bead of a lion, a creature that is commonly found in the animal bands. 
On the other hand, this vessel can be seen as an inverted form of simile whereby the 
lion image, in the guise of the head, is stronger than the subordinated band of warriors 
who are represented on the body of the vase. Nevertheless, the warriors fight amongst 
themselves, and tbe associated savagery and skill of tbe hon evokes the appropriate 
Homeric milieu for the warring men. 140 
In both art and literature, the lion attack motif is the most common. However, whereas 
in Homer, the lions tend to prey on domesticated animals, sheep and cattle, in art, the 
most common source of prey for the feline is the wild animal, such as the deer. 14 1 The 
most likely explanation for this discrepancy is that, in art, the wild animal presents a 
more dynamic type of image and is more artistically pleasing than the relatively 
uninteresting physique of the fattened domestic animal. However, the predominant 
use of domestic animals as victims in the Homeric works also raises some interesting 
possibilities. That is, based on the fact that a wild animal would have more chance in 
defending itself than domesticated livestock that are confined to their pens, it seems 
that the poet, by extension of the animals, implies criticism of the Achaian attack on 
Troy, a city confined to the space within its own walls and at the mercy of the invaders 
who surround it. Because of this consistent theme of the Achaians attacking Tray, the 
concept of the marauder, in the epic tradition, assumed more importance than tbat of 
the nonnal hunting lion. 
139 Macmillan Aryballos. London 89.4-1 8.1, Amyx, PI. 11. 
140 For the lion as a victorious image, cf. Venneule (1979:85). 
141 Lonsdale (1990:42). 
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In addition to this, the artists did not depend on Homer for all their images. However, 
as is shown abo,:,e, in some cases they do seem to draw their narrative ideas directly 
from the epic context. 
Symbolic Attack Motif 
As Markee explains, the lion attack functions as a symbol that serves to reinforce the 
notion of "heroic triumph",142 This concept can be applied to the Eleusis amphora,143 
on which the motif of lion attack occurs in between two mythological scenes; one on 
the neck of the vase, the other on the belly [Plate 101 . On the neck of the vase, 
Odysseus (originally marked out in added white) and two of his companions, facing 
right, bold a stake above their heads. Their bodies are braced in tbe action of driving 
the stake into the eye of the Kyklops. Polypbemos. Polyphemos is represented sitting 
against the far right frame of the picture. He leans back against the edge of the frame, 
with his knees bent. He is significantly larger than the other three men since, even 
seated, his body fills the height of the scene. He holds a skyphos in his tight hand and 
his left hand is raised upward grasping the stake that is being driven into his eye. This 
scene represents a conflation of events since the skyphos signifies the special wine 
that Odysseus gives the KykJops, the KykJops is already seated and drunk since the 
stake is being driven into his eye by the men. As Homer tells us, Odysseus will 
succeed in this venture and he and his men will eventually escape the KykJops' 
cave. l44 
On the shoulder panel, a boar and a lion confront one another. On the extreme left, 
the boar is represented with a slightly lowered head and the rusk on its snout points in 
142 ( 1989:90 ff.). 
143 Polyphemos Painter, Eleusis Museum. Simon (1976), PI. 15. 
144 Od. 9.415. 
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the direction of the attacking lion. On the right, the lion is represented with an open 
mouth out of which its tongue curls. His left forepaw is raised horizontally, stretching 
out towards the boar, the claws about to rake the pig's snout. 
Represented in the second, main scene, on the belly of the vase, is the hero, Perseus 
who is being pursued by the remaining GorgoD sisters. On the left, in position A is the 
decapitated body of Medusa, in position B and C are her two sisters who run to the 
right. In position D, stands Athena who faces the approaching Gorgons. In position E 
stands Perseus, facing right. However, his figure has been largely obscured by a 
damaged surface. 
According to Markoe, the presence of Athena stands as a marker of the hero's 
eventual success in that she will assist him in his escape and triumph over the 
Gorgons. 145 Also, the lion attack scene, representative of heroic triumph, functions as 
a parallel emphasis between two scenes that involve the success of a hero. 146 Clearly, 
the simile was deeply entrenched in the Homeric tradition and it had a far-reaching 
influence on other artistic media. In addition to this, all of the above scenes represent 
conflict of some kind, the theme of conflict which forms the core of the epic tradition. 
The Homeric influence is also found in the two scenes on the New York Nessos 
amphora [Plate 111. 147 On the neck of the vase, a lion attacks a de~r. The lion, on the 
extreme right, bites at the haunches of the deer and holds onto its rear with one 
I·H (1989:91 fr.). 
146 One can also appreciate the visual tension between the action occurring on the neck and the attack 
motif on the shoulder where the mist has set up a chiastic direction of movement. On the neck, 
Odysseus and his men move from the left towards the right while, on the shoulder, the attacking lion 
moves from the right towards the left. The outstretched paw of the lion fonns a visual parallel to the 
uRraised anns of the men placed above. 
1 New York 11.210.1, Morris, PI. 15. 
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upraised leg. The deer, facing right, rears up, and turns around to look over its 
shoulder. This attack motifis placed directly above the main scene where Herakles is 
in the process of defeating the centaur, Nessos. That is, the centaur is clearly 
weakened since his front legs have collapsed towards the ground. 
While this is also a scene representing heroic triumph, there is a fundamental 
difference between the two attack motifs on each of the above vases. That is, on the 
New York amphora, the lion attacks a deer while on the Eleusis amphora it is a boar 
tbat is portrayed as the victim. Based solely on the physiological differences in 
physique, a boar as a choice of victim is far more evenly matched in strength against a 
lion than a mere deer, I48 an observation which leads us to import further meaning into 
each scene. On the two main panels of decoration on the Eleusis amphora, a more 
equally weighted struggle is suggested to be occurring between the various 
opponents; Odysseus and his men must pit their strength against the huge Kyklops, 
and Perseus must outrun the monsters who exceed him both in number and strength. 
Clearly, both of these heroes must be remarkable considering that they are 
comparatively lesser beings in the face of "monstrous" strength. 
While sharing the same underlying idea, the New York amphora scene has something 
of its own to contribute. Unlike the boar and the lion, the deer and the lion are 
unequal in terms of strength. Similarly, there is a difference in the power dynamics 
between the two fighting figures in the main scenes. 149 Unlike Odysseus and Perseus, 
.q For another example of an "equally weighted" fight pattern in relation to a hero, see a bydria, 
Madrid 10913, (ABV 329.2; Addl 89; LIMe 5: Herakles 2971) (Plate llb) . On the main panel, 
Herakles and Apollo struggle over the tripod. Immediately below, on the subsidiary band, lions and 
boars assume aggressive postures, with the main pair of animals (boar versus lion) confronting each 
other. Moving from the left side of the field, one pair of each animal (boar and lion) faces to the right, 
and another pair (lion and boar) face to the left. The lion may be intended as the visual parallel to 
Herakles, since it is positioned beneath the hero, and the boar as Apollo; in any case it seems clear that 
the subsidiary band is a comment on the main action occurring above . 
• '9 An interesting example of this implied inequality is found on an amphora depicting the recovery of 
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Herakles is no ordinary hero; he has been endowed with superhuman strength. In the 
same way, the centaur, Nessos, is a relatively minor monster type in comparison to 
the mighty Kyklops and the terrifying Gorgons. Added to this, the rendition of the 
figure of Nessos betrays a weakened state wherein his forequarters are depicted as 
collapsing beneath him. The battle is heavily weighted in Herakles' favour and the 
notion of unequal strength harmoniously resonates with the animal attack scene 
above. That is, as the lion is clearly going to be victorious over the deer, so too is 
HerakJes the victor in the battle with the centaur. 
It can thus be demonstrated that there is a potential, exploited on certain vases, for an 
interrelation between the subsidiary lion attack scene and the main panels. This 
relation should be seen as a general evocation of early Greek comparisons, probably 
wide-spread folk-comparisons but amply attested to in Homeric epic. 
Sometimes an artist deliberately transfers a Homeric reference from a literary 
framework into a pictorial allusion. This is clearly illustrated on the well-known 
archaic calyx krater attributed to Exekias IPlate 12b).15o In the main panel, the 
Greeks and the Trojans fight over the fallen body ofPatroklos. Immediately below, in 
the subsidiary band, two lions attack. from either side, a bull that has collapsed onto 
its forequarters; it seems that this animal band may have been intended as a pictorial 
comment on the main scene, an interpretation supported by the fact that the fight over 
Helene, Vatican 358, (ABV 142.7; Para 58; LIMe 4: Helene 219) (Plate 12a). On the main band 
Helene is flanked by two warriors, one of whicb is Menelaos who reaches out for ber. Immediately 
above, on the shoulder, a deer is flanked by two lions. The lion that is placed on the same side of the 
vase as Menelaos raises its paw up almost in seeming imitation of the warnor. As the deer is no matcb 
a13ainst two ferocious predators, so too is Helene dominated by the two, armed warnors. 
I Athens, Agora AP 1044, (ABV 145.19; Para 60; Add1 40). 
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the body of Patroklos as described in Homer (11. 18.151 ff.) is, significantly, 
underscored by a lion attack simile: ISl 
Wc; 1)' cmo O'OOJ..l(:x.'to~ DU 'tt AEOVt' at800va ovvav'tcxt 
1totJ .. UiVEt; aypaUAot ~£"(a 1t£lVaov'tCX OlEo8cn, 
&<; pa 'tov aux: Eouvavto OUO) Atcxvt£ KopUata 
"EK'topa TIptCXJllSllV Ctrr.o V£1CPOU O£tai~Clcr8at. 
And as herdsmen who dwell in the fields are not able to frighten 
a tawny lion in his great hunger away from a carcass, 
so the two Aiantes, marshals of men, were not able 
to scare Hektor, Priam's son, away from the body. 
(I/. 18.161 -164) 
Lions and Furniture 
A number of vases depict the throne of Zeus with: 
(i) a lion/lions under the seat [Plate 13a &b J, 152 
(ii) clawed paws terminating the end of each cbair leg [Plate Ba & b) and, 
(iii) an instance where a lion's head fonns the rear section of the seat itself 
[Plate 13C[.'53 
(i) Here, a lion/lions are represented in either a standing or seated position and are not 
obviously engaged in any action which is directly related to the scene. These figures 
are in most cases seemingly intended to represent the ornamental motifs added to tbe 
151 Markoe (l989:n .29) . Another instance of a scene drawn directly from literature, in this case, the 
pseudo-Hesiodic Shield of Herakles , is offered by the oinoehoe of Lydos, Berlin 1732, (ABV 110.137; 
Para 48) depicting the conflict between Herakles and Kyknos, immediately below which are three 
scenes of lion attack. In two of these scenes, a pair of lions attack a bull on either flank.. In the other 
scene, a lion attacks a boar, head-on. For further discussion of this vase, cf. Markoe (1989:93 if.). 
m For instance, on amphorae, Basel BS 496, (LIMC 2: Athena 353), Geneva MF 154, (ASV 299.18 ; 
Para 130; Add1 78; LIMe 3: Eileithyia 20). It must be noted that there is also a variety of other figures 
which are placed under the throne seat of Zeus, for example, the running figure of Iris on an amphora, 
Louvre F32, (ABV 135.43; Para 55; Add1 36), a sphinx on an amphora, Boston 00.330, (ASV 135.45; 
Para 55; Add1 36; LIMC 2: Apollon 818), young men on an amphora, London BI47, (ASV 135.44, 
686; Para 55; Add1 36), panthers on an amphora, Oxford 509, (ABV 239.5 ; Para 110; Add1 60). For 
further discussion on the animal claw furniture, cr. Richter (1966:15ft), Guralnick (1974: I 86if.). 
153 On an amphora, attributed to Group E, Boston 00.330, (ASV 135.45; Para 55; Addl 36; LIMe 2: 
Apollon 818). 
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panel between the legs of the chair and as such are not depictions of real life. 154 
However, in view of the fact that the felines are not portrayed under just any seat but 
are paired with the king of the gods himself, and in view of the long history of the 
Near Eastern associations of lions with majesty and power, which had a direct 
influence on Greek art, IS5 it is reasonable to interpret these lions as "symbols" which 
are used to complement the greatness of Zeus. 
(ii) The image of the lion is reiterated in the clawed feet of the throne itself. 156 
Although this was by no means a unique kind of chair, 157 the "claws" together with the 
figure of the lion, under (and above) the seat, do seem a deliberate indicator 
concerning the importance, yet danger of Zeus. Once again, the figure of the lion has 
not been arbitrarily and insignificantly applied. 
(iii) Since this instance of the lion's head is an isolated occurrence, the leonine 
decoration may have been arbitrarily transferred to this area of the chair by a creative 
artist. 
Gigantomachy 
Another instance where lions occur is in Gigantomachy scenes where the attacking 
feline acts as the vicious accessory to the god Dionysos IPlate 14a & bl .1S8 These 
scenes are generally crowded, with gods and giants actively fighting against one 
another. The warriors are depicted in various gestures of attack, defense and .dying. It 
is amongst these figures that the representation of the various animals (generally the 
1S. Ricbter(1966:18). 
155 Frankfort (1939:311). Also, the origins of the animal feet on Greek furniture have been traced back 
to Egyptian prototypes, cc. Richter (1966: 15ff.) and Eastern influences, cc. Boardman (1964:1 00). 
1$6 There are interesting parallels on some tripods that also have lion's paws as feet. 
157 Richter (1966: 15) remarks on the popUlarity of this type of furniture, especially within the archaic 
renod. 
$I For instance, an amphora, Tarquinia 623 , (ABV 147.2; Para 61; LIMe 4: Gigantes 114), a cup 
fragment, Athens NM Akr. 1632, (LIMe 4: Ge 4), an oinochoe, Cambridge 1927.154, (ABV 528.47 ; 
LIMe 4: Gigantes 295). 
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lion, snake and occasionally the dog) is found,IS9 The animals usually cluster around 
Dionysos, helping him to attack his adversary. On the famous dinos by Lydos [Plate 
14al.160 the god Dionysos is represented in confrontation with a giant. In conjunction 
with the god, an assortment of predators and a snake also attack the giant. In this 
scene, the snake has wound itself around the right arm of the giant; a leopard also 
attacks the victim from the left. A lion stands on the right shoulder of the giant while 
second lion bites into the giant's left shoulder. A third lion bites at the left thigh of the 
collapsing victim. The appearance of the lions is significant because outside of this 
context, it is rare to find the god with the predator. 161 While Villard 162 has suggested 
that the lion represents the personified manifestation of the god, Carpenter l63 disagrees 
on the basis that amongst the other predators, sometimes dogs are present, animals 
which have not been seen to be related to any aspect of Dionysos. What is noteworthy 
is that the predators make a very sudden appearance in this context about 560 BC, 
which corresponds with the first tyranny of Peisistratos; it is during this time that the 
image of the lion is frequently used. l64 
Miscellaneous Scenes 
There is a particular scene on an amphora by the Amasis Painter representing Herakles 
being introduced to Olympos [Plate 15al .165 Besides Zeus, all the other figures face to 
the left. On the extreme left in position A stands Zeus who faces to right. In position 
1~!1 Moore (1979:87) in her discussion of the dinos by L.ydos. cites a number of other corresponding 
scenes in which anacking animals assist Dionysos in his fight against the giants. 
160 Akropolis 607. Moore (1979:Reconstructed drawing on page 99). 
161 Carpenter (1986:69) suggests that these Gigantomachy scenes may portray a 'Dionysos' who is not 
known to us. Also, he points out that the only other mythological scenes in which the lion commonly 
occurs, in the 6111 century. are with Herakles as part of his first Labour. 
162 (1947:11). 
'" (1986,68). 
164 For information on the revival of Dionysiac worship under Peisistratos in Athens, see Bury and 
Meiggs, (1975: 131 ff), Shapiro (1989:85 ff.). 
165 Orvieto, Faina 40, (ABV 151.14, 687; Para 63; Addl 42). 
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B is the god, Hermes, and juxtaposed behind his legs stands a dog. Athene stands in 
position C and Herakles in position D. Juxtaposed behind Herakles' legs is a lion. On 
the extreme right, Dionysos stands in position E. Carpenterl66 accounts for the 
presence of the lion as functioning as a reference to Dionysos' part in the 
Gigantomachy. On the other band, van Bothmer167 suggests that the lion belongs to the 
absented goddess, Hera. 168 It is here proposed, however, that the lion in fact 
accompanies HerakJes for the following reasons: Firstly, the lion is placed behind the 
legs afthat hero and thus is related to him spatially_ The significance of this becomes 
clear when tbe dog behind Hennes is taken into account. It is evident tbat the Amasis 
Painter intended the dog to be associated with Hennes since, in other scenes, this 
painter habitually pairs dogs, spatially, with the person it is intended to be associated 
with. 169 The association of the dog with Hennes is valid since it functioned as a type 
of familiar for the god. 170 Hence, the spatial relationship of the lion with Herakles 
strongly suggests a strong association between the two. Secondly, there is a parallel 
on a lekythos, which features the same theme where the lion must also be associated 
with Herakles [Plate 15b) ,I7I In this scene, Athene stands next to Herakles and 
. d h' d Z 172 mtro uces Im to a seate eus. 
166 (1986:66, n.46). 
161 ( 1986:141). 
Standing between Athene and Zeus is a lion l73 
168 This is suppol1ed indirectly by Simon (1998:60 fT.), who explains that lions functioned as servants 
to Hera. Also, in relation to her discussion of the lion gate at Mycenae and..other Greek works that 
depict both Hera and lions, she suggests that "die LOwen mit Hera verbunden sem konnten als Symbole 
der Macht und GrOpe dieser Go"in~ (1998:65). 
169 er. a fragment , Once Berlin 1691, (ABV 151.12, 687; Para 63; Add1 42) depicting a scene of the 
introduction of Herakles to Olympos. Here a dog is placed with Hennes and it looks up in the 
direction of the god, in the same manner as the animal on the Berlin Vase. Also see an amphora, Berlin 
1688, (AB V 150.9, 687; Para 63; Add1 42) with the same scene and where a dog is placed with Hennes 
and another hound placed next to a youth holding a spear, presumably a huntsman. 
170 For the relation of Hennes with dogs, see the chapter on dogs above, page 35 ff. 
171 New York 41.162.30, (ARL 226.10; LlMC4: Ganymedes 59). 
172 Board.man (1964:98) suggests that this type of scene owes its origins to similar scenes in eastern art 
wbere a priest leads a worshipper to a seated god. 
m Although this could be identified as a vicious dog, I do not think that interpreting it as a lion can be 
entirely discounted. While it does lack a definite mane and lifts its forepaw up in a 'dog· like' gesture, it 
has its mouth open wide in the 'roaring lion' manner. Also, 'fawning' lions are defmitely not unknown 
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that rakes at the shin of Zeus with his paw. Since Dionysos is nowhere present in this 
representation, the next logical point of association is Herakles. In view of the above 
evidence. both of the scenes represent a lion that should be seen in conjunction with 
the figure of Herakles, as a type of evocation of his first labour. 
Specific Mythological Scenes 
The representation of Herakles' first labour, his struggle with the Nemean Lion, was 
highly popular in Attic black figure art. Heraldes' task was to kill this terrible beast 
since it was a man-eater. However, since this lion had been bred by Hera or Semeie, 
it cannot be considered an ordinary lion. As a consequence, the hero found that none 
of his weapons could penetrate the hide of the lion. In order to kill it, Herakles bad to 
wrestle with it and strangle it with his bare hands or, alternatively, to thrust his sword 
into its mouth; it is this moment of the struggle that the archaic artists tended to 
favour. 
The struggle between Herakles and the lion takes on various poses. One type of 
template is where HerakJes and the lion are represented in a wrestlers' pose, close to 
the ground [Plate 16aI. ' 74 Here, HerakJes grapples with the lion, bead-on, with his 
anns around the lion's upper torso. The weight of Herakles forces the lion to crouch 
low on the ground, but his hindquarters are raised slightly higher. One hind paw 
usually rakes at Herakles. 
(Od. 10.212 fr.) . Added to this, it is a late lekythos, and executed in a clwnsy style with not much 
attention paid to detail. It must also be remembered that the animal is behaving in this manner 
s~ecifically to the most powerful of all the gods, Zeus, and so could credibly be acting out of character. 
1 4 For instance on an amphora., Brescia, (ABV292.1, 692; Para 127; Ackf176; L1MC 5: Herakles 1861), 
on another amphora, Louvre F215, (AB V 336.10; Para 138; LIMC 5: Herakles 1855). According to 
Brommer (1973: 109 fr.) , this pose is classed as the Liegekampf 
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A common earlier pose is where Herakles and the lion are represented facing in the 
same direction, the lion positioned behind the hero IPlate 16b]. m: Herakles grabs the 
lion around the neck with one arm and with the other he drives his sword into the 
open mouth of the beast. The lion stands only on its hindquarters and one back paw 
rakes at the calf of the hero's leg. 
In the third type of scene, the lion and the hero fann a triangular composition where 
the lion, facing Herakles, rears up on its hind legs, its upper torso connecting with the 
upper torso of the hero [Plate 17a1.176 Herakles has a wide-spread stance in order to 
brace himself against the leonine onslaught and grasps his anns around the lion's 
neck, his elbows out, in a standard wrestling gesture. Usually the rear paw of the lion 
rakes at his shin. 
• •• 
In consideration of the above material and the circumstances in which lions occur, it 
seems that the lion was highly mythologicized in the ancient mind. 177 As Carpenterl78 
points out, lions do not occur in scenes with mortals based in reality. Instead, the 
animal is reserved for the grander mythological scenes featuring both revered gods 
and much admired beroes. As it does not seem likely that very many Greeks saw a 
living lion, the animal was most probably modelled on the postures of living large 
dogs~and influenced by depictions of lions found in Eastern art. 179._Generally, .on the 
m For instance on an amphora, WUrzburg L248, (ABV 134.18; LIMe 5: Herakles 1833), on another 
amphora, Copenhagen NM 7068, (ABV 134.14; LIMe 5: Herakles 1829). According to Brommer 
(1973: 109 ff.), this is the Srehkampfwbich takes two forms; the second and third types discussed. 
176 For instance, on amphorae, Berlin 1720, (ABY 143.1 , 686; Para 59; Add' 39; LIMe 5: Herakles 
1792), WUrzburg Ll85, (ABY 270.55; Add1 70; LIMe 5: HerakJes 1795). According to Brommer 
(1973: 109 fT.), this third type develops after the second and is probably an Exekian innovation. 
177 HOlscher (1972: 102) also suggests that the lion is seen as a halbmythisches animal. 
178 (1986:68). 
179 Boardman (1986:93). This would certainly explain why it is sometimes difficult to ascertain 
whether an artist is portraying a dog or a feline figure, cr. a lekythos, New York 41.162.30, (ABL 
226.10; LIMe 4: Ganymedes 59). 
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archaic Anie black figure vases, the feline occupies a more elevated status than the 
commoner and mostly domesticated hound. Likewise, in Homer, the lion only occurs 
in similes and not in the "real" world per se. 
Within the Attic animal bands of the 6th century BC, the true nature of the feline has 
largely been subordinated on two levels. Firstly, the lion occurs in these bands as a 
result of a longstanding and formulaic tradition, rooted in the Corinthian art of the 
previous century. Secondly, the animal occupies a symbolic status when the band is 
used to comment on tbe action occurring in the main scene. In sharp contrast to the 
baser habits of the dog, as represented both in Homer and vase painting,l SO the lion 
has been highly idealized and has become almost a heraldic type of figure, rather than 
one existing in everyday life. This idealized concept of the lion is most strongly 
evident, both in Homer and Attic black figure, through the general lack of 
representations of the lion as a man-eater. This omission is all the more significant 
when the image of lion mauling man appears on both Corinthian 181 and Attic 
Geometric l82 vases (Plates 17b &c). That is, in the Homeric works and Attic black 
figure, the lion is represented in a remote manner since it is not represented as 
carrying out an action that a lion in reality is capable of. Rather, it has been taken as a 
symbol which reflects different archetypal concepts, such as bravery, stature, and 
ferocity. The lion, as appearing in the Homeric works, does differ in various ways ia 
comparison to the creature represented in archaic Anic black figure. That is, the 
warmer concept of protectiveness comes out occasionally in the Homeric works but 
1110 For instance, see a cup by the Amasis Painter, Boston 10.651, (ABV 157.86; Para 65; Add1 46). 
18 1 See middle band on the Chigi Vase, Rome VG 22679, Hampe & Simon (1981), PI. 102, depicting a 
lion hunt, where one man is viciously attacked by the lion . 
In See Attic kantharos, Copenhagen NM 727, Boardman (1998), PI. 65 .1,2, where two lions are 
represented fighting over the body of a man. 
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never in archaic Attic vase painting. In this context, the lion offered room for artistic 
imagination and skill owing to its aesthetic proportions. The aesthetic value of the 
lion is made most apparent when one considers that the lion's head was the most 
common form of water spout, as represented on buildings and archaic Attic vase 
painting. 18) Here, the regal lines and flowing mane provide an attractive display out 
of which the channeled water would issue forth . 
183 For instances on bydriai, ef. Munich 1716 (ABV 362.25; Para 16 1; Add1 96), London 1843. 11·3.77 






In antiquity, there does not appear to have been a clearly defined differentiation 
between the panther fe line species and the leopard breed. Within the Homeric poems, 
the panther and the leopard are not separately distinguished. That is, the Greek word 
7tCtp&CXAU;, seems to function as an umbrella term for any large feline other than a 
lion. On the other hand, tbe Athenian artists sometimes differentiated between the 
two. 184 That is, some artists depicted spots on their felines while other artists 
portrayed their fel ines with no markings at all. However. the problem arises when a 
fe line is represented with only a few spots or minor incision marks, which in effect 
makes it look like more like a panther than a Jeopard. This raises the question as to 
what species tbe artist actually intended or if tbe artist even distinguished between the 
leopard and panther, as a separate species. Liddell and Scott l85 offer two meanings 
for the word 7tclpBuA.tt:;; both Jeopard and panther. On the other hand, Lattimore 
translates the tenn 1tclpOUA.t~ as leopard. In order to avoid further confusion and to 
acknowledge that there is this question mark, the Greek tenn 1ta.poa.A.t~ is here 
d irectly transliterated as lIpardalis" for the purposes of srudying the Homeric texts . 
184 Brown (1960: Appendix JI) also problematizes this; however, no real resolution is reached. 
18~ (1930:ad verbum) . 
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Homer 
While the lion forms the bulk of the feline imagery in the Homeric works, tbe pardalis 
is mentioned a limited number of times. Although the pardalis occurs in three similes 
in the Iliad, it is presented in a different way each time. In the first simile it is 
grouped with the scavengers and wolves, all threatening types of animals from which 
deer flee in terror. Here the pardalis is the hunter: 
... at 'to m:xpoc; n£p 
~~a1(lVft<; EA.aq>Ololv EOllcEcrcxv, (Xl 'tE lCCXS' UAllV 
6cixov napSa:A.loov 'tE A:U1COOV 't' 1l"((X n£A,oV'tCXl 
au'tffiS T]AaOKouO"cxl CtvCxA.1C1.0e<;. ou3' Em xap}.tTr 
[Trojans] ... they who in time past 
were like fugitive deer before us, who in the forests 
are spoi l for scavengers and wolves and [pardaleis], who scatter 
in absolute cowardice, there is no war spirit in them. 
(f1. 13. 102-104) 
In Book 17, the anger of the feline is coupled with the ferocious lion and boar: 
Ot)'[' ouv 1tap5aAlO<; 'toO'O'ov ~£vo<; OUtE A£OVtO<; 
OutE 0''00<; Ka1tpO'O o).,ooq>povo<;, ou tE ~EytO'tO<; 
e\)~o<; £vl. O''t1lSEO'O't 1tEPl. O'stv£'i ~).,EIJ.Eat VEt, ... 
Neither the fury of the [pardalis] is such, not such is the lion's, 
nor the fury of the devastating wild boar, within whose breast 
tbe spirit is biggest and vaunts in the pride of his strength, ... 
(ll. 17.20-22) 
The association of the pardalis with the other animals presents a menacing picrure of 
the animal since it is in the company of similarly threatening creatures that the poet 
has presented as fonnidable ('toO'O'ov J.1£voc;). 
In the last simile, it is the pardalis that is being hunted, in this instance, by men: 
"UtE nap6CtAlC; d,,, l3<xa.(1)C; EK E,UAOXOIO 
avBp6~ 911Pll'tl1POC; EVClvtiOV. ouSE 'tl 9uJ.l.c$ 
't(lp~et ouSe cpo~Ehat, E1tEt KEV uAay~6v Ctx:ouon 
Et 7tEp 'Yap <p9CxJ.l.EV6<; ).11.V Tt QU'tacrn lie paAncrtV, 
aAA-a 'tE KCtt1tEpi OOUpl. TtE1tCXpJJ.EVll 0\))( Cx1tO)..frYE1. 
ixAKii<;, npiv y' ne E,W~A.it~EVCtl ne 6Ct~iivCtl' 
But 35 a [pardalis] emerges out of her timbered cover 
to face the man who is hunting her. and takes no terror 
in her heart nor tbought of flight when she bears them baying against ber; 
and even though one be too quick for her with spear thrust or spear thrown 
stuck with the shaft though she be she will not give up her figbting 
fury, till she has closed with one of them or is overthrown; 
(I1.21.573 -578) 
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However, although the pardalis has been struck by a spear, the animal is not, at any 
point, portrayed as being afraid. Again, the poet describes the fury of the beast, which 
presents a powerful picture of the pardalis' character. 
In the Odyssey, the pardalis is mentioned as one of the manifestations of Proteus 
(4.457). The other animals, a lion, a serpent, and a boar are equally as savage as one 
another which significantly adds to the overall impression of the pardalis, via its being 
associated with the others. Based on the above, albeit scanty, literary evidence, the 
pardalis is presented as a dangerous and formidable adversary. 
The Pardalis Skin as an Item of Clothing 
Only two people are described as wearing a pardalis pelt in Homer, both of whom are 
heroes; Paris: 
TPOlOlv I!ev npO~aXl~EV 'AAEE,Ctv6po<; a.oEl6';C; 
1tap&cxA£llV OOJ.L0lC1tV £Xrov ... 
Alexandros tbe godlike leapt from tbe ranks of the Trojans, 
as challenger wearing across his shoulders the hide of a [pardalis]. 
(11.3.16-17) 
and Menelaos: 
1tCXpBCXAE:TI J.LEV 1tp6rtcx )lE'tacppeVov Ei>pU 'K'aA '\,)'VE 
?t01.KtA. TI •... 
First of all he mantled his broad back in a [pardalis'] 
spotted hide, ... 
(I/. 10.29-30) 
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At first glance, these heroes seem to have nothing in common, one being a Trojan, 
and the other an Achaian. However, it is here proposed that the poet has used the 
pardalis skin to pair them together (whether it be a conscious or unconscious 
association) because of their dual roles as husband to Heiene. 186 It must, however, be 
noted that Menelaos' hide is described as ltOUClAOC; which can mean that tbe pelt is 
variegated in colour, striped or spotted. IS7 Although this is a pardalis skin, it is 
differentiated from Paris' pelt, which makes an impact on bow each hero is perceived. 
That is, the poet deliberately has included mention of this difference which effectively 
highlights the hero Menelaos, while at the same time commenting on the lesser 
importance of Paris. This sense of inequality is consolidated in Book 3, where Paris 
is described in his pardalis pelt at the moment when he advances from the Trojan 
ranks, when he is confronted by Menelaos. Here, not only does the pelt indicate that 
an important event is occurring in the narrative action, but the initial feline image is 
immediately followed by another, in a simile, in lines 21 ff., where Menelaos 
advances in the bold manner of a lion. This is an interesting choice of animal subjects 
since both the panther and the leopard are smaller proportioned than the lion in 
reality. This presents an image of two unequally weighted adversaries in the process 
of confronting one another where Paris must he understood as the lesser of the two. 
The weakened image of Paris as a brave warrior is compounded when he catches sight 
116 Lonsdale (1990:50) regards Paris's pelt as a mark of luxury. Griffm (1980:5) interprets the skin as 
indicative of what Paris stands for, and by extension the Trojans; they are "glamorous, reckless, 
frivolous, undisciplined." For Griffin's comments on clothing functioning as significant objects, cf. 
(1980,3 fT.). 
187 Liddell & Scon (1897: ad verbum). 
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of the fierce Achaian warrior; he shrinks back like an unwary man who has just come 
across a snake (lines 33 ff.). Just as a leopard or panther most likely would not face a 
lion, so too is Paris not equal to the task. 
Similarly, the passage where Menelaos dons bis pardalis skin is significant. Book IQ 
opens with Agamemnon, sleepless with concern over the Argives. He decides to 
speak to tbe wise Nestor, and gets up, donning a lion skin (line 23).188 Meneiaos, in a 
similar state, puts on a pardalis skin and takes up his spear with the intention of 
visiting with his more important brother, Agamemnon (line 29 ff.). Like tbe previous 
passage involving Paris, the assuming of the animal skins highlights the comparative 
status between the two heroes and alerts the audience to the ensuing meeting that 
occurs between the Achaians. 
118 See the comments on this bide in the above lion section, pages 54 f. 
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Vase Painting 
Other than the lion, there are discernibly two different feline species in vase painting. 
While there is a possibility that the artists did not clearly distinguish between the two, 
for the purposes of this study. Payne's 189 classifications of each species are followed. 
Although Payne predominantly discusses the Corintbian fabric, the forms of the 
animals that occur on Corinthian bands are the same as those that are represented in 





After the lion, the panther is the next most popular choice of feline subject matter in 
art. According to Payne, [90 the label, 'panther' is "conventional. and simply implies a 
leonine animal with a frontal head." Generally, the panther, as a distinct species, is 
problematic. That is, it is possible to interpret this feline as a lioness. On the other 
hand. an argument in favour of the feline as a 'panther species" is that one would 
expect to see a more or less consistent inclusion of dugs, which is not the case. The 
panther, as depicted artistically, lacks a mane and any distinguishing markings on its 
coat; it has a more streamlined body and tapered neck than the heavyset lion and its 
face is frontally represented. 
Corinthian191 
Like the lion, the panther alternates with the other animals that are found in the animal 
bands on Corinthian pottery (Plate 8al . However, unlike the lion. the panther does 
not appear as aggressive since its frontally orientated face does not imply that it 
interacts with the other species. The lion, on the other hand, has a wide open mouth 
usually with a tongue that hangs Out, and seems to be facing the animal next to it, if 
one may interpret it thus. 
190 Ibid. 
191 Besides the lion, other felines typically do not occur in Geometric art. 
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Attic Black Figure Vase Painting 
Dionysian Scenes 
In Attic black figure, panthers primarily occur in scenes involving the god Dionysos 
andlor his retinue of maenads and satyrs.192 One such scene is the Gigantomachy. 193 
In the Gigantomachy context, the panther assists Dionysos by attacking the same 
giant that the god confronts. 194 It is a fearsome predator paired with an inherently 
savage god. 
Outside of the Gigantomacby scenes, panthers occur in another type of scene with 
Dionysos in which the god is depicted as seated or reclining on a kline with the 
feline/s seated or lying beneath/near the furniture. 195 In the Louvre (Plate 18al and 
the Bochum IPlate ISbl representations each panther is holding a stick or, more 
likely, a bone in its mouth or chewing on the object. The behaviour of the feline and 
the context in which it occurs very strongly evokes the scenes in which the table dog 
occurs 196 and it is here proposed that, in these circumstances, the panther has 
subsumed the role of the dog. That is, since dogs are usual ly found with human 
masters,197 another more fearsome animal should be associated with the powerful 
Dionysos. The panther, as an attribute of the god, is the logical choice of animal to 
fulfil this role. 
192 For a panther placed with a satyr, cc. a pelike. SI. Petersburg 1911.10, (ABV396.24; Para 173; LIMe 
8: Midas 22). For maenads carrying the feline, cf. two oinochoe, London 8515, (ABV 426.17; LIMe 8: 
Mainades 24); London 1911 .4, (ABV 428.2; LIMe 8: Mainades 84). 
193 Akropolis 1632, Moore (1979:Fig. 13), IPlate 14b}. Based on the Lydos dinos fragments and the 
other comparative material that Moore discusses. it is likely that the figure on Akropolis 1632 is in fact 
Dionysos. 
194 See above discussion in the lion section for more information on the animals as auxillaries to 
Dionysos in Gigantomacby scenes. 
195 On an amphora, Metapontum 305.254; (LIMe 7: Semele 27); on a pelike. Louvre F376, (ABV 
393.16; LIMe 5: Hennes 664). 
196 See section on dogs for a fuller discussion of this topic and for comparative examples. 
197 While there is an instance, on a lekythos, where a dog is represented under the kJine of Dionysos 
(Athens 581, ABV492.84; Add' 123; LIMe 3: Dionysos 558) this is a rare occurrence. 
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Water Spouts 
Although Dunkleyl98 maintains that the panther-head water spouts on vases [Plate 
19a) are really intended as lion heads, it does seem that these maneless animals 
should be distinguished from the latter since there afe some instances where the artists 
have attempted to portray frontal lion bead spouts, including the representation of a 
mane. 199 These representations afe markedly different from the smaller panther head 
type. Based on the frequency with which the panther heads occur in the form of 
waterspouts, tbe feline is clearly regarded as equivalent in status and interchangeable 
with the lion-head found in fountain houses. 
198 (1935-6:194). 




According to Payne,2oo a feline may be classed as a leopard tlwben the neck or whole 
body is marked with circles." 
Corinthian 
Although leopards occur very infrequently in Corinthian art, tbey are represented in 
the same manner as the panther but with the important inclusion of spotted markings 
on thei r pelt [Plate 19b] . These spots create an eye-catching representation of tbe 
feline. 201 
Attic Black Figure Vase Painting 
The representation of leopards can be found on the animal bands of band cups where 
the felines attack ungulate prey. On a hand cup by the Oakshott Painter [Plate 20a),'02 
at the extreme left. two lions attack a bull while to the right, two leopards attack 
another species of ungulate. Although this is a straightforward animal attack scene 
with each feline flanking the animal, it is biologically interesting because the leopards 
are depicted with dugs as opposed to the clearly male lions. According to Aristotle/o3 
out of all the females of the animal species, the female pardalis and bear alone are 
more courageous than the male. 
""(193UO). 
201 Los Angeles. Weintraub (Amyx, PI. 26). Switzerland. Private (Amyx, PI. 27. 1a). 
202 Oxford 1972.162. (Para 78.2. Add.1Sl). 
203 HA VUl (IX) 608a. 
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Love Token 
The leopard was also used as a love token between Erornenoi and Erastai. On a 
skyphos by the Amasis Painter, there are a number of scenes, running around the 
vase, which represent the exchange of love gifts between older men and their younger 
love interests [Plate 20b].204 It is on this cup, under handle B/A, that the earliest 
representation (c. 550 BC) of a panther love gift is found. 205 Here, a young man 
kneels down on a bended knee and holds a leopard. 206 He grasps the hind paws of the 
feline with his right hand and the front legs of the animal with his left hand. 
According to Kocb-Hamack,207 although there is no other example of an admirer 
directly handing over a panther to his beloved, as is the case with roosters and hares, 
the feline on the Paris skyphos must be seen as a courting gift. She gives two reasons 
for this assumption: firstly, the context of the vase is of males giving gifts to one 
another, following in the EromenoslErastes tradition, and secondly, the youth holding 
tbe leopard grips the feline in the same manner as when a hare is being handed over as 
a love gift. 
The Representation of the Leopard Skin in Attic Black Figure 
The leopard skin. as depicted in black figure vase painting is worn only by a very 
restricted number of subjects. The figure represented in a leopard skin is presumably 
the god, Dionysos.208 Although he wears the cat skin solely in Gigantomachy scenes. 
the pelt does become one of his iconographic attributes. 209 Similarly. his female 
204 Louvre A479, (ABV 156.80, 688; Para 65, 90; AddJ 46). 
20S All the other examples are found on vases from the first half of the 5th century. For the leopard as a 
pet and status symbol amongst the Athenian youth as represented on vases of the 5th century, cr. 
Ashmead (1978). 
206 While this feline looks very much like a panther, I have categorized il as a leopard because it has 
incised markings on its pelt that could be intended 10 represent spots. There are also spots on the tail. 
201 (1983:107 ff.). 
208 See Akropolis 1632, Carpenter (1991 :Pl. 15)[plate 14b], also compare Akropolis 2211. 
209 Carpenter (1986:58 fT.). 
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companions, the maenads, also occasionally are represented as wearing either a fawn 
skin or leopard pelt (Plate 21).210 According to Carpenter, the fawn skin seems to 
have been the customary garb of wayfarers and hunters whereas the leopard skin was 
definitely of a more exotic variety.211 His observation on the more common nature of 
the deer's skin is supported by an account in the Odyssey where Athena gIVes 
Odysseus a deer's hide as part of the costume making up his beggars disguise: 
al-.L<pl St J.L1V palCas &1.."-0 lCaJCQV paAEv i)Se XHwva, 
proyaA,£a. p'01torovta, KClK<il J.LEI10pu'YJ.LEVa KCl1tV<$" 
CxJ.Lcpl St Jll v J.LEya StpJ.LCl t(XXEtll; eao' EA.aq>Olo, 
""Mv· 
Then she put another vile rag on him, and a tunic, 
tanered, squalid, blackened with the foul smoke, and over it 
gave him, the big hide ofa fast-running deer, with the hairs rubbed 
off, to wear, ... 
(Od. 13.434-437) 
Clearly, this type of animal skin was not considered a luxury item since it appears in 
conjunction with filthy clothing and, worn to baldness, it contributes to an overall, 
slovenly appearance. Conversely, the leopard skin, as represented on figures in Attic 
vase painting, creates a sense of "othemess" since it is found on figures who are 
volatile and largely inscrutable. That is, Dionysos is an enigmatic and dangerous god, 
the Amazons are a mythical race of dangerous and aggressive women and the Gorgon, 
Medusa, is a dangerous but rather obscure figure. 
210 For a maenad wearing leopard skin, cf. an amphora, Paris, CabMed. 222, (A BV 152.25, 687; Para 
63; Add' 43). 
211 (1986:67 ff.). Carpenter also mentions that the appearance of the leopard pelt probably owes its 
origins to East Greek art. For an instance wbere an Amazon wears a leopard pelt IPlate 22), cf. a 
fragment , Athens, Kerameikos Mus, (ABV 107.2, Para 43; Add1 29). On an olpe by the Amasis 
Painter, London B 471, (ABV 153.32;, 687; Para 64; Add1 44), the Gorgon, Medusa, is also depicted 
with a leopard skin as part ofber clothing attire (Plate 231. Since Gorgons have Eastern connections. 
this representation provides further supporting evidence for Carpenter's suggestion above. 
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There are cases where the pardalis bead appears on the shoulder straps on the armour 
of warriors {Plate 24a). On side A of the Riehen, Hoek amphora,212 it is the warrior, 
Menelaos, who has this decoration on his corselet. This may reveal the artist's 
familiarity with the pardalis pelt of Menelaos in Homer (n. 10.29-30). 
212 Riehen, Hock, (Para 65; LIMe 4: Helene 158). A warrior on side B also has the same panther head 
decoration on his shoulder flaps. Also see side B of an amphora in Baston 01.8026, (ABV 152.26, 687; 
Para 63; Addl 44). An unnamed warrior has a panther head as decoration on the shoulder flap of his 
corslet. It must be noted that if only a frontal feline head is represented, it is usually impossible to 
discern whether it belongs to a panther or a leopard. For the purposes of this discussion, the heads are 





A third type of animal skin is also used in tbe Iliad, this time worn by the Trojan spy, 
Dolon: 
£OOCXtO S' E1I:toa8£v pwov 1tOAlOtO A:irK01.0, 
lCpa'tt. S' E1tt. lC'tl&£llV KUVEllV, EAE S' 6~uv ax:oV1:cx, 
13ft 0' iEVal. npo'tt vr,CXS cmo otpato;:r 
He put on about him the pelt of a grey wolf, and on his head set 
a cap of marten's hide, and took up a sbarp throwing spear 
and went on his way toward the ships, from his own camp •... 
(11. 10.334-336) 
However, on his way to Hektor, Dolon IS pursued and caught by Diomedes and 
Odysseus. 
The ensuing unsavoury characterization of the disloyal Dolon is emphasized not only 
by the more ignoble character of the wolf, by extension of tbe pelt, but also by the 
marten's hide cap which he places on his head. A marten ,213 being a weasel-type and 
predatory animal, symbolizes the shamelessness albeit resourcefulness of Dolon when 
he is apprehended by the two heroes, Here, the spy, shaking with fear, blames 
Hektor, tries to ransom himself and fmally reveals strategic infonnation about his own 
anny in an attempt to save his life: 
, , , 0 0' ap' ecrtll 't6:PI311cr€.V 'tE 
~af1~a\vCl)v· apallo<; 8. 8ul "'Of1a y\yv,,' 6MvtCl)v· 
XAropO~ una!. OEtO\)~' 'tOO 0' aa8jlai VOV'[E KtXll'tllV, 
XE1Prov 8' lx\j16:a81W' & 8£ oalCpuO'a~ Eno~ lluoa' 
~o)'ypdt', ai)'tCxp EYOOV EJl£ AucrOjlal' 
And Dolon stood still in terror 
gibbering. as through his mouth came the sound of his teeth's chatter 
in green fear; and these two, breathing hard, came up to him 
2L3 Aristotle (HA VllI (XI) 612b), 
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and caught him by the hands, and he broke into tears and spoke to them: 
"Take me alive, and I will pay my ransom ... " 
(I/. 10.374-378) 
Clearly. this man is no hero. 
Other instances where the wolf occurs in the Homeric works are as one of the 
enchanted beasts of Kirke (Od. 10.212 ff.), and in similes describing the skirmishes 
between the Trojans and the Achaians (I/. 4.471 ff., 11.72 ff.). There is a particularly 
gruesome simile in the Iliad which describes the wolves feasting on raw flesh. 
glutting on the blood and gore of a felled stag: 
... ot SE A:UKOt <Ix; 
OOJ.lo<pa:YOt, 1:0l0lV 'tE 1tEpl <pPEO'i..v CtmtEtOC; (XAKi}. 
Ct t ' EAWPOV lCEpaov JlEyav OUPEOt SnOOaav'tE<; 
SCtlt'tOUO'l V' naOl v SE napillov atj..lan <pot v6v' 
Kat t' CtYEA.TjSOV laO'1.v cme lCpftVTJC) flEAaVUSpO\l 
ACx'l'OV'tE<; ,,(AclX1<1n01.V aparflot v J.lEAav uorop 
ax:pov EpEUy6J..lEVO\ <povov alJ.lcxtOC;' EV ()E tE 6u~6t; 
Otn6EOl. v &:tpo~6<; Eon, nEpl.otEvEtal. ()E tE yaot11p· 
And they. as wolves 
who tear flesh raw, in whose hearts the battle fury is tireless. 
who have brought down a great horned stag in the mountains, and then feed 
on him, till the jowls of every wolf run blood, and then go 
all in a pack to drink from a spring of dark-running water, 
lapping with their lean tongues along the black edge of the surface 
and belching up the clotted blood; in the heart of each one 
is a spirit untremulous, but their bel lies are full and groaning. 
(11. 16.156-163) 
Since it is the Mynnidons, led by Achilleus, who are compared to the wolves, this 
simile cannot be overly negative. That is, the poet seems to favour the Achaian 
forces. 214 Instead. the poet has used the comparison of the wolves to convey the 
viciousness of the men. 
114 This is discussed above in the lion section, pages S6 ff. 
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Also, while the lion is described as a solitary animal when it hunts its prey, the wolfis 
represented as part of a pack. However, this does not diminish the inherent savagery 
of the image of the wolf as is evident from the above passage. 
Vase Painting 
Attic Black Figure Vase Painting 
Wolves do not occur very often in archaic Greek art. 2lS In fact, there is only one 
instance in the LIMe, where a wolf is depicted in the form of a device on the 
breastplates of two men (Plate 24b].216 And even in this instance, the wolf faces have 
been very childishly sketched; so much so that it is difficult to ascertain precisely 
what animal is being depicted. There is clearly no interest in the wolf as an artistic 
subject. Perhaps the wolf was not considered a worthy enough beast to be represented 
in the more heroic scenes found in black figure of this age. Additionally, the image of 
the lion was more interesting to the artists as well as having well-established roots in 
other cultures which, as already mentioned, had influence on the archaic artists. 
Another factor that should be taken into account is that while the artists most likely 
had little first-hand knowledge of the lion, the wolf was native to their land. That is, 
while they may not have been aware that lions also travelled in packs, they would 
have known that this was true concerning the wolf. In an effort to portray the animal 
realistically, it would not have been feasible, in tenns of both artistic and time 
constraints, to have represented a group of wolves and the artist may have preferred to 
avoid the wolf altogether. If one operated on the assumption that not many Greeks 
ever saw a lion, this creature would have appealed far more to their imagination than 
the common wolf. The scarceness of the lion would have made it more exotic and 
m Wolves do not discernibly occur in Geometric or Corinthian vase painting. 
216 On a fragment ofa lekanis, Athens, Acr. 2112, (ABV 58.120; Add2 16; LIMe 1: Amphiaraos 8). 
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interesting, and therefore, worthy of representation. Lastly, the low-slung physique of 
the wolf is less appealing tban the erect and streamlined carriage of the lion which 
also may have been a factor in contributing to the artists' choice of subject matter. 
*** 
It is clear tbat tbe above felines and the wolf were not as popular as the lion was in 
Homer and, to a lesser extent, in vase painting. This is based on the fact that the lion 
was rooted in a long-standing tradition, a tradition that has survived to modem times. 
Although tbe panther was the preferred species out of the "other" felines, its frontally 
orientated face somehow does not have the same fierce and fonnidable expression 
that the lion's open mouth and hanging tongue evoke. Instead, the panther's 
expression is somewhat impassive. There is a sense of energy and vitality 
surrounding the lion in the animal bands whereas the panther is somewhat innocuous. 
Perhaps, this is why the panther is largely relegated to the animal bands while the lion 
occurs in both the subsidiary bands and the main scenes. Additionally. the grandeur 
and aesthetic consequences of having a mane must also have been factored into the 
overall preference of subject matter. Perhaps, for instance, the presence of a crest is 
why the boar was favoured over the other ungulates. 
As with vase painting. the Homeric poems did not have much use. for other felines and 
the wolf besides the lion. Since the lion presented a completed and unified image that 
encapsulated the notion of heroic prowess, tbe other felines were to a large extent 
redundant. Additionally. it must also be taken into account that the Greeks were 
working within a tradition and that the image of the lion was deeply embedded within 





In the Iliad, the boar is used in similes to demonstrate fierceness of character, strength 
and courage. It is portrayed as an animal that shows little fear in the face of the 
danger which the huntsmen and their hounds represent and it is depicted as a beast 
that is willing to fight to the death (11. 12.41 ff., 17.725 ff.): 
W<; 5' 0"[' av itv 'tE KUVEOcrt Kat avop6.crt 8TjpEU'tncrt 
KcmpLOt; ilt AEOOV O'tpEq>EtCt.t cr9EVEt ~A.EJlEat VOOV' 
at Se, 'tt TtUPYllOOV m.psac; au'touc; aptuvavtes 
Ct.v'ttOV to'tCt.V'tCt.l Kat 6.KOV'ti.~OUOt 9alJ.Elac; 
alXJlCU; EK XE1.POOv· 'tOU 0' OU TtO'tE KUOCtAtflOV Kfjp 
'tapJ3EI ouoE CPOJ3Et'tCt.t, aYllvopill O£ Jl1.V Elc'ta' 
'tap'P£<X t£ O'tpE<pEtCn o'tiXCtC; av8poov 7tE1Pl1ti.~OOV· 
01tltTI 't ' i8uoTI tft eiKoucrt crtiXES Cxvoprov' 
wC; "EKtoop ... 
As when among a pack of hounds and huntsmen assembled 
a wild boar or lion turns at bay in the strength of his fury, 
and the men, closing themselves into a wall about him, 
stand up to face him, and cast at him with the volleying spears thrown 
from their hands, and in spite of this the proud bean feels not 
terror, nor turns to run, and it is his own courage that kills him; 
and again and again he turns on them trying to break the massed men 
and wherever he charges the masses of men break away in front of him; 
such was Hektor ... 
(11. 12.41-49) 
Despite the fonnidable and unified front that the men present, the boar is not deterred 
from its own defence. Rather, the men seem to fuel the anger of the boar, anger that 
allows no room for alann. According to Lonsdale/ 17 the boar is to be seen as a 
warrior in its own right, protected by its hide and teeth, and he asserts that the 
function of the boar-hunt simile is to demonstrate the heroic nature of the warrior 
m (1990:76). 
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featuring in tbe main narrative action. In this simile, it is the greatest Trojan warrior, 
Hektor, who is being compared with the savage boar. As the hunters break away 
when the boar charges at tbem, so too do the Achaians quail in the face of the furious 
onslaught of Hektor. That the boar be used as a comparison for so great a hero, who 
drives "men to thoughts of panic" (I/. 12.39), serves as a strong indicator of the 
concepts of power and strength embodied in the animal. 
Owing to the savage nature of the boar, it is often paired with an equally vicious 
predator, the lion (I/. 5.782 ff., 7.256 ff).218 These two animals are vividly presented 
as strong, proud, courageous and fera l. However, while both animals are to be feared 
proportionately, the poet of the Iliad makes it clear tbat in a confrontation between the 
two, the lion remains the unvanquished: 219 
W<; &' Qn, auv CtKallCJ.v'tU t..EOOV E~tnO'CJ.tO Xaplln. 
& t ' <SPEOS Kopuq)'fiO't IlEya CPPOVEOVtE JlaXEcr80v 
1tt&alCos CtIlCP' ot..iYTlS' £8£t..ouot &E 1ttEIlEV aJlcpoo' 
1tot..t..a &E t' acr8llatvoV'ta AEOOV E&allCJ.crcrE ~tllCPtv· 
As a lion overpowers a weari less boar in wild combat 
as the two fight in their pride on the high places of a mountain 
over a little spring of water, both wanting to drink there, 
and the lion beats him down by force as he fights for his breath, [so 
Hektor ... 1 
(J1. 16.823-826) 
Here, Hektor is compared with the lion while the wounded Patroklos is being likened 
to the boar that is defeated. This is inherently interesting because, while Hektor is the 
furious attacker with no real opposition, he can either be the lion or the boar, both 
being of equal enough status. However, when he is portrayed as the victor, but one 
l18 According to Lonsdale (1990:71), the boar and lion share similar emotional states, For further 
correspondences of the lion with the boar, see above, lion section, page 50 f . 
219 Lonsdale (1990:71) points out that while the boar is, to a certain extent, another permutation of the 
lion, it remains distinct from the feline because it never kills its adversary. 
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who fights a worthy opponent, he specifically assumes the lion's image since this is 
tbe stronger of the two. On the same level, the stature and importance of Patroklos is 
not diminished in any way through being compared to the boar. That is, he still 
retains all of the superior connotations of a fighting spirit even though he has been 
wounded in battle. However, if he had been paired with a lesser animal, such as the 
deer, a vastly inferior picture of the hero would have emerged. This fundamental 
difference between the boar and the lion is noted by Vermeule220 who suggests that 
lion imagery is used for scenes of attack while boars are invoked when courageous 
withdrawal from the battle is described. 
10 tbe Iliad, tbe boar is mainly represented as a raging and wild beast; however, in the 
Odyssey swine feature primarily as livestock belonging to men (Od. 14.101 ff.. 13.405 
ff.) and are used as food in sacrificial feasts (Od. 14.72 ff.. 24.2 15 ff.): 
Ox; E1.1tOOV ~o>o.,tiip1. 9o&<; OUVEEP'YE X1.'toova, 
l3ii &' lJlEV ES OU<pEO'6S. 091. e9vEa epxcx'to xoipoov. 
EVeEV EAWV &'6' EVEl.lCE )(at CtJlqlOlEPO\lS iEpEUOEV. 
Elme 'tE ~iO'tUAAEV 'tE )(at CtJlql' 6~EAOio1.v E1tE1.PEV. 
07t't110CXr; 0' apa n6.v'ta qle:poov nape:9T\)(' '00UO';1 
8EP~' a1>'to1:o' 6~EA01:01.V ... 
He spoke, and pulled his tunic to with his belt. and went out 
Swiftly to his pig pens where his herds of swine were penned in, 
And picked out a pair and brought them in and sacri ficed them, 
And singed them, and cut them into little pieces, and spitted them, 
Then roasted all and brought and set it before Odysseus 
Hot on the spits as it was, ... 
(Od. 14.72-77) 
As the Odyssey is concerned predominantly with the world of men, some of whom 
fann livestock, it is not surprising that a porcine animal is mentioned as a food source. 
n o (1979:88). 
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Within the Homeric texts, various words are used to describe the porcine crearure?21 
Since there afe a relatively large number of porcine labels , significant perceptions 
concemmg the animal are revealed. That is, in the Odyssey, the pig is generally 
referred to simply as 6 or 1i OUt;, which can mean swine, pig, a hog or boar. 
However, in tbe Iliad, added weight is given to O"~ through often being paired with 
Kcmpoc; or ClypU)(;,222 which describes the boar as wild. This differentiation between 
ot)(; and our; KCt.1tPOC; or cruc; aypLO<; indicates that there were domestic pigs (cruS) on 
the one hand, and wild boars (OUS Ki.mPOS I ayptOs) on the other hand. 
The terms aue; KCt1tpOC;, O'\)(; aypl.O<; and 6 KcX1tpOC; generally are found in the simile 
structures. However, oue; Kcmpoc; is consistently used223 when the boar is offered as 
the alternative to the lion. This seems to elevate the savage status of the boar, in 
relation to the feline. Alternatively, when the boar is described in similes on its own, 
the term 6 lCcmpo<; is favoured. On the other hand, the tenns 6 or it u<;. 6 or it 0'-\)<;. 6 
O'lQAO<;. O'UC; criaAo<; and 6 xoipo<; are used to describe pigs that are kept as livestock, 
for food and sacrifice.224 
The overt difference between the domestic pig and the wild boar is aniculated in the 
Odyssey when a wild boar is described as having mated with a sow: 
(Od. 11.131). 
In this line, the poet clearly distinguishes between an ordinary type of pig (cri><;) in 
22l 6 or it au<; (//. 13.471, Od. 4.457), criX; KOJtpoi; (/I. 5.783), au<; CiyplCX; (/1. 8.338, Od. 11.611),6 
KOnpcx; (/I. 11.324, Od. 6.104), 6 or it ill; (II. 10.264, Od. 15.397),6 o-ia).<><; (/I. 21.363, Od. 2.300), 
au<; aia).cx; (11. 9.208, Od. 17.181),6 Xotpoi; (Od. 14.73). All translations are drawn from Liddell & 
Scott (l930:ad verbum). 
2ll Sometimes the lenn 6 KCtJtpoi; is sufficient in describing the boar, especially a wild boar. 
223 One exception is 11. 17.282. 
224 In tbe three instances where 6 aUc; does not refer to the domestic pig, there is always an adjective 
included that makes its context more specific. 
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contrast to a wild one (KCtltpOV). 
Based on the above defming vocabulary, it is clear that in antiquity, a distinction was 
made between the domestic pig as opposed to the wild boar. While nothing can be 
said of the difference in appearance between the two, there is essentially a 
dissimilarity in tbe character and the function of each. 
Besides the wi ld boar found in similes and the swine belonging to and used by man, 
the boar image occurs in only a few other passages in both of the Homeric works. In 
the Iliad, boar's tusks are used on Odysseus' helmet as a foml of protective armour: 
... Ct).J.cpi. BE 01. )(U\I£11V lCECPCXAii<PLV e811KE 
PlVO" 7tOlll'tiW 1tOAEO"l V B' Ev'tocrgev i).J.Q01V 
EV'tE'tCX'tO O"tepEWc;" EK'tocrge SE A£UK01. 6&6v'tE<; 
apyt6Bov'to<; {)6<; 8CX)lEEt; fxav Evea KCXt Evea 
E'\) Kat £rttO"tCt.)levroc;· 
... and he too put over his head a helmet 
fashioned of leather; on the inside the cap was cross-strung firmly 
with thongs of leather, and on the outer side the white teeth 
of a rusk-shining boar were close sewn one after another 
with craftmanship and skill. 
(1I. 10.261 -265) 
It is appropriate that the helmet belongs to this hero, since earlier on in the narrative, 
Diomedes praises Odysseus' courage: 
Ei )lEV on £-tapov YE KEAEUEt£ Il' autov EAEo8at, 
1t(iX; av E1tEtt' 'Oouono~ tyoo 8Eioto ACt.8oiIlTlV, 
ou 1tEpt IlEV 1tpo<ppoov KpacSiTl Kat 8UIlO~ aytlvoop 
£v 1tav'tEool 1tOVOlOl, <PtAEl oe E naAAix~ 'AS"vTl. 
'tov'tou y' e.01t0Il£VOLO Kat h: 1tUpOC; Ct.i601lEVOlO 
a ll<PCJ.> voati}oatIlEv, [1tEt 1tEP10lOE votio-al. 
"If indeed you tell me myself to pick my companion, 
how then could I forget Odysseus the godlike, he whose 
heart and whose proud spirit are beyond all others forward 
in all hard endeavours, and Pallas Atbene loves him. 
Were he to go with me, both of us could come hack from the blazing 
of fire itself, since his mind is best at devices." 
(11. 10.242-247) 
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If we were to understand Odysseus as the boar this description encapsulates another 
facet of the porcine image. That is, not only is it a proud and brave fighter, but it is 
also a cunning and tricky animal, making it a difficult animal to capture. 
The boar is also one of the animals involved in the metamorphosis of Proteus (Od. 
4.457). Here, it is paired with similarly fearsome creatures, the lion, the serpent and 
the leopard. Although the poet has described the boar as a cru<;, the word is qualified 
by f.lEya~. That is, this pig falls outside of the nonnal porcine description. 
The boar is again paired with vicious beasts, the lion and the bear, when it occurs on 
the artwork on the baldric of Herakles (Od. 11.611 ). Here, the boar occupies an 
elevated status since it has been embossed on part of the banle equipment of a hero 
who is renowned for being a great warrior. The term that is used to describe the 
animal is exypO'tEPOt 'tE O'\>E<;, which is an explicit reference to the wi ld type of boar. 
Lastly, mention of pigs occurs in Book 10 of tbe Odyssey, where half of Odysseus' 
companions are magically transformed into swine by the wi tch, Kirke: 
... a:u'ttK' £7tEt'tO 
pa~<9 1tE1tAT'\YUtO lCO'tCx O'u<pEoiO'tv E£PYvu. 
ot oE O'u&v J.lEV EXOV lCE<paACx<; <provilv 'tE 'tptxa<; 't£ 
Kat O£jla<;. aU'tap vou<; nv EJl1tEOO<; cbe; 'to mxpo<; 1tEp . 
. . . next tbing 
sbe struck them with her wand and drove them into her pig pens, 
and they took on tbe look of pigs, with the heads and voices 




Here, the men are described as aUE<;, the ordinary, domesticated type of pig. This 
underlines the potent nature of Kirke's magical abilities. That is, as she subdues wild 
beasts so that they behave like fawning dogs (Od. 10.2 10 ff.), so too are the 




In Geometric art, the depiction of the boar is a very rare phenomenon. On an Anic 
Geometric pyxis,225 a primitively represented sow is portrayed in the company of ber 
offspring [Plate 25a] . Although it is impossible to discern whether the sow and her 
progeny are wild or domesticated, no clear indication of aggression is implied through 
their stance. That is, they have been represented in a pert manner, with long tails 
curled in a jaunty pose, with hooked, claw-like feet , with open mouths, their snouts 
elongated and tapering, reminiscent of a dog's muzzle. Boardman226 suggests that 
these and the various other animal representations that are found on the pyxis act as 
indications of prestige and wealth. Apart from this proposal, no other potential 
meaning can be inferred from the contex.t. 
Corinthian 
As is the case within the Homeric poems, in vase painting boars do not occur as 
frequently as lions. In the animal bands of the 7th century Corinthian vase painting, 
the boar is not singled out as a preferred animal and is pictorially interchangeable with 
the other ungulates. That is, the deer/stag and the goat (the ram and bull to a lesser 
degree) are generally the favoured subject matter out of the ungulate species. The 
posture of the boar in the Corinthian animal bands portrays the sturdy stance of a 
powerfully built and physically strong animal. 221 It is depicted as a large animal, with 
a heavy-set torso and haunches and a thick neck. It is represented with bristling crest 
that runs from the forehead along its back; it has a curled porcine tail, sometimes has 
m Louvre A514, Coldstream PI. 4h. 
226 (1998:25). 
227 For instance, an olpe, Munich 8764, Amyx, PI. 16: 1. 
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tusks and has relatively thin legs in relation to is bulk. Frequently, the boar is 
depicted with its head slightly lowered which strongly suggests a confrontational 
attitude. 228 That is, while the other ungulates are also portrayed with a lowered head, 
their heads almost touch the ground which is a characteristic posture of an animal 
which is grazing. On the other hand, the angle of the boar's head does not evoke the 
"grazing posture!! since it does not dip down deeply enough towards the ground. In 
view of the inherent aggression of the animal, it is most likely adopting an essentially 
hostile stance. 
On the Corinthian animal bands, the mannerisms of the boar reveal that the animal is 
best equipped, out of the ungulate species, to be able to fend off a leonine attack. In 
this fabric, the wild boar, as opposed to domestic pigs, seems to be the main object of 
artistic interest. That is, the behaviour of the swine tbat are depicted on the vase 
scenes does not indicate a mildness of character that would more likely be found in 
domestic stock. Both the Homeric works and vase paintings discern between the two 
fonns of the pig, the wild versus the domestic.229 It is evident that the wi ld boar is the 
preferred animal in both Homer and art since it has more vivid attributes, both in 
physique and character traits, than the common pig. These attributes allow for 
superior artistic effect. 
m For instance, an olpe, Frankfurt 13335, Arnyx, PI. 16:2b, a pyxis, Toledo 63.24, Arnyx, PI. 52:1. 
m Based on the absence of the domestic pig in vase painting of this fabric and based on the fact that 
the pig is represented in an aggressive manner, it is assumed that the porcine animal is in fact a boar. 
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Attic Black Figure Vase Painting 
It is in Athenian black figure vase painting tbat the figure of the boar is more 
commonly found than in the Corinthian fabric. Within the black figure style, this 
animal is primarily found in the animal bands where, with an aggressive posture, it 
generally confronts a predatofMtype animal/3o in the same manner as tbe Corinthian 
predecessors. As with the Corinthian animal bands, the boar is not discernibly 
favoured by tbe Attic artists above the other ungulates. However, in the bands where 
the boar is the only animal that is represented in conjunction with the lion, the 
inference of equally matched opponents is apparent [Plate 25b] .231 That is, in these 
scenes, the boar and the usually snarling lion face each other in confrontation; neither 
animal indicates any weakness through their posrure. 
There is evidence that the Athenian artists saw and exploited the inherent possibilities 
in this confrontational animal image. An interesting example can be found on a 
hydria in New York232 where three scenes of conflict are represented [Plate 26al . On 
the shoulder of the vessel, two hop lites confront each other in battle. On the main 
panel, the hero Herakles wrestles with the fishy monster, Triton, and on the lower 
animal band, a lion, with its paw raised, opposes a boar that braces itself on stiffened 
legs in anticipation of the attaek. All three scenes are positioned towards the middle 
of their respective picrure field and in each the opponents are equally matched. 
Neither hoplite warrior is seen at a disadvantage since neither have a weakened 
2)0 For instance, on a hydria by the Euphiletos Painter, London 1849.6-20.11 (B300), (ABV 324.39, 
694; Add) 88), on a hydria by the Madrid Painter, Vatican 16451 (418), (ABV329. 1; Add1 89). In these 
instances, the boar and the lion are the only two spei::ies of animals that have been chosen to be 
represented by the artists. According to Schefold (1992: 1 02), wild boars, together with lions and bulls, 
are representative of the savagery inherent in nature. 
2Jl For instance, on a hydria, London 8329, 678; ABV 334.1; Para 147; Addl 91). 
2J2 New York 23.160.1 , (ABV 280.4; Addl 73; LIMe 8: Triton 4 a). 
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stance; Triton is well matched by the strong Herakles, and the boar and the lion are 
similarly paired. The two upper scenes that are conflict-based, also belp to reinforce 
the inherent opposition between the boar and the lion as natural enemies. However, it 
is unmistakable that the artists have primarily used the animal band symbolically to 
enhance the meaning on the main panel. 233 
It is significant that in most of the animal bands which depict an instance of the lion 
"attack" motif, where one or more felines attack a member of the ungulate species, the 
boar is not the beast that is usually chosen to fulfil the role of the victim. Instead, the 
deer or the bull is preferred as the prey. This provides further supporting evidence for 
the strength and dominance of the boar in relation to the feline figure. A notable 
exception is the well-known cup potted by Neandros which represents a series of 
feline anacks [Plate 26bl'" 
On side A, two scenes of animal attack occur. On the left, two lions attack a bull 
from left and right. On the right, a panther leaps onto the hindquarters of a deer. At 
each handle a siren is turned outwards, but looks back towards the centre of the scene. 
Another two scenes of attack are represented on side B. On the left, a lion, in a head-
on confrontation, attacks a boar. He leaps onto the neck and shoulders of the boar, 
dragging this-part to the ground. One of his hind legs rake.the .face of the pig. On the 
right, two panthers, on either side of their victim, attack a deer. At each side of the 
23J Although there is an additional boar to the left, on the animal band, it is difficult to explain its 
presence, Perhaps the artist ran out of space for another lion-boar grouping and fitted in only one other 
animal. For another comparative example of the above vase symbolism, see an amphora, Amiens 468, 
(ABL 694; Para 153.13; LIMe 7: Peleus 116). On the main scene of this lekythos, the struggle 
between Peleus and Thetis is represented. This struggle is underlined by the animal band where a boar 
(on the left) confronts a lion (on the right). 
2J.4 Boston 6 l.l 073, (ABV(167.3)(l68.1); Para 69, 70, Add1 47; CVA 2, pis 98.3-4, 99.4). 
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field is a siren; they are positioned as in side A. An inscription is present on each side 
of the cup. However, for the purposes of this study, side B is the main object of 
interest: 
NE<xv3poS E1tOtllOEV £U yE 1tap8aA1S liSt va(i)xl. vai. JlE 
retr. Oelpr,V 68t. (or root) ye vaiX1.V "tcxupo<; (o)u'tOC; 
,mp1lv (Beazley's reading, Para 69) 
Venneule235 offers a loose translation that conveys a possible interpretation of the 
inscription: Ita lion got this boar, yes he did, well fought. n 
While it does seem likely that the boar will lose this battle, the confrontation between 
the two animals is evenly matched. That is, the lion interacts with the boar as if he is 
an equal adversary; the lion confronts the boar face-to-face. On side A, the single 
panther attacks deer from behind, which implies that the struggle is unequal since the 
suggestion is that the deer was running from the predator before it was caught. On the 
other hand, the boar has met its attacker head-on probably in an attempt to defend 
itself. This direct kind of confrontation evokes Iliad 16, mentioned earlier in this 
chapter, where the lion and boar find themselves in competition over a water source. 
Clearly, the boar was not considered a weakly animal. 
Miscellaneous Scenes 
• There is an unusual scene on an oinochoe,236 which represents a maenad caught 
between two growling boars [Plate 27a]. The boars each emerge from a cave that 
is partially visible against both vase margins. Although the representation of a 
maenad on her own does not follow the normal Tbiasos convention,237 maenads 
m (1981:91 ). 
2)6 London 1864.10-7.9 (B503), (ABV 527.20; Add1 131 ; LIMC 8: Mainades 6). 
2J7 LIMC 8: Mainades 6, p.783. 
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are commonly associated with animals. 238 In this case, the wild and volatile 
aspect of tbe boar can be seen in conjunction with the unrestrained behaviour 
common to maenads. tbat is most tellingly evoked by Euripides. a century later: 
Tt 6' 6.<ppov ES1.£lOa Kat Otcxo'tpocpou<; 
1Copac; EA-lOcrOUcr'. OU cppovouo' a XPll c.ppovEiv, 
EK BC(1cX1oU Kcx'telXE'C', OUO' £1tEt9e: VlV. 
Aal30ucra S' WAEVl1<; aptO''tEpav XEpa, 
1tAEUpalOt v (Xv'nl3noa 'tou BuO'OCXt}.lOYDC; 
a1t£O'm:ipa~Ev OOI-l0V, oux ,mo cr6£vouc;, 
aAA' 6 Seor; EUI"LC.xPElClV E.1tEoioou xepOtv' 
'I vro OE: 'tcml 6a'tEp' ESE\py6:~E'tO, 
Pllyvucra craplCcxc;. A \>tOVOll 't ' OIAOC; 'tE nuc; 
E1t£iXE !3CilCXroV' 
Agaue was foaming at the mouth; her rolling eyes 
Were wild; she was not in her right mind, but possessed 
By Bacchus, and she paid no heed to him. She grasped 
His right arm between wrist and elbow, set her foot 
Against his ribs, and tore his ann off by the shoulder. 
It was no strength of her that did it, but the god 
Filled her, and made it easy. On the other side 
Ino was at him, tearing at his flesh ; and now 
Autonoe joined them, and the whole maniacal horde. 
(Bacchae,1 122-31) 
In the fifth century play, Euripides, describes how Pentheus is tom apart by his 
mother and the other women who are possessed by the Bacchic god. The women are 
completely under the influence of Dionysos and cannot be held accountable for their 
actions. It is only at the end of the play, when Agaue regains her sanity, that she 
realizes the direness of her deed. 
Specific Mythological Scenes 
It is also pertinent to note that one of Herakles' labours was to capture the huge and 
dangerous Erymanthian boar that had being laying waste the forests of Arcadia and 
terrorizing travellers. The ferocity of the boar is underlined since it takes a famous 
and strong hero to subdue it. The representation of this task was popular in Attic 
218 Ibid, p. 797. 
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scene painting. In some of tbe vase scenes representing this labour, Herakles is 
shown carrying the boar in to show King Eurystbeus. who panic-stricken by the sight 
of this fearsome creature hides in a large pithos [Plate 27b].239 
The underlying concept of the strength and ferocity of the boar is again observed in an 
unusual scene on a white ground oinocboe [Plate 28a1 .240 The white background of 
the oinochoe provides a stark backdrop for the main subjects of the scene. On the left 
side of the field is a large and snarling boar that faces to the right, towards a tree. The 
boar has a large torso, and a bristling mane, and teeth are visible in its mouth which is 
slightly opened. The front legs of the pig are stiff and braced leaning backwards. His 
overall posture implies imminent and aggressive anack. In tbe central area of the 
scene stands an insubstantial-looking tree that has a long and thin trunk. The tip of 
the trunk tenninates in branches. In these branches, a small figure (peleus) huddles 
towards the top of the branches; his gaze is directed downward to the ground level. 
He appears very precariously balanced. On the extreme right, a large lion faces to the 
left, looking towards the tree, its mane stands up and is bristling, it is crouched in a 
coiled spring posture, its mouth is open in a growling gesture and its claws in the two 
fore-paws are bared. Botb animals are overtly aggressive in behaviour. Also, these 
beasts have been depicted on a large scale in comparison to the relatively small 
human figure curled up .in the tree, a detail that dramatically adds to their ferocity that 
is evident through their stances and facial expressions. This suspenseful scene 
239 For example, an amphora, Louvre F59. (ABV 259.15; Para 114; Add2 67), an amphora Naples SA 
186, (ABV270.5 I; LIMe 5: Herakles 2124). 
m New York 46.11.7, (ABV 434.3; Para 187; Add2 Ill ). This scene could be a reference to the myth 
where Akastos takes Peleus on an overnight hunting trip. During the course of the night, while Peleus 
is resting, Akastos steals the magical knife that protects Peleus from the wild animals. Cheiron has to 
retrieve this knife before Peleus can safely emerge from the woods that are inhabited by vicious 
creatures (Schefold, 1992:186). Both the boar and the lion could be the type of animal that the men 
were hunting and this scene could be a reference to the stranded Pe[eus before Cheiron's timely 
intervention. 
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demonstrates an awareness of the lion and the boar as two animals that were both 
potentially dangerous and savage creatures and that could inspire a fear-based 
reaction. 
Another instance where the boar can be found in black figure vase painting IS ill 
scenes depicting the Kalydonian boar hunt where the boar is being pursued and 
attacked by men and their hounds [Plate 28b & C].241 Although the boar hunt image 
can also be found in Corinthian art.242 the inscriptions on these are different from the 
Attic representations and, therefore, the Corinthian hunt scenes were rooted in a 
native epic tradition.143 On a lekanis lid attributed to the hand of the Vatican 
Moumer/44 there are two boar hunt scenes depicted [Plate 29]. 245 Since these scenes 
lack inscriptions of any kind, they cannot be placed within a particular myth and may 
simply represent a generic "boar hunt" type scene.246 The grouping of the figures 
follow the typical schematic layour47 for the boar hunt image where a central boar is 
attacked by men standing on either side of it. It stands as testimony to the strength of 
the boar that the boar hunt representations portray a large number of men, with their 
dogs, in stark contrast to the solitary boar. 
*** 
241 For instance, Fran~ois Vase, Florence 4209, (ABV 76.1. 682; Para 29; Add2 21), a band-cup, 
Munich 2243 , (ABV 163.2, 160.2; Para 68; Add2 47). According to Schefold (1992:102), the story 
describing the Kalydonian hunt was probably known in Athens in the 6th century BC. This would 
explain the sudden appearance of these representations in vase painting. However, Scbefold does not 
state whether he has based his date on the prevalence of the depictions themselves or whether the 
evidence was provided by an independent literary source. 
242 For instance, neck-amphora, Once Lecce, Amyx, PI. 126:3. 
24) Schefold (1992: 197). 
244 WUrzburg L442, (ABV 140.5). 
W Masters (MA diss. Durban 1996:127) suggests as a possibility that two stages of the boar hunt are 
occumng. 
246 As Carpenter (199 1:1 86) suggests. the Kalydonian boar hunt cannot be positively identified unless 
through the aid of inscriptions or unless a female figure (Atalanta) is present. 
247 Boardman (1985:227) points out that this is the standard template for boar hunt scenes. 
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Based on the above Homeric and artistic evidence, the concept of the boar is very 
clearly deftned. While the swine could be overpowered by the stronger feline 
animals, it was inherently a powerful, dangerous and energetic creature capable of 
stalwart battle. This understanding might indicate why the boar's head was often used 
on tbe prows of ships as a battering ram.248 That is, the concept of the animal 
embodied hardiness, a willingness to fight and tireless effort. It seems likely, in view 
of the difference in Greek terms describing the boar, that the archaic Attic artists 
intended their boars to be of the wild type. Based on this evidence and the aggressive 
posture of the boar, it does not appear that domestic swine were of intrinsic artistic 
interest. 
It seems that the primary idea attached to the boar was that, first and foremost, it was 
a fighter. It is not surprising, then, that the boar's tusks were historically sewn on the 
caps of real human warriors.249 That is, in addition to tbe durability of the material, 
there must have been a certain honour in wearing the teeth of a worthy fighting 
opponent. 
248 For instance. a cup by Exekias. Munich 2044, (ABV 146.21, 686; Para 60; Add l 41 ). 





The study of the other ungulate species, the deer, the goats, tbe bulls, the rams, pigs, 
sheep and cattle, does not offer as much useful information as the other animal types. 
That is, the other ungulates in Homer are rarely invoked in similes but, instead, they 
are mentioned in reference to their functional role as a food source (11. 8.230, 9.205 
ff.), as sacrificial victims'" (II. 1.40 ff., 1.65 ff., Od. 3.5 ff.), as tbe livestock 
belonging to man (Od. 4.84 ff.), tbey are used as a means of expressing value (1I. 
2.446 ff., 11.23.703 ff.), tbey are offered as a bartering commodity (11. 7.470 ff.), tbeir 
hide is used as material items (I/. 3.375 [bull's hide used as a chinstrap of a helmet]. 11. 
4.105 ff. [The goat's born bow ofPandaros), Od. 1.108), and tbey are the quarry oftbe 
hunt (II. 10.360 ff., 15.271 ff.). As a direct consequence oftbe above functions, these 
animals lack overt individualized character traits and instead form the generalized 
backdrop for the main narrative action in both epic works. 
Wild Versus Domestic 
[n another role, as victims of predators, the herbivore falls into two categories, wild 
versus domesticated. Firstly, the ungulates as domestic livestock252 are completely at 
tbe mercy of the predator since they have usually been penned inside man-made 
2$0 The category of "Other ungulates" deliberately does not include any discussions of the wild boar 
since it is regarded as a category on its own. There is, however, a slight overlap with domestic pigs 
which are also regarded as belonging in the "domestic livestock" category. 
2$l I am deliberately not discussing the sacrificial contexts since this introduces the religious 
connotations, which is a study in its own right. 
2'2 The category of domestic livestock includes pigs, sheep, cattle and goats. 
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enclosures and they have been placed in an unnatural context. Since in the inhabited 
regions they have no natural predator, they are not equipped for survival under attack 
by a wild animal: 
cix; 6£ AEOOV llilAOtO'tV CttTTIJ"l<XVt01.0lV E1tEA6wv 
CltYE.Ol v 11 OlEOOl X:ClKCt <PPOVEOOV EVOpOOOn . .. .... 
As a lion advancing on the helpless herds unsbepberded 
of sheep or goats pounces upon them with wicked intention, ...... 
(11. 10.485-486) 
The second category of ungulate is the one that has been born to the wild. This 
ungulate is hunted by both man and beast and, like tbe domestic herbivore, the wild 
ungulate occupies a low position in the food chain: 
...... cq.l<pt S' ap' ainov 
Tp&E~ EnoYS' cix; Et tE oaqml vol eooe<; OpEO<Pl v 
al1rp' E1-arpov KEpaov PEP1-11I1i.vov, QV,' Epa1-' av~p 
i4J cutO VEUPTtC;" tov J.lEv t ' i\AU~E noSeom 
<pEi)'yoov, ocpp' a1lla AUXPOV Kat YOUVCX't' OpOOPU· 
aU't(xp (7tEt 011 'tOV YE OajlaOOE'tal. OOKUc; oYO't&;, 
OOllo<pay01. Ill. v 9&E<; Ev OUPE01. SapSCt1t'tOUOl. v 
EV V£IlEi: OKl.EP4>· 
... and around him 
the Trojans crowded, as bloody scavengers in the mountains 
crowd on a homed stag who is stricken, one whom a hunter 
shot with an arrow from the string, and the stag has escaped him, running 
with his feet, while the blood stayed warm, and his knees were springing 
beneath him. 
But when the pain oftbe flying arrow has beaten him, tben 
tbe rending scavengers begin to feast on him in the mountains 
and the shaded glen. 
(II. 11.473-480) 
Although botb categories of ungulates are mentioned in the context of similes, usually 
the animal occupies a purely secondary role, where it is preyed upon by wild 
beasts. 2SJ That is, the predator is the main focus of these similes. 
m See deer section below for further discussion. 
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In another context, however, the ungulate occupies a primary role where it can be 
evoked in reference to its strength and status in relation to the herd: 
... ~E'ta BE KpetOOY 'Aya)l£)lvoov 
O}l)lCX'tcx Kat KECPCXI..TtV 1KEI..O<; tn1. 'tEp1ttKEpaUVCfj, 
... APEt SE ~rovllV. a'tEpvov oE noaEtoaoovl. 
';U'tE !le\)<; aYEAll'Pt )lEY' e~oxo<; E1tAE'tO 1tO:v'[oov 
'tcxupOS' 0 yap 'tE ~Ecrcrl )lE'tCX1tPE1tEl aypO)lEVUOt' 
... and among them powerful Agamemnon, 
with eyes and bead like Zeus who delights in thunder, 
like Ares for girth, and with the chest of Paseidon; 
like some ox of the herd pre-eminent among the others, 
a bull, who stands conspicuous in the huddling cattle. 
(11.2.477-481) 
Usually the ungulate is of the male gender and thus is distinct from the predominantly 
female herd. As a result, the qualities of leadership and authority are evoked. 
Agamemnon is raised above the nonnal quality of man and is presented as a singular 
and unique being. 
An ungulate can sometimes be invoked In order to convey the effect of a sound 
occumng: 
cxu'tap 0 SUIlOV ci'iaSe Kcxt Tlpuyev, Ox; o't£ 'tCli)pOC; 
llPuYEv EAKOIlEvoc; 'EAlKoovlov Cx.1.l<pt CtVCXK'tCl 
KOUpWV EA KOV'tWV· 
He blew his life away, bellowing, as when a bull 
··bellows as he is dragged for Poseidon,lord of Helike, 
and the young men drag him. 
(11. 20.403-405) 
This is distinct from the predators who typically are not vocal. 
Out of all the ungulates that fonn a part in the "other ungulate" group, the deer 
imagery has the most to offer. Usually, the image of the deer is employed when an 
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insult is being intended. In one context, when Achilleus angrily remonstrates with 
Agamemnon in the beginning of the Iliad, be accuses Agamemnon of having "a dog's 
eyes, with a deer's heart t ' (I1. 1.225). Here, since the deer reference is paired with an 
obvious canine insult, it too must be considered derogatory. In this scene, Achilleus 
regards Agamemnon as displaying the timidity of a deer where its only response to 
danger is to flee. While this may not be much commented on of the wild animal, it is 
certainly not an attribute tbat a brave and noble warrior should be displaying 
In general, the deer occurs most frequently in the Homeric similes, similes which 
demonstrate the perceived character of the crearure. The overriding character trait 
that the deer is considered to display is the concept of cowardice, as described in the 
words of the god, Poseidon: 2s4 
Tp&a~ o'i 'to nap~ 1tt~p 
qr\)~a1Clvft~ H.acpololv EOl1CEOCXV, CXt 'tE 1Ccx9' UAllV 
96xov ncxpBcxAi,wv 'tE A U1CCOV 't' ilia 1t£AOV'tCXI 
cxu'tet:x; ijACt01COUOCXl CtVCtA1CIBE<;, ouB' Em xap)lTl' 
... the Trojans ... 
were like fugitive deer before us, who in the forests 
are spoil for scavengers and wolves and leopards, who scaner 
in absolute cowardice, there is no war spirit within them. 
(I/. 13.101-104) 
Here, the deer is diametrically opposed to the fearsome boar and lion which are 
lauded for their courage, even in the face of grave danger and even when they do not 
have much hope of success. Keeping in mind that Poseidon is anempting to rally the 
Achaian forces, an obvious insult is being directed towards the behaviour of tbe 
Trojan forces. 
2~ Lonsdale (1989:67). 
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Within the Homeric works, the deer is an animal that is frequently hunted by both 
man (Od. 10.156 ff. [Odysseus hunts a great stag])'" and animal (11.15.579 ff.). It is 
innately defenseless and is not at all equipped with well-developed survival 
mechanisms: 
00<; o· 0n61:' EV ~uA6X'!> EACXtpOt; x:pat£pOlO AE:OvtO~ 
veppouc; KOl)..1:T10(lOQ VETlyevEC1<; YOAa8T\vouc; 
KV11J10UC; E~EpEnO"1. Ked a:YKEa 1tOlTtev'tCX 
l3ooKo~EVT\. 6 0' £1t£l'tCX El)V EianAu8EV EUVitV, 
CtlltpO'tEPOtO't of. 't010'lV CxEl'KECX 1tO'q . LOV ecpfl1CEV ... 
As when a doe has brought her fawns to the lair of a lion 
And put them there to sleep. they are newborn and still suckling, 
Then wanders out into the foothills and the grassy corners, 
Grazing there, but now the lion comes back to his own lair 
And visits a shameful destruction on both mother and children ... 
(Od. 4.335-339) 
This is clearly not the type of behaviour that one would . expect of a creature born in 
the wild. That is, it would seem that the animal should have developed some sort of 
survival skills in order to ensure the propagation of its own kind. 256 
Although the similes are evocative, they present very simplistic images in comparison 
to the lion and boar, for example. whose character is well-developed through a series 
of consistent images. It is also conspicuous that the physical characteristics of the 
herbivores are not singled out and described in detail, as is often the case with the 
other animals already mentioned in the preceding chapters. 
m Birge (1993) and Schmoll (1987) discuss. in detail. the possible symbolism of the stag hunt. 
256 Lonsdale (l989:59) also comments on the anthropomorphic use of vocabulary which increases the 




Deer have a primarily decorative function on Geometric ware, a function which keeps 
within the character of this period. They can either be represented in a successive 
row, fanning a patterned frieze [Plate 30a],257 or they are individually represented 
[Plate 30b].258 Here, the deer is portrayed in a stiff standing position, with its head 
lowered ground ward, with long upright ears and a short tail that points downwards. 
This tail position distinguishes the deer from the goats which generally look the same 
but have a short tail that points upwards. 
Corinthian 
The main types of ungulate animal that occurs in Corinthian animal bands are the 
boar, stag/deer, the ram, goat and the bull [Plate 8a] . 
The deer and stag are typically depicted with their heads bent towards the ground, in a 
presumed grazing posture. Here, each ungulate is not treated merely as a decorative 
object, but instead, a notion of function is implied, which is encoded in its 
representation. That is, ungulates graze, they are herbivorous, they are largely 
unaware of the potentially dangerous felines on either side of them, and they are not 
themselves inherently aggressive. Each animal is represented in its own particular 
"context", doing generally what all ungulates characteristically do. The bull, the ram 
and the boar, on the other hand, generally assume a threatening pose and seem to 
challenge the next animal in the band sequence. That is, they have a solid stance that 
could be interpreted as confrontational. Also, the deer and stag seem to reach further 
down towards the ground in contrast to the angle of the heads of the bull, the ram and 
m For instance, the Dipylon amphora, Athens 804, Coldstream PI. 6. 
H8 For instance, an oinochoe, Agora P 15122, Coldstream PI. 7c. 
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the boar which are less pronounced. This implies that the deer are earing whereas the 
latter group is inherently aggressive. 
Except for the occurrence of the ram and the bull, it is conspicuous tbat no other 
domesticated ungulate appears in these bands. In consequence, the ram and the bull 
are significant in some way beyond their domestication. That is, although these two 
animals are theoretically domestic stock, tbey stand as fairly universal symbols of 
power and aggression which sets tbem apart from the inherent docileness which is 
common in livestock. 
Attic Black Figure Vase Painting 
Ungulates also occur on the subsidiary animal bands of Attic black figure vases 
where, as in Homer, they are the victims of both man and predators. Within these 
animal bands, the favoured species of ungulate are generally the stag/deer and the 
bull. However, the ungulate alone does not offer any potential symbolism. Instead, 
they are an essential component of the feline attack image, a self-contained image 
which carries its own particular symbolism.259 According to Markoe,260 the "choice 
of two different animals - bull and stag - as prey in flanking lion attack groups 
underscores the purely secondary importance of the animal victim." 
Like the Corinthian animal bands, other domestic livestock, with the exception of the 
bull, are typically not included in Attic animal bands. Although the bull is 
domesticated, its essentially volatile nature seems to place it alongside the wild 
animal species, in terms of equivalence in status and prowess. 
l!I9 See above lion section for further infonnation, page 66 ff. 
260 ( 1989:99 n. 49). 
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On the other hand, while deer, rams and goats do appear in the main scenes of Attic 
black figure, they are usually presented as an attribute of a divinity261 or are 
represented as one of the sacrificial victims being led in a procession. Apart from the 
above contexts, livestock is generally not represented in the main scenes. 
Specific Mythological Scenes 
Based on tbe above discussion, it is not surprising that the two ungulates that do occur 
in the Herakles cycle are the bull and the deer, since representations of these 
ungulates are dominant. However, even here, they follow a description that is true to 
character. That is, the task of fetching the Kerynitian hind262 is not even one of 
Herakles' more dangerous labours [Plate 31a}. The hind itself does not pose any 
danger. Rather, it is its protectress, Artemis, who is the real obstacle that stands in the 
hero's way. It is also significant that the desirability of the animal is not due to the 
inherent character of the creature but rather to its forbidden and thus extremely 
coveted golden antlers. 
Similarly, Herakles' labour involving the Cretan bull [Plate 3Ib[") underlines the 
fundamental character traits of the bovine in the same way tbat the Kerynitian labour 
reflects the deer. In the Cretan bull episode, the behaviour of this domesticated 
animal is motivated by an external source, in the guise of the god Poseidon, who 
causes the bull to terrorize the surrounding areas . 
••• 
261 For further information concerning the connections between the particular gods or goddesses with 
sEecific animals, see Simon's (1998) comprehensive book on Greek divinities. 
22 For instance on an amphora. Wurzburg L199 (ABV287.5; Add1 75; L1MC 5: Herakles 2177). 
263 For instance on an amphora, Munich 1407 (ABV290; Add1 75; LIMC 5: Herakles 2329). 
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It is not surprising that domestic animals were not overtly favoured in the Homeric 
works and in the different artistic fabrics. That is, the domestic livestock lack the 
distinct character traits that the other animals have. Additionally. they must not have 
had much imaginative appeal for man in antiquity since livestock was a necessary 
commodity, an item of business or a means of food. From a purely aesthetic point of 
view, tbe sheep, the pigs, goats and cattle generally lack the physical prowess of the 
wild animal. Above all, one must keep in mind that domestic livestock are essentially 
herd animals. That is, they co-exist and belong as members of a flocklherd and, in 
consequence. do not have any defining individual qualities. In tenns of the bull and 
the ram, however, these animals tend to stand distinct from the herd in terms of their 
male gender and biologically-based leadership attributes. That is, they have a defined 
function within the flocklherd and because of biological reasons, they generally do 
not share their position with another member of the same species. Since these 
animals are singled out as "other" in relation to the rest of the herd/flock, they tend to 
occupy a position of power and status. Hence, the artists could comfortably depict the 
bull or ram as individuals, and in both literature and the arts, a more noble image can 
be attributed to each creature. 
Although the deer is a wild ungulate, it is clearly not considered an unusual animal. 
The above evidence suggests that it was a rather common animal, whose behaviour 
did not create much cause for comment. It is evident that the deer fulfils a largely 
utilitarian function, contributing linle to the heightened and charged imagery found 
both in Homer and archaic Anic black figure vase painting. One must recall the deer's 
hide pelt of Odysseus (Od. 14.436). The hero only is made to wear this when he 
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assumes the disguise of an unworthy beggar. That is, although it is deliberate, the pelt 





A creature that had a significant impact on both animal and man alike, was the snake. 
The Homeric works reveal how birds fight it in nature (I/. 2.308 ff., 12.200 ff.): 
apVl<; yap acpLV £trip"Se. 1t£PllcrE~EVat jlEjlCXOOcr1.V 
ai.E't6~ UWt1tE'tTlS En' aptO''tEpa. Xcxov EEPYOOV 
CPOl VTtEV'ta opa.K:OY'tCt cptpoov QVUXEO'O't 1tEAOOpOV 
~roOv Et' Cto1tcxipoY'tCt. Kat OU 1tOO A:t1S£'to xaPJlll~, 
K6'V£ yap (Xu'tov exovta Ka.'tU o'tli6oC; napa 8npllv 
lovoo8EI.<; 0rciaoo· 0 8' ano i£6£v ilK€. xaJla~E 
aAYliaCts 68i>vTIat, I'Ea,!, 8' tvi Ka~~CtA' ol"A,!,. 
au'toc; oi:: 1(A.Cxy~a<; 1tE::tE'tO 1tVOtnS CtvEJl0l.O. 
As they were urgent to cross a bird sign had appeared to them, 
an eagle, flying high and holding to the left of the people 
and carrying in its talons a gigantic snake, blood-coloured, 
alive still and breathing, it had not forgotten its warcraft 
yet, for writhing back it struck the eagle that held it 
by chest and neck, so that the eagle let it drop groundward 
in pain of the bite, and dashed it down in the midst of the battle 
and itself, screaming high, winged away down the wind's blast. 
(I/. 12.200-207) 
It must be taken into account that this reptile is one of the natural prey of the eagle 
species and that the bird is accustomed to and physically equipped for the capturing of 
the snake. But, as testimony to tbe snake's antagonistic nature, not even the strong 
and powerful eagle can withstand its ferocity. 
It is also apparent that the snake was not only a threat to the members of the animal 
kingdom but also was considered dangerous to men (11. 3.33 ff., 22.93 ff.): 
Ox; 3' o't£ 'tiS 'tE Spa. ICOV'tCt i3rov netA i vopaos (mEa't" 
OiJPEOS EV Pr,aons, uno 'rE 'tpO~lOS EAAetP£ yuiet, 
cnV 3' aVExcOp"oev. OOxp6s 'tE J.ltV ElAE napEtt:tC; ... 
As a man who has come on a snake in tbe mountain valley 
suddenly steps back, and the shivers come over his body, 
and he draws hack and away, cheeks seized with a green pallor. .. 
(1/.3.33-35). 
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Gauging from the above responses that the creature evoked, it is evident that this 
reptile made a considerable impression on the psyches of the Greeks. Additionally. it 
carried out another important function in serving as the basis for portents sent by the 
gods themselves (I/. 12.200 ff.). It is not surprising that this creature was closely 
associated with the gods because it must have forced the ancients into an awareness of 
their monality when its poison could cause great discomfort and probable death: 
0:1..1..' 0 ~£V EV viloc.p lCEl'tO Kpa'tEp' O:/":yeCl 1tacrxoov 
A';IlVCf> EV Ttya9£n. Oel )ltV )..l1tOV utE~ 'AXauov 
EAlCEt 1 . lOX9l~OV'CCX KClKc.p 6A06~povo<; uopou' 
Yet himself lay apart in the island, suffering strong pains, 
In Lemnos the sacrosanct, where the sons of the Achaians had left him 
In agony from the sore bite of the wicked water snake. 
(I/.2.721-723) 
Here, Philoktetes, leader of the Thessalians, cannot take up his rightful place and man 
his ships because of the severity of his affliction. In consequence, he is replaced by 
Medon, bastard son of Oileus. 
The predominant attitude towards the snake, within the Homeric works, is one of 
fearfulness. In the Odyssey (4.457), the serpent is paired with other similarly 
tenifying creatures, the boar, lion and leopard, when it is described as one of the 
manifestations of Proteus. This particular combination of animals indicates the 
underlying concept of the snake as dangerous and primal. 
Similarly grim overtones can be found in a description of the Iliad where a snake, not 
content with preying only on the young, strikes at the mother bird as well. This 
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passage describes an opportunistic creature that is intent on taking as much as it can 
get: 
... opalCoov Ent v6Yta 5acpOl vc)(; 
"~EpSa"Eoc;, .6v p' au."c; '0" u~nlOC; ilKE q>6roc; SE, 
~OOI . .LOU il1tat~a<; np6c; po. 1tAa'tCtVtO''tov opouoev. 
Even 5' Ecrnv 0''tPOU80l0 v£oo'o'o\, vTl1na 't£Kva, 
o~q> Elt' C:(}Cpo'tCt'tq> 1tE'tCtAOU; \mo1t£1t'tTlOO'tE<; 
6)(100, Ct'tap ~i1'tl1P EVCt'tll ~v Tt ,[ElCE 1£1(Vo." 
Ev8' 0 ye '[oUe; H.£E1.VCx lCa'tftcr8t£ 'tEtp1.yGrtac;" 
1lt;'tTlP 5' CtjlCflE1tO'ta'tO 6&uPOIlEV1l cpD .. a 'tElCva' 
'''v S' £"E",~a~Evoc; n'EpuyoC; "a~Ev a~q>taXUlav, 
... a snake, his back blood-mottled, 
A thing of horror, cast into the light by the very Olympian, 
Wound its way from under the altar and made towards the plane tree. 
Thereupon were ilUlocent children, the young oftbe sparrow, 
Cowering underneath the leaves at tbe uttennost branch tip, 
Eight of them, and tbe mother was the ninth, who bore these children. 
The snake ate them all after their pitiful screaming, 
.And the mother, crying aloud for her young ones, fluttered about him, 
And as she shrilled he caught her by the wing and coiled around her. 
(l/, 2.308-316) 
Although the snake has overtly malevolent overtones within the Homeric poems, it 
does seem that the creature was an enigmatic symbol to the ancient people. That is, 
snakes played a large part in the shrouded mystery cults264 and were consistently 
affiliated with many of the Olympian gods and goddesses. 26:5 According to Keams,266 
snakes have !tan intimate connexion with heroes and 'chthonic' deities because of their 
mysterious appearances and disappearances from the earth; under the earth, it seems, 
they still retain their power and vitality." The intangible quality which surrounded the 
image of the snake is also revealed through the role that the reptile played in omens. 
It seems that the snake could appear in a number of contexts, most of which would be 
interpreted as an important sign. Both a snake appearing alone (11. 2.308 ff.) and one 
264 Burkert (1987: 106). 
26~ For additional information on the various deities, see Simon's (1998) detailed study OD the subject. 
". (1989, 16). 
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seen in the grip of a bird's talons (11. 12.200 ff.) were considered significant enough 




The snake as a decorative and "space filling" ohjecr67 is found in Geometric art, with 
one possible exception. That is, while the figure of the snake did superficially 
function as a decorative device (Plate 32a) ,268 the reptile was also sometimes used as 
a feature ornamenting funerary pottery.269 That is, because the snake is a creature that 
makes its borne beneath the ground, it was associated with the dark realms found in 
the Underworld and with the dead. In addition to this, the snake's periodic shedding 
of its skin symbolically encapsulates the concept of rebirth and renewal, which could 
make it an appropriate symbol in a funerary context. Overall, it seems that snakes 
were assigned a protective function in antiquity. According to Keams/ 70 this 
protective function is "due partly to the instinctive f~ar inspired by the snake ... but 
partly also to the creature's origins in the earth itself." Since the snake is so close to 
the earth, says Keams, it would naturally seek to protect that which gave it life and 
sustenance. Perhaps, also, in real life one tended to encounter snakes in the 
comparatively deserted contexts of cemeteries. Since this was easily observed by the 
painters, it may have seemed natural to include the crearures on their funerary ware. 
The image of the snake is not commonly found in Corinthian art and it seems that 
where it does occur, it functions primarily as a space filler [Plate 32b &CI.271 Here, 
the figure of the snake is represented in a series of continuous'S' patterns. It is placed 
in between two animals/figures that confront each other, where it occupies an 
awkward triangular area of space. 
267 See description in Corinthian art below. 
261 As on a pitcher, Athens 14411 , Coldstream, PI. l3c. 
269 For instance, on an amphora, Leiden 1.1909/1.1, Coldstream, PI. Ila. 
"'(1989, 111). 
m For instance, two alabastra, Boston 98.910, Amyx, PI. 18.1a, attributed to the Griffin Painter; 
Boston 91.210, PI. 18.5, attributed to the Painter of Munich 283. 
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Attic Black Figure Vase Painting 
Tombstones 
The chthonic aspect of the snake can also be found in Athenian black figure 
representations [Plate 33a ).272 Here, the figure of the snake is superimposed on 
white-coloured grave mounds. In these representations, it is not clear whether the 
snake is intended to be a carving on the tombstone or whether it is a real snake . 
• 
However, tbe implications of the snake's associations with the underworld must be 
included in the interpretation of the scene. In view of the vase depictions of snakes on 
tombstones, it is unusual that the representation of tbe snake was not commonly used 
as a decorative symbol on real archaic stelai. 273 It seems that the Athenians preferred 
to represent human images. most likely representative of the person who had died. 
The snake appears in two forms in archaic Attic black figure. It can simply be 
represented as a normal snake or it can be portrayed with a beard that hangs over the 
bottom lip of the reptile IPlate 33al,z74 According to Guralnick,275 this feature is 
Egyptian in origin, where the beard functioned as a marker of a deified person who 
had become the protector of the deceased in the Underworld. 
Omens 
Although omens played an important part in the Greek people's daily life, the "bird-
carrying-snake" representations are not as common as one would expect in art of this 
272 For instance, an amphora, London 1842.3-14.2 (B239) (ABV 371.147; Add1 99; LIMC 3: 
Automedon 17). 
273 For a selection of archaic stclai, er. Richter ( 1988). 
274 For instances of a bearded snake, a column ktatcr, New York 31.11.11, (ABV lO8 .5. 684; Para 43; 
Add1 29; LIMC 3: Automedon t 7). 
27S (1974:183). 
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period.276 This is surprising since not only would this animal grouping fill awkward 
areas of space, but it could have greatly added to the meaning of the main action, 
following in the tradition of the Iliad. On a belly amphora, by the Painter of 
Acropolis 606 [Plate 33bl,277 a well thought out scene is represented. Juxtaposed in 
the center of the field and facing left, are two warriors who ride on their horses. The 
front legs of the horses are lifted off of tbe ground while their hindquarters are slightly 
bent at the knee joint, in the standard galloping posture. A hare, which is represented 
beneath the bellies of the horses, springs forwards on its bind legs with its forepaws 
raised and outstreched but parallel to the ground line. Based on the widespread stance 
and the posture of the hare, fast movement is being indicated. In the top right hand 
corner of the fie ld, a bird, that is represented in flight, holds a snake in its beak. 
Overall , the presence of the animals greatly enhances the meaning of this scene and 
invites interpretation. 
Boardman278 suggests that the hare acts as an indicator of the swift passage of the 
horsemen and that the bird must be seen as an omen. Since the horsemen are not 
located in any particular context, various combinations of meaning can be proposed. 
That is, the omen could either be a marker of potential success or it could serve as a 
portent for failure. 279 In the Iliad, Poulydnmns interprets an eagle omen as a negative 
happening when the snake ·bites back and sees it as a warning that the Trojans should 
not attack the Acbaian camp: 
276 On an ampbora, Athens 15111 (ABV 306.43, Add1 81), a bird is represented with a snake in its beak 
and flies beneath the shields of two dueling warriors. This surely is meant as an omen for one or both 
of the fighting men. 
277 Berlin inv. 4823, (ABV8 1.4; Para 30; Add2 22). 
m (1974:35), er. also Beazley (1986:36). 
m The position of the bird omen could also be of significance. In the Iliad (12.230 ff.), while Hektor is 
scolding Poulydamas, he suggests that the omen would be interpreted differently if it was seen on the 
right hand side, in the sunshine, as opposed to being observed on the left side, in the murk. 
J .. Lll tO~EV aaVCt.OlCl'l ~aX1l06J.lEVOt nEpt V1100\l. 
00<5£ yap E:1C'tEAEE0'9at OlOllo.t, El £1£6v YE. 
Tpcoo\ v 00' OPVlI; llAge 1tEPT\OEIlEVCt.t IlEllaooC:H v 
a.i£'t~ i:)\Vl1tE'tl1~ Elt' apl<J'tEpa Aaov EEPYWV 
<p01. vTtev"tcx opcucov'tCt. tpeprov ovi>XEO"O'1. 7tH.ropo\' 
~r06v· acpap o· acpETl1cE 1tapoc; <piAa 01.1(i' ltCe08CXl, 
ouo' £tEA-EOOt <pe:prov oO).1£vat 'tEKEEOO"t v EOlOW. 
&<; illl£'ic;. Et 1tEP 'tE 1tUAac; Kat. 'tEtXOC; 'Axatoov 
Pll~61lE9a aBtvEl jJ.EyaAcp, El~ooO't 8' 'AXatoi. 
ou 1(60')1(9 1tapa. vaucpt v EAEUOOIl£S' a:utCx ICEA.£u8cx· 
1tOAAOi>l; yap Tprorov lCCt.'tCt.AEiWOIlEv, oue; IC£V 'AXato1. 
XCXA1Cq> OnrocrCOO1V cq.I'UVO)lEVOl 1tEP\. V1100V. 
Let us not go on and fight the Danaans by their ships. I think 
it will end as the portent was accomplished, if the bird sign 
that came to the Trojans as we were trying to cross was a true one, 
an eagle, flying bigh and bolding to the left of tbe people 
and canying in its talons a gigantic snake, blood-coloured, 
alive, but let it drop suddenly before winning his own home, 
and could not finish carrying it back to give to his chi ldren. 
So we, even though in our great strength we break in the gates 
and the wall of the Achaians. and the Achaians give way before us, 
we shall not take the same ways back from the ships in good order; 
since we shall leave many Trojans behind us, whom the Achaians 
will cut down with the bronze as they fight for themselves by their vessels. 
(11. 12.216-227) 
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However, it seems that the interpretation of omens was not embraced by everybody. 
Indeed, here, Hektor is scornful of the bird sign and chooses to place his faith in the 
counsel of Zeus himself. 
Likewise, the horsemen can also be understood on two different levels. That is, the 
warriors could either be seen as the aggressors in pursuit of their quarry or they could 
be -the pursued and-in flight. Although all of the possible options·presented are valid, 
the value of this scene lies in the artist's deliberate use of animal symbols in order to 
create a meaningful picture with which the viewer can actively engage. This 
composition provides the modem scholar with evidence that tbe ancient Greek was 
conscious of the significance of the animal kingdom in their culture and that animals 
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were purposively utilized in artistic compositions.280 Althougb snakes are the narural 
food of the bird, it seems unlikely that this was the motivating impetus behind the 
bird-snake representations. That is, the defining characteristic of Attic black figure is 
that the artists were highly innovative. 
Dionysian Scenes 
Snakes are also found in scenes that represent Dionysos and, occasionally, his 
followers. 281 In the Gigantomachy contexts, the snake assists the god in his battle 
against the giants. Like the dog and the feline figures, the snake becomes an 
iconographic attribute for the Bacchic god in scenes of this type. 282 Snakes do not 
frequently occur in Dionysiac scenes outside of the Gigantomachy representation. 
However, Carpenter283 highlights a column krater by Lydos as the notable exception 
[Plate 34a).284 This scene, detailing the Return of Hephaistos, consists of a retinue of 
maenads and satyrs that clutch bunches of grapes in reference to the god of wine. 
Amongst them, Hephaistos rides on his donkey. On the extreme right side of the 
excerpt of the scene in Plate 34a, stands a satyr, who holds in his right hand both a 
bunch of grapes and a bearded snake by the tail. While the presence of the snake is 
unique in this type of context, Carpenter suggests that because Lydos generally 
portrayed snakes in Gigantomachy scenes, "the possiblity exists that he simply 
transferred the snake from one mythical scene to another. ,,285 
280 On a late Anic lekythos, Cambridge 1925.30.49, (ABL 233.20; LIMe 3: Cheiron 23), there is a 
scene representing the struggle of Pe le us and Thetis. On the right hand side of the struggling pair, there 
is an altar on which a snake has been depicted. It may be a reference to one of the transformations of 
Thetis or be intended to be understood as an omen. 
281 According to Carpenter (1986:125), the inclusion of the snake and the feline with Dionysos most 
grobably was derived from an Eastem-based Dionysos. 
S2 Carpenter (1986:72) points out that, whereas felines are rarely excluded from Gigantomacby 
representations, snakes are not nearly as essential . 
28:1" Ibjd. 
284 New York 31.11.1 1, (ABV 108.5, 684; Para 43; Add1 29). 
'IS ( 1986,84). 
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On the other hand, snakes were paired not only with satyrs, but with maenads as well. 
On an amphora attributed to the Leagros Group and dated at the end of the 6th century 
BC, a carefully composed scene features Dionysos amongst maenads and satyrs.286 
Two maenads frame the scene. The one on the extreme left, in position A, carries a 
snake in her right hand with its tail draped over her forearm. The maenad on the 
extreme right of the field, in position E, carries a panther in her anns, its two front 
legs clutched together in her right hand. In position S, a satyr strides towards the 
right. His feet face to the right but he looks over his shoulder, facing to the left. 
Dionysos stands in position C, in the central area of the scene. He is represented as 
taller than the others, and this, together with his central position, indicates his 
importance. Another satyr stands in position D, to the right of Dionysos. He faces to 
the right and balances on his right leg with his left leg tucked up off the ground. He 
also holds a snake in his right hand. The artist has been particularly conscientious 
about including all the Dionys iac iconographic elements. That is, an animal pelt 
drapes over the shoulders of each satyr, Dionysos holds his kantharos and a frond of 
ivy, the four followers all hold branches of ivy and the various animals, and ivy 
wreaths adorn the heads of satyr B, Dionysos and maenad E. 
Snakes and Furniture 
There is an unusual occurrence of the snake in a scene on a cup which represents the 
introduction of Herakles to Zeus (Plate 34bl.287 Here, an upright snake fonns the 
backrest of Zeus1 throne. Since this is not a regular phenomenon in archaic Attic vase 
painting, no apparent meaning can validly be ascribed. However, this fonn of the 
286 Naples 128333, (ABV 367.93). For a maenad holding a snake, ef. an Exekian amphora. Budapest 
50.189, (Para 61). 
187 London 8 379, (ABV 60.20; Para 26; LIMe 5: HerakJes 2847). 
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snake on chairs on which someone is seated, is often found in Egyptian art/88 for 
reasons that cannot be here applied. 
Miscellaneous Scenes 
• Snakes occur in fountain house scenes on the pediments of the fountain house 
establishments.289 
• A decorative snake wrougbt in metal is represented on the helmet of Acbilleus 
where it supports the crest, on a neck-amphora by the Amasis Painter [Plate 
353) .290 
• There is a scene on a lekythos in Boston attributed to the Edinburgh Painter [Plate 
35b ),291 that represents Aias, the lesser, with sword drawn, the goddess, Athene, 
who stands on the extreme right of the field, and Kassandra who stands between 
the two. Positioned between the figures of Aias and Kassandra is a large snake 
that faces to the left. The posture of its body echoes the snake on Athene's shield. 
Indeed, it rests its chest area on the fallen shield of Aias. The snake is probably a 
reference to the sacred serpent of Athene that is believed to have lived on the 
Akropolis from very early times. 292 
Specific Mythological Scenes 
The power of the symbol of the snake becomes more evident when mythological 
scenes are taken into account. In myth, the image of the snake is frequently 
transfonned into monster types. In the second labour of Herakies, the hero must 
us Ouralnick (1974: IS5). 
2119 For instancc, on hydriai, Leyden xv e 28, (ABV266.I, 644, 691; Para 11 7; Add1 69), London B330, 
(ABV276.1. 676, 678; Para 121; Add! 72). Cc. Appendix I for further discussion ofthesc scenes. 
290 Boston 01 .8027, (ABV 152,27, 687; Para 63; Add1 44; LlMC I: Achilleus 50S). 
291 Oela, N 1251B (ABV 476, No. 46; Para 217; Add1 120; LIMC 1: Aias 11 42). 
m Hopper (1971: 47). 
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defeat the Lemaean Hydra, a VICIOUS nine-headed snaky monster occupying the 
marsh, terrorizing the people at Lema [Plate 36al. With this labour, since every time 
he cut off a snaky head two new ones grew out in its place, Herakles had to enlist the 
aid of his nephew, 101a05. As Herakles chopped each head off, Iola05 immediately 
followed behind cauterizing the stumps left behind and in this way they defeated the 
monster. This particular scene was not as popular as the Nemean Lion and the 
Erymanthean Boar in archaic Attic black figure. However, where it does occur, the 
Hydra is represented with a scaly and snake-like torso and at the top part of the torso, 
sprout many writhing snakes. 293 In the Louvre example, it is interesting that the snaky 
beads are represented with beards. That is, the artist has simply transferred the 
"snake-beard" convention, commonly found in ordinary snake representations, to this 
extraordinary monster which indicates that in certain artistic workshops this practice 
became the standard mode of representation for any snake-like creature. 
Another monster type with whom snakes are associated are the Gorgon sisters. On an 
olpe by the Amasis Painter,294 Perseus is represented decapitating the GorgoD, 
Medusa [Plate 231. She presents a terrifying image with snakes emerging from her 
hair, with a frontal face and a grinning mouth, with two sets of wings, with an animal 
pelt as part of her clothing and with two larger snakes rucked into her waist band. The 
combination of these elements are so foreign to what is normally associated with 
ordinary human representations that an unnatural and monster-like image is created. 
From these contexts, it is clear that the general function of the snake in mythology 
was to present a terrifying image. The image of the snake spoke of danger and 
potential malevolence. If one considers that no-one could look at the Gorgon, 
293 For instance on an amphora, Louvre F 386, (LIMe 5: Herakles 2003). 
294 London 1849.6-20.5 (B471 ), (A BV 153.32. 687; Para 64; Addl 44). 
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Medusa, since they would immediately turn to slone, and if one take into account the 
snaky aegis of Athene which had a protective function, the serpent also seems to have 
an apotropaic aspect. That is, because tbe snake presents a terrifying image, it 
effectively wards off any unwanted attentions. In this way, the snaky hair of Medusa 
functions as a type of warning for people to avert their gaze and the aegis of Athene 
protects the wearer and any others whom Athene veils with it, tbe snakes cautioning 
against any potential attack from an external source. 
An alternative function of the snake m myth was as a guardian of specific and 
valuable treasures. 
ill Herakles' eleventh labour, he is ordered by King Eurystheus to collect the golden 
apples of the Hesperides (Plate 36b).295 These apples could only be found on a tree 
that was guarded by an unsleeping, hundred-headed dragon called Ladon. In order to 
achieve this feat, Herakles had to enlist the aid of the Titan, Atlas. 
Similarly, Jason of the Argonaurs has to steal the Golden Fleece that is guarded by an 
eternally awake and frightening dragon: 
cbe; ~' (hE -cU<pOjl£VTV; UATlS ')1tEP ai9aAoEaaal 
Ka1tVOlO a-CpOqlCt.A1.YYEC; a1tEip1.'C01. EiAiaoov'Ca1., 
aAA" S' ai'V' E-c£PTI E1t1.'CEAAE'Cal aiEv E1t1.1tpO 
VE1.o9EV iAiyy01.o1.V E1t110poC; aiaaouaa-
Wc; 'CO'tE KElVO 1t£AOOPOV 6,1tE1.pECSiac; EAEAl~E 
pUJl~ovas, a~aAEna1.V E1tllpEql£as qloAiSECSCS1. v. 
aAAa Kat £Jl1t11S 
iHVOU aj..lEp5aA£TlV lCEqlaA:llV j..lEvEa1.VEV aEipac; 
aJ..lqlo'tEpOUS OAOnOl 1tEp1.1t'tU~al YEVUECSa1.V. 
The monster in his sheath of horny scales rolled forward bis intenninable 
coils, like the eddies of black smoke that spring from smouldering logs and 
chase each other from below in endless convolutions . 
.. . his grim bead sti ll hovered over them .and the cruel jaws threatened to snap 
them up. 
(Apollonius IV.139-44,153-55) 
295 Berlin inv.326\, ABL 198.2. 
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It is only with the magical help of Medea, who puts the serpent to sleep, that Jason 
can fulfil his quest. 
The image of the snake, in vanous fonns, plays a large role in the Argonautic 
adventures. 296 This suggests that the archetype of the snake made a great impact on 
the consciousness of the ancient Greek since it is represented in a wide ranging 
variety of guises. 
Additionally, the sheer might of the snake is underlined by the fact that the two great 
heroes cannot defeat their respective monsters without the super-ordinary assistance 
from an outside source. In general, then the vase paintings provide evidence of the 
same general attitude to snakes as is evinced by tbe Homeric epics and by the broad 
spectrum of Greek myth: a dangerously poisonous creature with chthonic or divine 
supernatural associations. 
2~ The seer, Mopsus, is killed by the bite of a snake (IV.I 5 18 ff.), Jason must sow serpent's teeth for 




As Lonsdale297 has noted, the Greeks in antiquity possessed "a world-view that found 
it most natural to portray perceptions as a process of continuous interchanges between 
the human, natural and supernatural worlds." This world-view is clearly reflected in 
both the literary and artistic evidence. Owing to the nature of the Greek perceptions. 
the animal both mirrors and is mirrored by the human and supernatural worlds. As a 
result, it is often difficult to isolate whether a given characteristic is attributed to the 
animal or the human/deity. This is compounded by the fact that the Homeric 
evidence is the result of a continuous and dynamic tradition, a tradition influenced by 
many other cultures. It must be taken into account that besides the vase and Homeric 
traditions, there was most likely a third aspect, the folk tradition. That is, the Homeric 
texts cannot be taken as isolated instances of a story, on which all other literature was 
based, but as representative of prevailing thought and perceptions. Although the 
Homeric evidence represents its own specialized selection of data, the poets relied and 
drew on the folk heritage. [n a similar sense, the artistic genre must be understood as 
drawing on both Homer and as being located within a folk-orientated context. 
While taking this into account, it is evident that the different animals discussed in this 
study had distinct character traits. That is, each animal type must be understood as 
embodying separate and individual character traits peculiar to its breed since each has 
its own particular niche in the literature and the arts . With this in mind, it is therefore 
not surprising that during the time period covered in this study, there was "no generic 
m 1989:333. 
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word for animal until 'to ~4lov comes into use in the 5th century BC" .298 This reveals 
that the Greeks did not view their animals as indistinct members belonging to an 
undifferentiated body, but rather each one responded to its own individual description. 
On a more general level, then. since the dog. snake, lion, panther and leopard types all 
occur in Gigantomachy scenes, they must be viewed as inherently fierce creatures. 
That is, not only do these animals appear in a scene of conflict between gods and 
giants, but they are consistently paired with the wild and unpredictable god, Dionysos. 
The god's dominion extended beyond the edges of civilization, into the unexplored 
vegetation, a place where most of these animals belonged. In comparison to the other 
animals in the Gigantomachy scenes. the presence of the dog is unusual since it does 
not, for a number of reasons, wholly belong within this milieu. For one. the dog is 
only occasionally represented in the Gigantomachy context and is not a known fixed 
attribute of the god. Dionysos. Secondly. it is a creature that generally does not live 
in the outlying regions beyond the human community. as do the other animals. but 
rather is located in situations where men occur. Thirdly. the dog does not feature at 
all in other supernatural transfonnations ,299 such as the different manifestations of 
Proteus; here, a new combination of animal images is introduced; the boar. bear and 
the lion. In view of the dog's seemingly unsuited appearance within the 
Gigantomachy context, its inclusion must be seen as an implicit comment on the 
inherent savagery of the canine animal. 
The dog as portrayed in the different genres presents a highly complex senes of 
images. It is an animal that cannot be absolutely defined since it presents a study of 
298 Lonsdale (1979:156). 
299 A notable exception is the ldcythos representing Hekate, Athens 19765, LIMe 3: Erinys 7. 
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contrasts. That is, it is entirely too simplistic to argue for either of the two extremes 
oftbe character of the dog as I1bad ll versus I1good", and "well-liked" versus "disliked". 
Instead, one needs to recognize that the concept of the canine falls into the grey zones 
of both "good" and "bad", and "well-liked" and "disliked" depending on the particular 
context that the animal was located. While this stands as true, the evidence points to a 
pervasive distrust of the animal. On a fundamental level, the dog was aggressive and 
savage. While still retaining these character traits, through the filter of domestication, 
the animal could display the positive attributes of loyalty and companionship. and live 
in a symbiotic co-existence with the human dimension. At the other end of the 
spectrum, the undomesticated dog, relegated to the role of pariah, most closely 
responded and was true to the underlying savagery and aggression. However, in each 
sphere of life, the dog fufils a very definite function. Within the context of the hunt 
and herding, the dog was a necessary and helpful adjunct to the huntsmen and 
herdsmen. On the other hand, within the context of war, the carrion eater was in 
harmony with the cyclical nature of life involving the precondiron of decay that 
comes before renewaL 
At the same time, there seems to be a recognition that tbe behaviour of the dog was 
less than refined. The cup by the Amasis Painter300 immediately is evoked where the 
defecating dogs strongly remind the viewer of the "realness" of the creature. If one 
compares the dog with the lion, two very different pictures emerge. That is, the dog 
must be viewed as a living, breathing and very physically manifest creature. On the 
other hand, while the lion displays a vivid and rich set of imagery, it is presented as an 
conceptualized ideal rather than a real animal born of the earth. The feline does not 
)00 Boston 10.651, (ABV 157.86; Para 65; Add1 46). 
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engage in activities rooted in the real world, such as necessary bodily functions or the 
consumption of the carrion of fallen warriors or hunstman. 
This theory can be applied to the archaeological record in the fann of the water 
spouts. It is remarkable that even to the untrained eye, in both real water spouts and 
those depicted in scenes represented on vases, the lioo's head is the nann and the 
dog's head is never portrayed. In view of the ancient evidence already presented 
concerning the dog. it is therefore not surprising that the Greeks in antiquity would 
not voluntarily choose to have their drinking and bathing water flow from the mouth 
of an essentially unclean animal, both in behaviour and habits. 301 On the other hand, 
the concept of the lion consists of mainly abstract qualities of power, strength, and 
courage and is generally not based in any physical reality. Apart from the potential 
cultural influences that would have dictated the lion's head as a common form of 
water spout, the feline seems the most obvious choice of image. 
The dog must essentially be seen as a opportunist; it fawns around its master or lies 
under the eating couch in the hopes of receiving any offer of food or, in the role of the 
carrion eater, it will feed on and hence defile the bodies of those killed in battle. 
On the other hand, the canine was clearly considered to have had extrasensory powers 
of communication. One must consider the large role that dogs played in the 
Asklepian cult, in which dreams and visions were a core component of the healing 
process. Evidently, since dogs could communicate with the divine realms, they were, 
101 A notable exception 10 this rule is found in the fonn of two red figure rhyta moulded in the shape of 
a dog's head attributed to the Brygos Painter, Villa Giulia 867, (ARV2 382.187; Para 366; Add1 228), 
Leningrad 679 (St. 360), (ARJIl 382.188; Add1 228). For a selection of animal head rhyta, such as the 
deer, goat, boar, bull, ram, and lion, cr. the work attributed 10 the Group of Class W (AR V2 1550-51 ). 
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to a large extent, considered the intennediaries between the material and non-material 
realms and were thus imbued with a unique kind of importance. In light of the canine 
role as intermediaries, it becomes clear why Hennes and dogs are consistently 
associated since they are singularly suited. That is, Hermes can also be understood as 
an intermediary since he, in his role of messenger god and patron of travellers, travels 
freely between the different realms of the underworld, human world and Olympos. In 
addition to this, Hermes as an archetype is as complex as the dog; he is an enigmatic 
god whose character embodies the Jungian notions of both the shadow side and the 
light. 
Throughout the artistic and literary representations. the figure of the lion most 
strongly stands out. It seems tbat as an animal , tbe lion generally usurped the roles of 
the other types of felines since tbe leonine image contributes a discrete combination 
of characteristics. That is, the character of the lion as portrayed in both the artistic 
and literary genres presents a self-contained series of images that does not rely on 
external sources to enhance how one perceives the animal. When the figure of the 
lion is approached, it offers the viewer or audience a multi-faceted range of attributes, 
ranging from powerful aggression to a strongly paternalistic image. The concept of 
the lion includes the notion of the victorious hero, but not one ashamed to express 
emotion; the feline presents itself as a hungry beast, that desires both food and glory, 
it is a strong and powerful crearure, it displays a proud and noble carriage and 
personality, and it is a beast that lesser animals and, often, men inherently fear and 
respect. The fact that the main protagonists in Homer are consistently likened to the 
lion reveals that the feline image was considered dominant, strong and powerful , a cut 
above the rest of the members within the animal kingdom in much the same way as 
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each main protagonist is portrayed within the world of men. Throughout the different 
genres, the character of the lion is unmistakable; it is presented to the audience and 
the viewer without hidden meaning or subtle insinuation. When the image of tbe lion 
is represented, the concommitant associations are immediately evoked. This means 
that while the lion displays many and variegated attributes, it does not raise enigmatic 
overtones to which the audience must actively respond in order to interpret the 
potential meaning underlying the particular situation in which the feline occurs. 
Instead, the dog takes on this role. 
Based on the evidence presented in this study, it seems unlikely that the people in 
antiquity came into contact with a lion in reality. For one, the overall impression of 
the image surrounding the lion is highly mythologized and fundamentally idealistic. 
Evidently, the artists and poets had a largely accurate understanding of how the 
animal looked, on a physiological level. However, it has here been argued that they 
had ample artistic evidence found in art with Near Eastern origins to convey the 
impression to the modem scholar that the Greek people actually did encounter the 
creature. The archaeological evidence supports this contention. That is, a number of 
boars' tusk helmets have been discovered which supports the artistic and literary 
evidence that attests to the phenomenon of the boar hunt in antiquity. If the Greeks 
used boars' rusks from their hoar hunts, there is no valid reason why, if they hunted 
lions, they would not string together lion's claws as trophies, for instance, or use a 
hooked talon as part of a weaponry device. 302 
J()2 I wish to thank Professor Anne Mackay for this, and many other, pertinent insights offered during 
our numerous discussions on the different animals. 
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In terms of the other felines, then, the panther was evidently considered the most 
appropiate animal in the depiction of scenes involving Dionysos. Since the panther 
does not typically display any obvious character tendencies, it mllst be seen to have 
largely taken on the qualities peculiar to the god himself. Dionysos, mytbologically, 
presents a dark and abstruse image; he is a dangerous god with menacing 
undercurrents and generally evokes an unsettling state of discomfiture. Additionally, 
the frontal1y orientated face of the panther, and the somewhat unreadable expression 
(unlike the lion) lends an air of mystery and enigma to the creature. That is, the 
panther, as depicted in vase painting, looks directly at the viewer but has no 
perceivable expression that would suggest an emotional state . This frontally 
orientated face is perhaps significant when one considers the longstanding tradition in 
vase painting where the frontal face is a key attribute in signifying "monster" and 
"danger" in terms of the representation of the Gorgons and to a lesser extent satyrs.303 
Perhaps, also, the frontal face has an apotropaic significance which warns the viewer 
of the potential malevolence behind the external appearance. On the other hand, the 
remaining predators, the leopard and the wolf, occupy a subordinated role in which 
they simply supplement the richness and diverseness of the concept of 
aggressiveness, danger, and, for the wolf, slyness. 
The boar, on the . .other .hand, presents a very clear image of brute~ strength and 
courage. This animal is not overtly complex in terms of its concommitant imagery 
but is used to represent the idea of the archetypal fierce and bold warrior. However, 
whi le the image of the lion presents a more personal type of comparison where the 
individual aspect is highlighted, the boar image offers a standard "warriorll template 
303 For discussion of the frontal face , cc. Korshak (1987). 
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that is primarily generalized to the attributes it displays. That is, the lions as they are 
depicted singly in Homer, seem to stand as discrete individuals and as a result are 
compared to other important individual meo. On the other band, the figure of the boar 
as appearing in Homer, seems to be undifferentiated from any other boar, standing 
instead for the abstract concepts of streng~h and bravery rather than presenting a 
specific personality. At the same time, these abstract concepts are concrete enougb 
for the boar to stand on its own in the arts and literature, as a single creature rather 
than an anonymous member belonging to a pack. It is for this reason that the boar is 
most often presented as an opponent of the lion. Owing to its inherent savagery and 
slightly cunning manner, the boar was also considered sometimes suitable to be paired 
with some of the members of the Dionysian retinue, the maenads. However, this is 
not a common phenomenon and thus cannot be considered a strongly significant 
attribute of the creature. 
In tenns of the other ungulates. the ram and the bull are two animals which present 
clear concepts of strength and potency. The deer, on tbe other hand, are very "two 
dimensional" animals tbat generally exhibit the attributes of cowardice and lesser 
strength. However, it must be taken into account that the herd animal, as a general 
rule, does not lend itself to the cinematic nature of epic where the "spotlight" 
general)y . f~lls onto individuals who are picked out of the indistinct members of the 
herd. As a result, an animal is picked for its egregious qualities. Additionally, the 
livestock, as herds, would have been extremely difficult to represent on vases, the task 
being both time consuming and potential confusing, spatially-speaking, for the 
viewer. In this light, perhaps the typically repetitive goat bands on Rhodian oinochoai 
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are intended as representations of a herd and the repeated bird motifs on the 
Geometric fabric stand for a flock. 
It is noteworthy that domesticated animals do not generally occur on animal bands. 
That is, the representation of the dog and the horse in tbe subsidiary bands is a rare 
phenomenon. Instead, wild animals find their places in these bands where they are 
represented in a manner that reveals their manifest characters. A probable 
explanation for this discrepancy in animal types points to the notion tbat domesticated 
"pets" were placed in a different category of mind set of people of antiquity and were 
tbus not seen as an "animal" per se. 
Out of all the animal types, the concept of the snake seems to be tbe most ancient and 
deeply entrenched since, by the 6th century BC, it had already developed a primarily 
symbolic status in both an and literarure. This was no doubt due to the large role that 
snakes played in the ancient mystery cults, and its concommitant earth-related 
connotations. The snake, as presented in an and literarure, does not display a 
personality as such. That is, the concept of the serpent clearly stood as a strongly 
archetypal symbol that presented a wide range of oblique and suggestive meanings. 
The concept of the snake typically involved the aspect of extreme danger, death and 
enigma. Since the snake traversed freely both above and below the ground, it was 
privy to the secrets of the earth that man was not able to access or understand. Since 
the Underworld was here located and because of the potential fatality of the serpent's 
bite, the snake had strong associations with the realm of the dead and with death. 
Owing to these associations, the concept of the snake recommended itself as an 
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attribute to be incorporated into monster images, such as the Gorgons, Kerberos, and 
such like. 
It has proved highly appropriate to compare Homeric contexts with those on vases 
since the two genres present a series of images that both conflrm one another and 
highlight the differences for the scholar's attention. That is, when the images 
correspond, it presents a unified body of evidence on which to base one's theories 
concerning each animal. On the other hand. in instances where the imagery presents 
differing aspects of the particular animal, it provides a "lead" that needs to be 
explored and perhaps points to a little understood, or subtle aspect of the animal, 
which is highlighted for our attention. 
It bas become evident that tbis area of study has enonnous potential for further 
exploration. For one, it is clear, that the Near Eastern influences need to be more 
comprehensively investigated and directly compared to the Greek evidence and 
imagery, since this would provide greater understanding and shed light on some of the 
symbolism that is fundamentally rooted in Near Eastern culture. However, this is an 
aspect that could not have feasibly been researched within the constraints of this 
thesis. 
In conclusion, the study of animals as they occur in antiquity has been a highly 
rewarding undertaking. Not only can they be appreciated on a purely aesthetic level 
in the artistic and literary media, but they present a wide range of conceptual 
possibilities which stimulates thought in the viewer and audience. In addition to this, 
whi le the Greeks in antiquity were primarily anthropocentrically-orientated, they took 
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an obvious pleasure and interest in the animal dimension which is strongly evinced in 




Snakes and Fountain Houses 
During the last part of the 6th century fountain house scenes became popular on Attic 
black figure vases, especially on the hydria. The popularity of this scene type has 
been directly linked to the construction of a Pelsistratean fountain house, the 
Enneakrounos, c. 520 BC.304 As Griffiths Pedley has suggestect,l°s the revamping of 
the water supply system was highly significant in tenns of the transition it 
represented. from rulers who were involved in purely political matters to a 
government that offered more services to the public. He also points out tbat it must 
have vastly improved the quality of life for the Athenian inhabitants. 
The standard fountain house scene type reveals glimpses of everyday life where 
women are represented collecting the water in their containers and talking amongst 
themselves,306 and where men are in the process of washing themselves, presumably 
after their exercises or hunting activities. 307 Although the fountain house scenes are 
intrinsically interesting as a whole, it is the consistent recurrence of the lion-head 
water spout that demands some explanation. That is, considering the plentiful 
evidence of lion-head water spouts, both on vases and in their original, sculpted form, 
there is a disconcerting silence in the secondary literature concerning the significance 
304 Griffiths Pedley (1987:76). 
)Os (1987:77). For a discussion of the location of the fountain house, cf. Travlos (1971 :204). 
106 For instance, on a hydria, Toledo Ohio 61.23 (Para 147.5 ler; Add' 91), on another hydria, London 
1843.11-3.49 (B329), (ABV334.1, 678; Para 147; Add' 91). 
307 For instance on a hydria, Leyden xv e 28 (AB V 266. 1, 644, 69 1; Para 117; Add' 69). The animal 
band below this scene, depicting a stag being hunted by men on their horses can be seen to function as 
a pictorial explanation for the action occurring on the main panel. 
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of the lion's bead itelf. DunkJey.308 who carried out an in depth study on fountain 
houses of the sixth century BC, comments on the recurrent use of the lion's head, as 
opposed to small numbers of incidences of other types of animals. 309 During the 
course of his discussion, almost by default, he mentions tbe usefulness of the spread 
out mane for attachment-to-the-wall purposes. However, nowhere in his paper does 
he attempt to explain the reason for the choice oftbis specific animal. 
Throughout the Iliad and the Odyssey, the majority of lion references are found within 
the simile structures. For the most part, the lions are portrayed in a ferocious manner, 
alternatively marauding the livestock or hunting wild animals. What is striking about 
their representation is that for all their violent behaviour, no lion is ever heard to 
roar. JID It is rather incongruous. then. that the lion is most frequently portrayed with a 
wide open mouth throughout Corinthian, Geometric and Archaic art. JII Despite the 
mute Homeric lion. the feline with an open mouth was adopted in art as a 
conceptualized template for the standard lion posture. Based on this observation, I 
propose that the lion with its mouth open was the logical choice of animal to have 
water gushing out of what was a conveniently open aperture. At the same time, the 
lion is a striking and regal beast with flowing lines and it has a mane that would create 
a pleasing visual parallel to the rippling of the water that poured from the spout. 
However, aside from these few suggestions and bearing in mind the undoubted 
Eastern influences, the question concernmg why the lion was specifically used 
remains inadequately explained. 
". (1935-6). 
J09 For instance, on a bydria, Boston 61.195 (Griffiths Pedley (1987: Fig. 11», [Donkey's head spout], 
on an amphora, Berlin 1843 (ABV 478; Add] 120), (Boar-heads], on a hydria, London 1843.11-3.49 
(B329), (ABVJ34.1, 678; Para 147; Add' 91), [Riders on their horses]. 
)10 Stanford (1967:277), ad 1/. 4.335 ff. 
m See lion section for examples, page 64 ff. 
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Althougb the fountain house scenes, as a whole, are intrinsically interesting in their 
own right, there is one vase representation, a hydria, that stands out in particu)ar':H2 
The figure at the extreme left of the scene is the goddess, Athene, distinctive with her 
helmet and aegis, facing to right. She stands behind the bellies of horses of a 
quadriga that emerges into the picture metope.313 One of the horses paws at the 
ground with its boof. 
On the right hand side of the scene, a fountain house has been represented from the 
side. The entabulature is supported by two Ionic columns. Behind the first column, 
in the centre oftbe picture field, stands Herakles in position B. He has a wide-legged, 
striding stance moving towards the right. He is dressed in his lion skin with the tail 
rucked into his belt, he wears his quiver and bow on his back and his scabbard 
protrudes at waist level. His right arm swings out behind him and is bent at the 
elbow. With his right band he grips his sword in a potentially attacking position. His 
left arm is raised horizontally and he reaches forward to grasp the neck of a large 
snake. The snake, which seems to emerge from the roof of the fountain house, faces 
to the left. An unidentifiable woman, to right, occupies position C where she stands 
within the precincts of the fountain house itself. She leans slightly forwards holding a 
bydria up to a waterspout. The type of water spout is unclear. Immediately below the 
spout rears a disproportionately small lion emerging from the rocky outcrop on the 
extreme right that backs the fountain establishment. The lion faces to the left and 
312 Hydria attributed to the Priam Painter, Boulogne 406 (ABV 332.21; Para 149; Add1 90). See foldout 
illustration on page 156. 
313 The presence of the chariot is implied because the horses are in their harnesses and are yoked. 
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only its bead and forepaws are visible. Its mouth is open in a typical roanng 
expression. It is not clear whether its paws rack at the woman's shins or whether it is 
leaping towards Herakles, past the woman. 
Osborne314 suggests that the scene represents a conflation of the various elements of 
the Herakles cycle. His ftrst proposal is that the snake could be taken as a reference to 
tbe Lemean hydra episode. This is a potentially valid contribution because although 
the Lemean hydra was a many-beaded snake, as a water snake, it was a reptile that 
would often he found around water, and it did pose a threat to people who came to the 
spring in which it lived. Added to this, the Greeks would not have drawn water 
directly from a spring because of tbe mud and tbe precarious balancing of water jugs. 
Instead, it is most likely that a fountain house would have been built for the purposes 
of channelling the water through pipes out of which the liquid could be collected. 
Besides his explanation for the presence of the snake, Osbome reminds us that the 
hero Herakles is variously associated with fountains during the course of his labours. 
He also suggests that the lion could be the evocation of the Nemean labour and that 
the presence of Athena could recall the scenes of Herakles being led into Olympos by 
his patron goddess. In tenns of the setting as a whole, Osbome remarks that the 
fountain-house represents all tbat is civilized in life. However, says Osbome, it is at 
these precise places where women were susceptible to unwanted male attention. 
Thus, Herakles can be seen as the civilizing element of the scene in which he wards 
off potentially disruptive and malign forces. 3lS 
314 (1983:67 ff.). 
m However, Osbome (1983:69 fT.) also questions whether one can be completely certain of the 
15) 
Boardman316 argues against a mythological interpretation, and instead suggests a 
political symbolism. He compares other fountain house scenes by the Priam painter 
and argues that the settings must be Athenian because of the non-mythical names that 
are given to the women and because, on two other vases, the Athenian spring 
Kallirrboe is mentioned.317 Based on this evidence, and the fact that the fountain 
house in the picture is built against a rock, a phenomenon which is only very rarely 
found in other fountain house scenes, Boardman suggests that the scene may indicate 
some kind of problem with local circumstances or a cult. Drawing on his suggested 
Herakles-Peisistratos connection in Greek art,JI S Boardman proposes that this vase 
represents tbe hero (HerakleslPeisistratos) effectively dealing with the hypothetical 
cnslS. 
Moon319 comments on the gesture of Athene, on the stance of the horses, the 
outstretched paw of the hero's lion skin, and the roaring feline at the maiden's feet as 
contributing factors of what he sees as an altogether ominous scene. Although, he 
describes this as "a most confounding scene ... [which] defies interpretationn ,32o he 
suggests that it may be a reference to an early representaion of Herakles and the 
Hesperides or that it may involve political significance.321 
altruistic intentions of Herakles. 
". (1972:67 ff.). 
m According to Travlos (197 1 :204), Kallirrhoe was the name of a spring before the Enneakrounos was 
built and can be found south east of the Olympieion in the Ilissos riverbed 
1II (1972). 
319 (1983:116 n.21). 
320 Ibid. 
l2l Here, Moon (1983:116 n.21) quotes the story of Leaina from Pausanias 1.12.1 which tells of a 
bronze lioness that was erected in memory of Leaina who was killed by Hippias .. 
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On the other hand, Beazley'" and Schefold,J2J have both suggested that the snake and 
fountain are an early reference to Herakles episode in the Garden of the Hesperides. 
As no one scholar bad adequately resolved this perplexing scenario, I propose to 
argue for the presentation of a rather humorous scene. The key to the decipherment of 
the scene is tbe fountain house itself. That is, the artist, the Priam painter, has very 
consciously highlighted the fountain house since it prominently occupies half of the 
picture field. The visual impact is striking when you consider that in the one half of 
the scene, heroic action is being depicted and on the other side, a very mundane and 
everyday theme is presented. This juxtaposition of the two very different themes 
already makes for a humorous impression on the observer. In addition to this, what is 
so striking about these two 'beasties', the lion and the snake, is that they are 
significantly the two things you could he sure of encountering when you went to fill 
your bydria. 
The archaeological evidence reveals that the lion's head frequently occurred in the 
guise of the water spout and, to the ancient, would have been commonly associated 
with fountain houses. Similarly, besides the fact that real snakes would have been 
attracted to the cool and damp of the fountain house establishment,324 depictions of 
snakes can be found on the reliefs of fountain house pediments325 and sculpted snakes 
have been found modelled on terracotta models of fountain houses. 
With this essential background infonnation in mind, the scene takes on a completely 
new dimension where two seemingly arbitrary animals (who are in fact well within 
322 CVA, Oxford. (1931:100). 
m (1992:134). 
324 Dunkley (1935-6: 170). 
m For instances on hydriai, Leyden xv e 28 (ABV 266.1,644,691; Para 117; Add] 69), London 
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their appropriate context) are portrayed in a rather atypical manner. The logical 
conclusion is that the previously inanimate and decorative objects have stepped out of 
their former static existence and taken on a life of their own, in the bogey-man 
tradition. While it must be noted that the woman is seemingly unaware of these 
dangers and focuses ber attention on filling her hydria, our 'larger-than-l ife' hero, 
Herakles, rushes to her (unnecessary) defence. One paw from his lion skin cloak flaps 
upwards (rather unsuited to our un flappable hero) in his haste to rescue her, while his 
patron, Athena. raises a hand in horror at his difficult deed. 
The humour in the situation can be extended even further. That is, the "flapping paw" 
is, like the tail, tucked into tbe bero's belt. It is proposed that this scene is located 
between Herakles' various labours where be and his patron goddess stop off at a 
fountain house with the intention of allowing the hero to perform his ablutions. Since 
Herakles does not want to get his prized lion pelt wet, he carefully tucks away the 
extraneous and dangling pieces. However, in this representation, he does not get to 
accomplish his task since he perceives the maiden to be under attack and in need of 
some assistance. 
Since this vase is securely located within a time period that has already witnessed the 
shift in scene types, from the purist mythological sort to those of daily living,326 this 
more light-hearted interpretation is not as implausible as it fust seems. Added to this, 
whi le the Priam Painter does not lack in imagination, he does tend to have a rather 
self-conscious style. With this in mind, the 'flapping paw' can only be deliberate, 
purposely intended as a pictorial comment. 
1836.2-24.169 (8330), (ABV 276.1 , 676,678; Paro 121; Add' 72). 
326 Griffiths Pedley (1987:77). 
I~ 
Within the oontW of some of his other wo~ !he Priam Painter definitely reveals 3 
ctrtain sense of humour m !mnS of the handling orbis subjett maner. On one of his 
vaseslll on which is depicted }'et aoother fuumain me, \1,'( find two rather \'Ulgar 
W3tersprutS siruated in between the more nonnallion bead. Eai'b spool ~ placed 
!his" rughly '~lioJ ~" of '.0 ,,"'1 !Od, ""OOly, io ,1St painting froollily-
of such a water splUl 'lrlS ready to hand for a vase painter,m What tb~ frontali!)' 
does _ fuc1 '''''mpl,~ , 10 .1lest lIIbo CIIlIely mallhe .", gush_ from Ihe 
gmi.1 "" of each animal. 00 me 000 band, _Ierms of Ihe """ represeil,"oo " 
a woole, if one is to support Boardman's more politically orientated sunct, one 
wonders bow seriously the Athenians I-iewed the ~TaIlt As we can judge, 
Pcisi",1OS did",," "my pseo«upi~ ,iolhe Hmge mal he P"""led 10 his 
citizens and this must bm been cause for some comment. 
It is not implausible that in aocienl times, women were waxy of real snakes on 
wbile waiting in line, that the ooOl'ersanon OO!Ild bal'e become occasionally lewd and 
it mllSt hm been frultraring 10 bm arrired 31 a fountain house only to MI'C 
disrol"ered a poMe of others '/Iitll first claim on the water.llf In fact it seems that the 
OIdinarily.~ ocrupied by ... ea 
IDf • ....,.").., loodo IMl.II,J.49~m'(ABVJM.I,m;p .. 14i;Mf9I) 
·F • ...., ....... IIr>"'f;.,UBylll.41) 
• et, h)" trm.IMl.II,lI1 [IJ)I~ I'B'));]I, 694; P .. I~ ,jf ~I.hceti< M 
figure raises bo band tc cooric fMtaIioo. 
,. , , 
Bonlogne 406 
(ABV331.lI; Im 149;Adf-~) 
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